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ÀBSTRÀCT

The provision of external transportation linkages

can

have a dramatic effect on the socio-economic viability of a
community. However, the provision of all-weather road Iinkages in Northern Manitoba became synonymous with resource
exploitation.
The traditional native communities were neglected up until the late 1960's, as modern forms of transportation left the majority of them isolated. Furthermore,
the pattern of settlement, characterized by point development, diminished their hopes of being linked to the provin-

cial road system.
The intent of this thesis is to determine what effect
transportation linkages, or the lack thereof, have had on
the socio-economic viability of remote native communities in
Northern Manitobar âs well as to trace the effects of the
various government transportation policies on these native
communities

This thesis utilizes past material and field research to
determine what impacts are apparent due to transport linkages. From this examination, transportation problems affecting socio-economic development are made known. Hence,
actions are proposed for the alleviation of these problems.
Drawing from previous materials and the field research, a
ner/ù approach for native transportation is delineated.
This
takes the form of a comprehensive transportation policy for
native communities in Northern Manitoba. Specific shortterm policies are proposed to guide native communities
towards the long-term future direction.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1

.1

Statement Of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis

is to determine what effect
transportaLion linkages have on the socio-economic viability
of native communities in Northern Manitoba. The transportation network is viewed as exogenous -- an insLrument in
influencing the socio-economic development of these communities.
Àfter viewing how Lransportat ion networks have
affected, if at all, the socio-economic viabilities of these
communities, recommendations are put forth concerning the
most appropriate course(s) of action to foll-ow.
These
actions are geared towards enhancing the quality of life
experienced in remote native communities.
In order to test the premise that transportation I inkages
do effect the socio-economic viability of northern nat i ve
communities, a case study approach is undertaken.
This is
done to compare and contrast socio-economic development
between all-weather road and remote communities.

1-
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1.2 Statement Of Problem
Transportation linkages are examined in terms of possible
impact on the socio-economic development of Northern Manitoba native communities. These impacts can be advantageous,
as well as detrimental to a community. On one hand, it is
perceived that all-weather surface transportation would
cause a reduction in the'cost of living and isolation as a
result of the increased mobility.
Às well, more abundant
economic productivity and empJ-oyment opportunities would be
prevalent. On the other hand, a perception of a deterioration of native culture would result s¡ith the infiltration of
Euro-Canadian values and norms brought about by the permanent surface link.
This, along with an increase in social
problems, would advance disruption of the community.
Ànother set of problems, albeit perceived, are: a federalprovincial jurisdictional problem in administering a transportation policy; and a pattern of disjointed incrementalism
in provincial transportation policies.
This thesis will substantiate or refute the perceived
problems outlined above.
.In determining if any net benefits
accrue to native communities as a result of a permanent surface connection, a number of questions are answered. The
thesis determines if some type of government policy exists
regarding the development of transportation networks for
northern native communities, or if government policy is just
related to specific modes of transport. From these ques-
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tions it is distinguished whether or not present government
policy is an effective instrument in developing the socioeconomic viability

of northern native communities.
Asa
result of dealing with these questions, actions are proposed
in order to maximize the net benefits experienced by these

communities.

with the provision of permanent transportation linkages,
trade-offs will occur. For instance, is the quality of life
in these communities enhanced or deteriorated? This is
looked at from the viewpoint of the community residents, as
perceptions of quality of life from people outside the community may possess undue biases.

In redefirring the problem, transportation linkages to
Northern Manitoba native communitiesr otr the lack of,. as a
resul-t of various government transportation policies and
programs have had a major influence on the socio-economic
development of these communities. However, incremental policy decisions by the senior levels of government have produced inadequate transportation requirements and facilities
to a majority of northern native communities. Therefore, a
nel¡ approach and comprehensive transportation policy is
needed if remote communities are to experience an improvement in their quality of Life.
Às wellr
âDy government
action undertaken has to be co-ordinated with the native
communities invoLved, not forced upon them.

4

1.3

Orientation
The thesis considers the effect of transportation linkages to northern native communities from two viewpoints: their
economic well-being and their social development. Transportation is viewed as an important service with the potential
of enabling peopi.e to enhance their quality of life through
increased social and economic opportunities.
The thesis is based on the premise that native communities are permanent entities and, therefore, appropriate
action(s) concerning transportation is needed. With this in
mind, the thesis is approached from a social science and
planning perspective. The thesis considers both social and
economic criteria when proposing actions to alleviate community problems.
The limitations this thesis faces are that generalízations made from the case study communities may not apply
fully to other remote native communities in Northern Manitoba. while this is realtzed, important l-essons can stil1 be
learned.

1.4 General Methodoloqv
This thesis evolves from a number of methodological
steps, but it proceeds essentially on the basis of a case
study approach. Prior the the case studies thoughr ân
extensive review of the literature was conducted to establish the historical and socio-economic background of north-

ern native communities. The problem is analyzed on the
basis of a historical and institutional
approach. Hencel
the study is not a quantitative analysis, but a social one.
By reviewing the literature,
different phases of transport technology were revealed and problems that had to be
dealt v¡ith were disclosed.
AIso various government transportation policies and programs were examined for theír
effects on northern native communities. This information
was correlated in an attempt to identify the prevailing
issues.

After a review of the literature was completed, the
selection of the case study communities was delineated. The
sample areas involved four Northern Manitoba native communities based on a hierarchy of transportation facilities,
in
order to see the effect government transportation policies
and programs have had on these communities in general. From
the field research it vras possible to evaLuate the effects
of economic health and social well-being in the community in
question as a result of the various government policies and
programs concerning transportation Iinkages.
Finally, based on the literature review and case studies,
scenarios $¡ere constructed as a means to evaluate proposed
sets of policies and actions. Àlternatives v¡ere offered in
order to select the "best" solution for the situation at
hand. The actions proposed reflect the various needs and
limitations of different groups.

6

1.5 Definition Of Terms
For the purpose of this thesis the term "native" is considered to be anyone with an aboriginal background. Since
socio-cultural similarities exist between Treaty Indians,
non-status Indians and Metis, this thesis considers them as
one entity unless otherwise stated (ie. Indians refers to
Treaty Indians). The differences between the various groups
are construed as being purely 1ega1.
with this thesis
focusing on native communities, of which the majority consist of adjacent Indian Reserves and Metis communities in
Northern Manitoba, their external transportation needs and
wants are assumed to be the same.
A further clarification is needed for the term "natives".
This thesis concerns itself with northern natives and not
the ones that have migrated into urban centers, as their
problems are di f ferent.
1.6

Svnopsis of Chapters

The second chapter involves a discussion of the theory of

isolated settlements.
Then the
hi stor ical and soc i oeconomic background of Northern Manitoba native communities
is studied. Needs, trends and problems of these communities
are outlined as well.
In the third chapter an examination of transportation
technology concerning northern climes is discussed.
The
historical and modern aspects of transportation in Northern

7

Manitoba is delineated.

The effect of the geography on the

area is analyzed. Then the effects that various modes of
transportation have on Northern Manitoba native communities
are outlined.
Chapter four researches the various policies and programs
put in place over the years by senior levels of government
and their effects on northern native communities. positive
and negative impacts, as well as problems associated with
transport provision, are detailed. The co-ordination of
transportation with economic development closes out this
chapter.
The delineation of the case study methodology is brought

forth in chapter five.
This chapter discusses the criteria
for the selection of the study area and the proposed methods
of analysis.
The sixth chapter deals with the present socio-economic
development in the case study communities. A community profile is conducted for each of the four communities. Then
the chapter closes off with an analysis of the real and perceived socio-economic impacts of an all-weather road transportation system on these communities.
Chapter seven provides the framework for the needed
future direction of a comprehensive native transportation
policy.
Here an agenda of what needs to be done is discussed. From this, an evaluation of the options and alternatives is provided. Recommendations are put forth with
reasons why certain actions are to be implemented.

I
The f inal

chapter summar izes and rei terates the content
and process of the thes i s.
The effects and impl icat ions of
existing pol ic ies and future actions are stated.

Chapter II
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHÀRÀCTERISTICS OF NATI\¡ES:

HISTORICÀL TO PRESENT DAY ANALYSIS

2.1

Introduction
While this thesis focuses on the effect of government
transportation policies on the socio-economic viability of
northern native communities in Manitoba, it is advantageous
to start with a historical perspective concerning Manitoba
native peoples.
This chapter gives an historical overview of the socioeconomic characteristics of native people in Manitoba from
the past to the present dry, in order to establish the
groundwork for the problem at hand. The exploration of the
historical background of natives in Manitoba
from the
origin of settlements to the establishment of reserves,
reveals the events that have directly or indirectly affected
native socio-economic status. By looking at the trends that
have evolved over the course of time, and their conseguencêsr an understanding of native problems can be developed.
The effect that the various institutions have had on natives
over time is examined.
The chapter then discusses the present socio-economic
problerns brought about by historic circumstances. Due to

9-
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the result of the soc io-economic cond itions fac ing these
communities, the needs of the native people are brought
forth.
It is shown that a lack of adequate transportation Iinkages poses a rna jor constraint to the socio-economic viability of these native communities.
2.2

Oriqin Of SettLements
The theory of isolated settlements in Northern Manitoba
or anywhere in Northern Canada for that matter, evol-ves from
a number of factors. The native peoples who first inhabited
North Àmerica were largely a nomadic people who were closely
integrated with the natural environment. They were dependent on what that environment produced on a day to day
basis.
Large gatherings of peopler oo anything more than
a temporary basis, vrere highly unlikely. yet convenience, a desire for companionship and mutual
support, undoubtedly produced the'clustering'
characteristic found in most societies.
In many
instances these 'clusters' were the origin of settlements today. l

With indigenous peoples, factors such as intersecting travel
routes, the presence of game,
migration routes of caribou
and other big game animals, and access to productive fishing, played important l-ocational roles in the establishment
of native settlements in North Àmerica. Site reguirements

r B. GiIlie, "The DeveJ-opment of Settlements In The Mackenzie Basin," in HUMÀN SETTLEMENTS AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES
NORTH OF SIXTY, Seminar Proceeding, Occasional paper No.
7, (University of gritish Columbia: The Center For Human
Settlements, 1979), p. 17.
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such as the availability

of building materials and availability of land for building played irnportant roles. The
supply of water was very important, as waterways were the
highways of yesteryear.
Gathering places were selected on
the basis that they would provide food for assemblage in the
summer months.
Furthermore, compact settlements offered
additional

advantages, as the physical environment could be
conguered more easily and provide defensive and social
advantages.

tion near

a

Later, with the advent of the fur trade, locatrading post came into pIay.
The reverse was

also true as trading posts would locate near the summer
gathering places of the Indian tribes.
F.
S. Hudson stated that "man' s herding inst inct more
commonly leads him to settle in a compact village,
consisting of individual farnily houses, but under a primitive econofly, for example, one based on hunting and collecting, or on
pastoral nomadism, no more than temporary encampments may be
possible. " 2 This held true for the early Indian settlers.
rt vras not untiI the development of agricuLture for subsistance that life could become sedentary. However a sedentary
lifestyle was. contrary to what the Europeans had established
themselves in Hudson Bay for.
When the European traders
first came into contact with the Indians in the canadian
North, centers of development vras the last thing on their
minds. Development, which vÍas incompatible with fur trad2 F.

s. Hudson,
ÀSPECT GEOGRAPHIES:
SETTËEMENTS, (GTeat gritain:
Fletcher
1976), pp. 37-8.

À GEOGRÀPHY OF
and Son, Ltd.,
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ing, would have overshadowed the primary objective of
exploiting the-natural resources for profit.
Yet with the fur trade, trading posts accentuated the
semi-permanent character of Indian villages which
,located
along a waterway near nat i ve settlements . These pois were
to provide minimum disturbance to the natives, v¡hile sustaining enough attraction and providing welfare to keep the
native trappers coming back year after year.
The work of the church, Roman Catholic and AngIican, also
aided to the permanence of these settlements as their missions provided educational, vocational as v¡eII as religious
This attracted a large number of natives to
activities.
these settlements.
These "raisons d'etre" of settlements substantiates the

Center for Settlement Studies3 hypothesis on human settlement, which stated that
each human community has, in its beginning I a
motivating principle.
In most cases, development
of some resource provides the driving force. Às
the resource is exploited, the people may form a
community which is slow1y integrated with the
environment until it forms a viable social and
The transitory 'camp' becomes a
economic unit.
permanent 'community'; the exploiters become citizens.4

The Center for Settlement Studies was a University of Manitoba interdisciplinary group formed to conduct research

on the growing complexity of problems in human settlements, primarily in Western and Northern Canada.

University of Manitoba, NATURE AND PURPOSE OF SINGLE
Proposal For a Long-Range Intersolated Settlements on Canada' s
Resource Frontier, (winnipeg: University of Manitoba,
1968) , p. 29.
ENTERPRISE COMMUNITIES,
di sc ip1 inary Study of I
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The development of this type of settLement vras common in

Northern Manitoba as the initial

concern of the European
traders was to exploit a region that would give them maximum
returns. Over the years the exploitation of Northern Manitoba changed from one of a fur producing region to one of
mineral extraction. Àlong with this came a change of transportation routes made possible by technological advances.
As a result, native settlements have remained relatively
small due to the poverty and the limited capacity of the
surrounding area to sustain viable fishing and hunting
activities, as well as being isolated from the modern transportation routes.
In order to understand how the socio-economic situation
of the aboriginal. peoples of Manitoba came about, one must
consider the historical perspective.
2.3 Historical Backqround Of Manitoba Indians
It is generally believed by anthropologists that migration to North Àmerica from Àsia began around 40,000 years
ago. The record of habitation by man in Manitoba goes back
12,000 years, when ice was in the process of retreat.
By
5,000 B.C. the glacial ice had disappeared completely from
Manitoba and Lake Àgassiz had drained away.

The area that this thesis focuses on is Northern and
North-Eastern Manitoba which is mainly located within the
Pre-Cambrian shield ,
as well as within the Boreal Forest

14

In the BoreaI Forest environment, the native culture
was that of a simple hunting and gathering society with
stone tool technology. Hence, the nomadic Indians were mere
hunters an.d gatherers when the French established their
f irst settlement in Canada. The nomaclic patterns were mainly focused on the migratory patterns of game and the fluctuations of fish in the numerous lakes and rivers.
In order
to survive, these non-sedentary self-supporting units lrere
dispersed over a large area due to the nature of the
zone,

resource base.

Up until the time Canada was colonized by Europeans,
there were four major tribes inhabiting present day Manitoba. Firstly,
along the coast of Hudson Bay, north of
Churchill were the Eskimo. Secondly, intand from the Eskitno, generally north of the Churchill River in .the north-west
corner of Manitoba, wandering bands of Chipewyan (or Caribou) Indians Iived. ThirdIy, north of the Àssiniboine River
and east of the Red River, Lake Winnipeg and Lake Winnipego.Fourthly,
s i s were the Cree .
in the south-west corner of
Manitoba lived the Àssiniboine (or Stonies) Indians. After
1800, the Ojibway (a1so knor¡n as Saulteaux and Chippewa)
infiltrated South-Eastern Manitoba, the area vacated by the
Cree as they moved westward (see Figure 1).
The Cree and
Ojibway Indians, who were allied,
formed the largest native
groups in Canada. These two groups lived in isolated units
extending from the Àtlantic coast of Labrador in the east,
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to Lake Winnipeg and Northern Manitoba in the west, to Hudson Bay and James Bay and the Hudson Strait in the north,
and as far south as the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers.
The Cree, being by far the most populous and dominant
group of Indians inhabiting Manitoba warrant more extensive
discussion. They v¡ere broken down into three sub-groups:
the Lowl-and or Swampy Cree inhabiti'ng the area between Lake
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay; the P1ains Cree who lived on the
Prairies; and the Woodland Cree who occupied the forests
between Upper Saskatchev¡an and Lake Athabasca.

The Cree

were more sedentary than the Àssiniboine who followed the

migrations of the buffalo. The northern areas were sparsely
settled, with abundant fish and game. The main modes of
transport were by canoe and on foot in the summer, and by
snowshoe and dog sled in the winter.
The Cree in their nomadic aboriginal existance, v¡ere
highly mobile, politically auLonomous bandss who roamed the
forests in search of game in the winter.
"The basic building block of the Cree socio-culturaI system is the family
hunting band. Depending upon their size, these groups made
up whole or parts of semi-nomadic agamous bands of the
Cree."6 The dominant family hunting band would comprise the
The term band has been associated with a group of between
50-300 people. The identification by name is with a territory that is exploited, not necessarily for defence of
it. Periodic meetings of the smal-ler segments of the band
occur.

À. D. Fisher, "The Cree of Canada: Some Ecological and
Evolutionary Considerations, " WESTERN CANÀDIAN JOURNAL OF
ANTHROPOLOGY, Vol. 1 (Special Issue -- Cree Studies), No.
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Fiqure 1: Manitoba Tribal Locations
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extended family,

consisting of 2-5 families.
The size of
the group was usually limited by the availability
of
resources and the capability of the land to sustain them.
Each band possessed their own hunting territory.
The Indians were held together by extended kinship bonds and common
needs, and the fruits of subsistance were shared communally.
The evolutionary potential of the Cree society depended ofthe success of these family hunting units.
Being politically
independent of each other,
the bands
vlere closely related to each other through intermarriage.
The pattern of social organization, of which marriage vlas a
primary evolutionary component, would come from other simi1ar groups.
Wider and more extensive organízational patterns occured
during the summer. They became semi-sedentary groups for
2-3 months of the year in the summer, when they woul-d assemble on various Iakes where communal subsistance activities
of fishing, hunting, gathering and harvesting wild rice prevailed. This became a yearly cycle when they would gather
at a favorable fishing location and then retreat into the
forests in hunting groups of families as winter came to hunt
and trap for a living.
The short summer phase of the overall organization emphasized the importance of the other side
of what A. D. Fisher termed "affinal dualism".7 This summer
phase

1,

(1969)

7 rBrD. , p.

, p. 14.
15.
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contained the potential for 'higher' evolutionary
forms of tribal organization and the basic necessity of the Iater fur trade organization, the rendezvous, travel and encampment around the trade
fort,
and the ceremonial exchange of European
goods which complemented informal means of
exchange within the family hunting band.8
These summer gatherings

semi-permanent villages -- marked

an evolution from nomadism to a sedentary vray of life.
The Cree were first

contacted by the White man at

Hudson

1682, though the first European settLemenL on the
Prairies was established at Port NeIson in 1612-13. The
Hudson Bay Company (HgC) was formed in 1670 to extend the
fur trade that- was already established in Eastern Canada, to
the vast area of the North-West. The HBC initially only
established posts on the coast of Hudson Bay, around the
Indian summer gathering places, in order to exploit the fur
trade. European contact, synonymous with the fur trade, had
the effect of shifting the Indian's role of subsistance to
one of more specialization.
The shift to the fur trade v¡as
a shift to "one crop"
hunting for fur instead of hunting
for a variety of foods and making their ovrn tools as they
were accustomed to do before the fur trade.
Social organization began to revolve around the HBC trading posts as they
became the focal point for summer aggregation in some areas.
In order to exploit the fur trade the HBC had to establish a line of posts. In 1682, the HBC established Fort
Nelson at Lhe mouth of the Nel-son River ( ttris f ort was moved
to York Factory on the adjoining Hayes River in 1684). In
tsay in

I IBrD., p.

15.
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1688, the HBC established Fort Churchitl.
The French had
control of Hudson Bay from 1697-1713, until_ the Treaty of
Utrecht returned possession of the Bay to the Engtish. From
1732-174:, Sieur de La Verendrye established a string of
French posts in the interior from the Lake of the Woods to
the mouth of the Saskatchelran River at the north end of Lake
Winnipeg (what is now Grand Rapids), which increased the
competition with the HBC for the fur trade. The threat of
competition from the French and the rival North West Company
forced the HBC to esLablish a network of inland posts (the
HBC built
their first inland post at Cumberland House in
1774 on the Saskatchevran River). This action undermined the
importance of the Cree and the Àssiniboine as middlemen
forcing the Indians westward. The Cree occupied a vast area
as a result of this fur trade competition between the HBC
and the North West Company and they spread as far north-west
as eritish Co1umbia.
Trading posts in Manitoba were
.established with the different tribal groups using different posts. For instance,
Berens River was visited by northern Ojibway in the 19th
centuryi IsIand Lake and Norway House (constructed in 1826,
moved from the post established in 1812 at Warrens Landing)
were major posts for the Inland Cree. Oxford House (established in 1798), Brochet, Gods Lake, Sipiwesk Lake and South
Indian Lake were other major posts established in Northern
Manitoba that supplied the various tribes in the area.

20

This first contact with the Europeans in the mid.l7th
century was the first evidence of a different mode of production for the native people. The mercantilist mode reinf orced Lhe I ndian subs i stance v¡ay of 1i f e .
Furs were
acguired by the European merchants in return for goods that
made the Indians more efficient and increased their capacity
for fur production.
The natives became more dependent on
the traders as shown by their increased use of European manufactured goods. The new form of production then began to
subordinate the Indians' traditional- vray of 1if e, but still
made use of it.
This was indicative of the fur trade as
alcohol and tobacco were used to absorb the Indians' excess
purchasing povrer (by making them obtain more furs due to the
consumption of more goods).
The principle of a consumer
society came into p1ay.
Àfter European contact the Indians adopted some ways of
the more complex soc iet ies.
They included the gun, the
horse and economic stimulus such as were provided by the fur
trade and the associated trading posts. Guns, horses and
the introduction of various new technologies made the Indians more efficient hunters, increasing their yie1d, enabling
them to buy more goods (ie. guns, ammunition, blankets, liquor, knives, traps, hatchets, kettles, tobacco, mirrors,
etc.), thus becoming more dependent on the HBC.
The introduction of firearms provided the Cree with the
stimulus to become even more expansive than their gradual
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of before. The fur trade impelled the
movement, and the gun enabled them to gain foothold before
other tribes did. As the Cree moved westwards, the Ojibway
moved northwards towards Hudson Bay into lands vacated by
the Cree (ie.
Lake of the Woods and east of Lake Winnipeg
westv¡ard movement

areas

)

In North America, the horse was introduced by the Spaniards, to the Indians of New Mexico in 1541. Until the
horse filtered up from the South in the early 18th century
and trading posts appeared on Hudson Bay, there vras little
occasion for conflict as the Prairies were vast and game was
abundant for the native peoples. Furthermore, they were
l-ess mobile in the North travelling by foot and canoe, and
were less likely to come into contact ï¡ith one another. Às
horses and firearms became abundant, fighting and animosities between the various tribes arose over hunting grounds
and horses. This increase in mobility provided by the
horse, increased Indian territory and pushed numerous bands
westward in their competition for a common market (ie. the
search for furs).
The horse vras more suited for the plains
people, while the canoe remained more suited in the woodlands. Peace did not return to the Prairies until the aninal herds were exterminated and the Indians were placed on
reserves.
The European influences of the gun and the horse changed

the peaceful existance on the Prairies even before any Euro-
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peans settred west of ontario.

Th" gun and horse accelerated the extermination of the large game animals and the beaver at an extremely quick pace. "In the northern regions
hunting tribes were induced to change from a subsistance to

a commercial type of hunting, even though, with the greater
killing power of the weapons they obtained from the European
traders, they threatened their own basis of livel-ihood. " s
This wide-spread destruction of wildlife, resuLted in severe
consequences for the rndian people, as starvation became
prevalent. over-trapping 1ed Lo serious consequences for
bands in Manitoba as the fur trade shifted westwards. consequently, Manitoba had to switch to a transportation role.
Manitoba native peopre became increasingly dependent on the
trading posts for supplies and in scarce times on handouts
of food by the late lBth century.
These were the first
instances of wel-fare handed out to the Indians.
Not only did the Europeans introduce the gun and horse to
the Indians'Iifestyle,
they also spread disease. In the
1780s, a smallpox epidemic spread al_I over the North. For
instance I a smarrpox epidemic reduced the woodrand cree in
1784 and checked their further expansion (their expansion
was also checked by the acquisition of firearms by other
bands). A second epidemic of smallpox in the 1830's aided
by liquor sold by the fur traders to increase fur vorumes,
s D'Àrcy McNickÌe, "Indian and European: Indian -- White
Relations From Discovery to 887 , " in Owen, Rogetr C. ,
James J. F. Deetz and Anthony D.
Fisher eds., THE NORTH
ÀMERICAN INDIANS: À SOURCE BOOK , (New York: The MacMiltan
Company, 1967), p. 264.
1
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exacerbated the demise of the Indian people.

The Indians

remained scattered in whatever areas they found themselves

after these disasters.
Diseases such as smallpox, measles,
inf luenza, diptheria, typhoid f ever and tuberculosis Ì.¡ere
the sil-ent killers of. the Indians, and hrere part of the
changing of the Indians' way of life.
Thus disease, along
with starvation contributed to the Indians decline.
The rapid expansion of the fur trade in the 18th and 19th
century was dependent on the adaptation of the cree more
than on the technology and civilization brought by the HBC
and the North West Company. "The period from 1775 to 1820
is one of intensive contact with the Indian tribes, particu1arly through the fur trade, but aLso through coronization
and plain curiosity."l0
The market economy (the exchange of
European goods for fur pelts),
which was representative of
the fur trade, directly affected the environment and subsistance pursuits of rndian culture as Lhey became increasingry
dependent on European goods for existance. "In alI areas, a
precarious balance existed between hunting for food and
trapping, the chief means of obtaining trade materials necessary to both. " 11 The f ur t.rade established the initial
force that changed the Indians'traditional
way of life.
1o Walter

M. Hlady, "Indian Migrations In Manitoba and The
West," Papers Read Before The HISTORICÀL ÀND SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETY OF MÀNITOBÀ, Series 3, No. 17, 1960-61, (Winnipeg: 1964), p. 29.

11 Charles A. Bishop, "Demography, Ecology and Trade Among
The Northern Ojibway and Swampy Cree," WESTERN CÀNADTAN
JOURNÀL OF ANTHROPOLOGY,

VoI. 3, No. 1, (1972), p.

63.
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"The fur trade was a vita1 factor

in the lives of the CreeOj ibway. Thei r way of 1 i fe has been altered drast icaIIy,
and today they are linked intimately with Euro-canadian
soc iety. r' 1
Christianity, which accompanied or closely followed the
fur trade, destroyed Indian religion
based on their relationship with Ltre naturaÌ environment. The missionaries
played their part to change the Indian's original vray of
rife when they built schoors to educate native children in
the European v¡ay. This took avray the traditional rearning
provided by the parents. rn Manitoba's case the government
paid teachers at mission schoors in Norway House and Nerson
River as early as 1873.
In 1821 the HBC and the North West Company merged. This
gave the HBc the monopory it first experienced when it v¡as
formed. But an increase in settrements and transportation
networks worked to the detriment of the HBC and made a
monopoly increasingly difficult
to maintain. Thus the period 1821-1870 brought to an end the poritical and economic
dominance of the'HBC. In 1869, the HBC gave its rights to
its territory, Rupertsl.and, to the Dominion of Canada for a
cash settlement and land concessions (#300,000 pounds and
1/2 of all townships 6,630,000 acres).13
2

12

S. Rogers, "Band Organization Àmong The Indians of
Eastern Subartic Canada," NÀTIONAL MUSEUM OF CÀNÀDA, Bulletin No. 228, Anthropological Series No. 84, (Ottawa:
Queens Printer , 1969) , p. 21.

13

Russ Rothney and Steve Watson I
A BRIEF ECONOMIC HISTORY
OF NORTHERN MÀNITOBA, (Winnipeg: Manitoba Department of

Edward
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2.4

Socio-Econornic Backqround Of Manitoba Natives

2.4.1 Trends
Right from the first European contact the natives in Manitoba have been considered a minority group. Canada has a
historical past of colonialism which included dominance over
native peoples. "No real effort was made to give the northern natives control of their 1ives, and almost aIl- programs
v¡ere in the hands of the. . .missions, Hudson's Bay Company
and the R.C.M.P. " 1 4 Às will be seen in this section, Indian
society succumbed to the control of the paternalistic intervention of the Federal Government, which replaced the previous institutions of the trader, church, teacher and Indian
agent.

With the annexation of Rupertsland to Canada, the West
changed from a fur producing region to a grain and beef producing hinterrand for the East. The Federar Government initiated a program that encouraged rural- settlement in the
West with the Homestead Act. 1 s This settlement program
brought thousands migrants in search of good farmLand.
Indians were viewed as an obstacre to the development of the
West as they vrere thought of as inferior beings. This is
Northern Àffairs

and Resource and Economic Development,
of Cabinet, 1975), p. 17.
Keith J. Crowe, À HISTORY OF THE ORIGINÀL PEOPLES OF
NORTHERN CÀNÀDÀ, (Montreal: McGill-eueens University
Press, 1974), p. 153.
The Homestead Àct of. 1872 provided 160 acres to settlers
for $10 if they fenced, ploughed and erected buildings
within a certain period of time.
Sub-Committee

14

15
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evidenced by the
"

les sauvages. "

2.4.2

French Canadian designation of
I

Indians

as

ndians.

Treaties: The Start Of

Dependencv

The Federal Government devised a policy of a reserve sys-

tem in

the 1870's, which acted to obtain "peaceful coexistance of Indians and settrers in the wesL and at promoting acculturat ion of I ndians to the ways of 'whi te'
society. r' 15 The point of view has been prof f ered that the
objective of this policy v¡as to remove the Indians from the
land in order to prevent them from interfering with productive settLement and development. l T To achieve this, Iand
was to be set aside for the Indian people, and ensured in
treaties.
For giving up their claim to the land, the Indians were to receive certain rights, compensations and guarantees.

Economic and sociaL pressures that

would destroy the

Indians' traditional hunting economy were highlighted as
reasons for signing treaties. "The fears of the natives had
been kindled.
They could see a land rush developing in
which they would be swept aside by these aggressive newcomers who appropriated the land, took the camp sites, ploughed
up the trails, and drove off the 9ame. " t s Therefore,
16

Canada, Ðepartment of Indian and Northern Àffairs, "The
stor ical Development of the Indian Act, " (Ottawa:
1978), p. 55 as quoted in Robert I. MilIer, "The Indian
Reserve System in Manitoba, 870-1900", (the Hague:
Institute of Social SLudies, Thes is, '1981), p. 58.
Hi

1

l7

IBID. , p. 58.
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the Indians of Manitoba. . . reguested the treaties
because they had become alarmed at the lessening
of their supply of fresh-meat...and the threatened
arrival of settlers on the lands which had been
their hunting grounds. l s
Às settlers continued to pour into the province and settl-e

all over it, the Indians saw treaties as an opportunity to
secure homes, land and annuities for themselves and their
children in the years to come.
In Manitoba, the first set of treaties was signed by the
Dominion Government in 1871-1877 (see Figure 2).
under the
terms of these treaties the lndians rerinquished title to
the land and were confined to a specific range. In return
the Indians had the right to hunt, trap and fish for food on
the land as long as it remained unoccupied Crown land.
Ànnuities and gifts vrere to be paid in perpetuity to relieve
starvation. This was the first form of assistance provided
by the Government of Canada to native peopJ.e. The reserves,
according Lo Kathleen Mooney, r¡¡ere a form of neo-colonialism
and consisted of both political and economic subjection.
This has continued for over 100 years.
In Manitoba, Treaty No. 1 was signed in 1871¡ Treaty No.
2 in 1871; Treaty No. 3 in 1873; Treaty No. 4 in 1874; and
Treaty No. 5 in 1875 (in 1909 and 1910 additionar bands were
included, see Figure 2). In signing Treaty No. 5, the Gov18 W. L.

Morton, MÀNITOBÀ: A HISTORY, (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1957), p. 116.

1s Canada, Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern DevelBranch, INDIANS OF THE PRAIRTE
AN HISTORICÀL REVIEW, (Ottawa: Queens Printer,

opment, Indian
PROVINCES:
1967), p. 13.

Àffairs
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Fiqure 2: Treaty Boundaries
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ernment of Canada obtained 100,000 square miles of land in

Northern Manitoba from the ojibway and swampy cree indians.
Àt first land was just obtained as far north as the 56th
parallel (see Figure 2). This was due to the Federal Government's foresight in seeing the importance of waterways

as

the principal transportation and communication networks for
developing the

Prairies west of Manitoba.

À1so val-uable

mineral and timber resources were known in this area.
Land was alloted to the Indians to be set aside as
reserves for housing and agricultural purposes. Reserves
were granted to bands of rndians in the localities in which
they v¡ere accustomed of living.
Àgriculturar imprements
v¡ere given to them under terms of the treaties,
in the hope
that they wourd adjust !o agricultural pursuits. provision
f or the establ- i shment of schoors on reserves lras also made,
as prior to 1870 education $¡as in the hands of missionaries.
Às R. I. MiIIer stated, these reserves met the government's
objective concerning the native people of the country.
It r.¡as a key concession to neutralize their opposition to the settlement program; it provided a
basis for isolating Lhem from settler society if
conflicts should occur, and for fragmenting them
politically
and militarily
should they take to
armed conflict;
the reserves purportedly Iaid the
basis for an economic alternative io hunting,
trapping and fishing, should these fail, for nothing else was more likely to make the Indians
'restless' than hunger, especially as they considered whites responsible for the destruction of
their food resources. 2o

20

Robert I. Mi11er, p. 67.
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The government saw agricul-ture as providing the means for

the natives to feed themselvesr so the government would not
have to incur this expense. The quality of land given to
Indians though, implies that the government could not have
been serious in trying to turn the Indians into selfsupporting farmers. One can assume that the government
seemed satisfied with promoting subsistance farming on the
reserves in order to get the natives to become selfsupporting, through farming, hunting, trapping and fishing.
The government avoided including prime farmland and mineral
resource areas, which were destined for homesteading purposes. The reserves contained in Northern Manitoba (Treaty No.
5) q¡ere not suited to agriculture at all as they v¡ere marshy
and rocky.

2.4.3

Policies Effect on Reserve Settlement
Even before treaties or the Homestead Act were institutêd, measures were taken by government to decrease Indian
influence. Àn 1869 Act declared that if an Indian vroman
married a non-rndian she and her children lost their status
and annuities (tUis Ì{as recently changed in 1986). À1so
Indian influence was diminished as they were denied voting
privileges (ttris was amended in 1960). Furthering this subservient role v¡as that Indians, through the Indian Àct of
1876,21 could not take up homesteads (it v¡as designed to
Government

21 The rndian Àct of 1876 consolidated all

legislation on
Indians included in the BNÀ Act (1867) into a single act
of parliament. The Act v¡as rev¡ritten in 1951 .
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prevent Indians from owning a part of the reserve and a
homestead) and they could not give up their rndian status
(enfranchisement) whereby they would acquire private title
to their portion of the reserve.
By 1879, the Indians in Manitoba were largely settled on
the reserves and at least the southern reserves \,rere engaged
in agricultural pursuits. The function of Indian Àgents,
instituted in 1875, v¡as to act as the middtemen between the
government and the Indians to administer the affairs of the
reserves. Then the formation of the rndian Àdvancement Act
of 1884 v¡as an attempt by government to set up a form of
band administration.
The government encouraged bands to
adopt the electoral system of choosing chiefs and councillors, while retaining power to dispose of them if the government considered them "unworthy". The Indians on the other hand did not have the power to dispose of people who they
viewed as unworthy. These bands are regarded by some as
artif icial administration units.
The government took a more active position in the affairs
of Indian bands in Southern Manitoba. The government had
reached its initial goal of establishing reserves to get
Indians away from productive deveropment and settlement in
llestern Canada.
Once the I ndians r.rere placed on the
reserves, the government wanted to privatize the reserve
lands (where one would receive individual title to 1ots on
the reserve) so the Indians would have to pay taxes and
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assimilated into the white man's culture.
In addition, the reserve lands would be broken up. Needless to
sây, most bands declined this.
The government indirectly tried to affect Indian assimilation into the aì*inant white culture through the schools
and missionaries. The schools and missionaries had the goal
of trying to "civilize" or assimilate Indians into the v¡ays
of the white society by cultural re-conditioning of the
children. Here val-ues and beliefs were to be altered to
those of the dominant society.
Indian reserves came under increasing pressure as settlers took up the available 1and. Legislation of 1894 and
1895 allowed the government to lease Indian land without
band consent . I n 906 and amendment to the I ndian Àct
allowed 50%, instead of 10%, of the proceeds of land sales
to be given directly to the band in question. This encouraged the sale of more reserve land.
Some treaties have remained unfulfilled
fuI1 land
Ít".
entitlement) in both Northern and Southern Manitoba. Reasons for this l¡ere inaccurate population statistics,
and in
1930 contror of naturar resoures vras transfered to the province from the Federal Government, novr contained in the Manitoba Natural Resources Àct (MNRÀ). Manitoba did not have
control of its lands and natural resources in 1870r âs they
r¡ere administered in the national interest.
Land entitlement issues were postponed as the senior level-s of governbecome

'1
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ment argued h¡ho vras responsible. Às it stands now, the pro-

vinciar Government has to make land availabre to the Federal
Government to fulfi11 Indian treaty obligations.
In 1984,
23 bands in Manitoba were owed more land and 5 additional
bands were under revie*.22 The Treaty and Àboriginal Rights
Research Center indicated that contemporary population figures should be used to fulfill
treaty land entitlements.
The government v/as not all that interested in the northern reserves initialry and was willing lo reave them alone,
as they were fairly remote and isolated from settlement and
development to effect it.
rndians living north-east of Lake
I,linnipeg and in Northern Manitoba, theref ore, were not
affected by the changes that took place in southern Manitoba
after 1870, as their economy still centered on the fur trade
through Hudson Bay.

For the most part,
the remote northern bands' only
involvement with government came in the form of annual visits of the Indian Àgents, who made treaty payments. These
bands did not adopt the forms of band administration raid
out in the Indian Àdvancement Àct of 1884.
Traditional pursuits continued to play an important part
in the Indians' economic life in Manitoba, even though the
government was persistent in promoting reserve farming right
from the beginning of the treaties until the early 20th cen22 Treaty and Àboriginal Rights Research Center, A DEBT TO
BE PÀID: TREATY LAND ENTITLEMENT IN MANITOBÀ, (Winnipeg:
Treaty and Aboriginal Righis Research Center, 1984), p.
18.
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tury.
Fishing, hunting and trapping along with the casual
(seasonal) wage labour vrere the main economic activities on
reserves that were unsuitable to agriculture.

Indians participatedr orì a part time basis, in agriculture, tãilroad
construction, road building, forestry, fishing, mining and
so on in order to subsist.
Indians'traditional
lifestyles r.¡ere modified, but not
destroyed by the market economy introduced by the Europeans.
The resilience of the traditional
way of life deviates from
the capitalist-mode1 contained in R. I . Miller's thesis.
Miller's thesis stated that the third and f inal stage of the
transition to capitalism23 is where a totar disappearance of
the pre-capitalist mode is evident. The Indian traditional
mode of production in Canada has been preserved, though in a
modified form. Indians were able to remain partly independent of the market economy because they realized that they
would not be able to support themselves on their traditional
resources, so they supplemented their traditionar lifestyles
with part-time wage labour. This is evident more so in the
South than in the North. But,
a popular view among Whites is that white Indians'
cultural traditions (modes of sharing, Ioyalty to
community and extended kin, religious beliefs,
etc. ) aie very fine and worthy, fhey are not in
keeping with the requirements of 'modern industrial society.' It is commonly thought that clinging
to the traditional values has contributed to Indians' failure to 'adapt' to these conditions, and
thus one cause of their present low economic status. 2
a

23 Robert I. Mi1Ier, p.37.
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Thus the

resilience of the traditional way of Indian life
evident after 1870, is viewed by the dominant society as one
of the reasons for their present socio-economic status.
Though Canadian Indian policy has been to protect, "civilize" and assimilate natives in Canada, the coercive aspects
economic, political and ideological -- of the government
had as its goals the termination of the reserve system in
order to rid itself of the political
liabilities
involved.
The government also wanted to rid itself of the cost of
Indian administration.
In the long run, that goal never
came to fruition.
2.5

Present Socio-Economic Characteristics And Problems
Natives

The soc io-economic characteri st lCS and quality of

experienced by the native people

IN

Canada

today are

Of

I i fe
much

vrorse than the resL of soc iety.

question is not whether or not we
think the Indian people should have a higher standard of living through part ic ipat ion in wage
employment, but rather whether they in fact aspire
to a higher standard of living and are willing to
realize it through involvement in modern labour
2s
The critical

markets.

24

IBID. , p. 112.

25

GIenn Fields and GIenn Sigurdson, NORTHERN CO-OPERÀTIVES
AS À STRATEGY FOR COMMUNITY CHÀNGE: THE CÀSE OF FORT
RESOLUTION, Series No. 2, Research Report No. 9, (Winnipeg: Center For Settlement Studies, 1972), p. 11.
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In fact, canadian native communities have become dependently
attached to the national socio-economic system through wag€s, trade and subsidies. Employment is seen by many as the
criticar factor in the acculturation of natives into the
dominant white society.
2.5.1 Acculturation: Transition of Native peoples
Acculturation is the process of change which occurs when
two cultures meet. There are varying degrees of acculturation.
A general principle in sociology states "that the
greater the degree of cross curtural influences between a
minority group and the dominant society in which it exists,
the greater the probability that the cultural patterns of
the minority group will take on similarities with the dominant cuIture."26 It was taken for granted that natives
would become integrated into the dominant culture in a few
generations, just as the European immigrants were. However,
there is a tendency to forget the differences between
natives and Europeans. "European immigrants all came from
the same general stream of Western Culture and they, by and
Iarge, r¡ere motivated toward assimilation when they migrated
to the"27 New World. European immigrants'hold much the same
26 Paul Deprez and Glenn Sigurdson, THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF
THE CÀNADIÀN INDIÀN: A RE-EXAMINATION, Series No. 2,
Research Report No. 1, (Winnipeg: Center For Settlement
Studies, 1969), p. 35.
27 Evon Z. Vogt, "The Àcculturation of Àmerican Indians," in
Owen, Roger C,, James J. F. Deetz and Anthony D. Fisher,
eds., THE NORTH ÀMERICÀN INDIÀNS: À SOURCE BooK, (Ne+¡
York: The MacMillan Company, 1967), p. 637.
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values and ideals that North Americans do, while natives do
not. North Àmericans have predominantly a protestant ethic

of individualism, while natives on the other hand have a
collect ive ethic.
The push towards acculturation to the protestant ethic
has caused conflict in native people. However, this conflict differs in southern- and northern communities, âs R. W.
Dunning experienced. Dunning stated that southern reserves
have been acculturated into the Canadian society, much more
than the northern ones, resulting in a loss of their indigenous systems (social identity and traditional culture) to a
Iarge degree. This is due to a greater level- of accessibility to the dominant society. The northern reserve communities, being more remote and isolatedr sê€ß to function with
their indigenous social structures more or less intact, as
the acculturation process is less pronounced. Àlthough this
is becoming less so as the North is made more accessible.
Paul Deprez, also believed that cultural exposure is more
pronounced for the reserve and Metis communities that are
more accessible to the main white centers. But on the other
hand, he stated that cultural awareness is not so much
dependent on geographical location as television, neh'spapers, radio, telephones, movies and other forms of communication are available in the native communities. This avrareness, while indifferent to location,
is more prevalent in
the native youth as they participate and are a product of
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one of .the most basic institutions

of white

soc

iety,

the

educationaÌ system.
Deprez noted that natives have

to become involved in the

more productive economic

activities.
Gordon B. Inglis and
others argued that the accurturation process has praced
natives in a transition stage between their aboriginal state
and ful1 integration into the Iarger society.
Being more
prevarent in the North, this transition from traditional
pursuits to modern activities has social, psychological and
culturar ramifications. Therefore, the decision to alter
lifestyles and become more acculturated has to be "inner
directed". "rf the rndian is ever able to successfu11y cope
with the society in which he is now an a1ien, he must
encounter that society on his own terms."28 All to often
the dominant white society has imposed their terms on
natives (uottr private and public sectors have done this)
which contributes to the alienation faced by natives.
The failure of natives to obtain fuII employment, some
feel, is due to their cultural background. This tends to
deepen the transition stage faced by natives.
The theme is
further expounded upon by H. I.
Redekopp in his thesis on
northern native communities in Manitoba. Redekopp quotes a
report by Jean H. Legasse entitled, THE pEOpLE OF INDIAN
ÀNCESTRY IN MÀNITOBA (1961) ttrat states that "the traditional curture with its value systems and attitudes, with reference to permanent employment as practiced by Whites, tend to
28 Paul Deprez and G1enn Sigurdson, p. 11.
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perpetuate itself from 'generation to generation regardless
of the few individuals who may deviate from it. ' " 2 e This

Lhat there is Iittle
deviation away from the traditional way of life by native people over the years. These
cultural factors stiIl
exist today, albeit to a lesser
extent. Native kinship ties may also provide a negative
influence to economic development as their traditions expect
them to share with and care for their relatives and extended
shows

fami 1y.

2.5. 1 .1

Migration: nushr/eull Factors
Voluntary migration of Tndian and Metis to employment
areas (primarily winnipeg) provides a sorution to the unemployment problem facing many reserves and Metis communities
in Manitoba. But it is realized that natives for the most
part are not willing to migrate to white settlements. The
options for the natives are: they can l-eave the community in
search of work, or they can stay and collect public assistance supplemented by income derived from diminishing traditional resources. Deprez in his study found that there was
more out-migration from reserves that had greater accessibility than there vras from the remote reserves.3o This also
increased over time. Deprez stated that out-migration from
29

30

Jean Legasse, THE PEOPLE OF INDIÀN ANCESTRY IN MANITOBÀ
('1961') , p. 86 as quoted in Harold I. Redekopp, "An Ànalysis of the Social and Economic Problems of Four Small
Communities in Northern Manitoba: Wabowden, Thicket portage, Norway House and Oxford House, " (Winnipeg: M.À.

Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1968), p. 178.
Paul Deprez and Gl-enn Sigurdson, pp. 26-7.
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more accessible reserves was a result of the poverty that

existed on the reserves, rather than the attraction of
employment opportunities in the cities.
He saw it as a push
factor rather than a pull factor.
One reason offered is
that younger Indians are more sophisticated, both culturally
and educationally, and express a desire to leave the tradit ional act ivi t ies of the reserve. Out_migrat ion on i solated
reserves, being more economically dependent on selfsufficiency of traditional activities,
is seen as a pulI
factor to what cities have to offer.
This is changing to
the first case as communities become more accessible.
Inglis stated that there s¡ere both incentives and constraints (push-putl factors) for staying on the reserve or
for migrating to another location. Some reasons for staying
on the reserve were: sentimenLal attachment to the people,
free subsidized housing, and financial benefits such as no
taxes. While the disincentives for remaining on the reserve
were: lack of employment, factionalism and guarrelling.
Reasons to move to another location were: the opportunity
for employment and income, access to entertainment facilities, and better housing and services. Reasons for not moving vrere: lack of qualifications for employment, fear of
discrimination,
lack of knowledge of relational systems
beyond the reserve, inhibition of geographical mobility
restricting employment opportunities, and the fact that
inertia makes it easier to remain where one is rather than
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1 while this is not a complete rist, Ingris disclosed
-that if advantages and disadvantages of staying or moving
were nearly bal-anced, the individual would likely remain. A
negative aspect of migration from reserves and Metis communities to large urban centers is trrìt significant social
costs are incurred.
move.3

2.5.1 .2

Forced Migration

The mentality of the government in the 1950-1960s though,

favored forced migration. The government berieved that by
moving people to new places for hunting or employment their
economic situation would be resolved. This r.¡as not the case

though, âs witnessed OI the forced relocation of Chipewyan
Duck Lake Band to ChurchiLt in 1957, which resulted in
despair, drinking and violence. In 1971, the band moved to
Tadoule Lake in an attempt to regain their peace and dignity
in a traditional way of life.
Forced migration has all too frequently been the coerced
result of worrd and national forces. It has resutted in
involuntêry, cruel and wasteful migration. The implied
(involuntary) forced migration was viewed as unsatisfactory.
The berief in forced migration as a sorution, has changed in
the late 1960s and earJ-y 1970s to one of allowing people the
freedom to live in any area and undertake whatever activity
they want to. This trend was apparent in a 1969 report done
31 Gordon B. IngIis, "The Canadian Indian Reserve: Community, Population and Social System," (vancouver: Departments of Anthropology and Sociology, ph. D., University

of British Columbia, 1971), p.

199.
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for the

Government of. Manitoba

entitled the REPORT

OF

THE

ON TÀRGETS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (T.N.O.
REPORT). It vras expanded upon in a latter Government of
Manitoba document, pubrished in 1973, êntitred GUIDELINES
COMMISSION

the terms of these documents, the
concept of the Stay Option was devised (refer to section
4.7).
FoR THE SEVENTIES. under

2.5.2

Viabilitv of Native Corununities
Tn the small and scattered (mostly isolated) communities
in the North the population consists mainly of native peoples. Many of these Metis communities and Indian reserves
in Canada share the following:
a seriously inadequate economic base, a rapidly
growing population and a social pattern of deviancy
high rates of dependency, alcoholism, and so
on. Where predominant, that pattern is not compatible either with the effective operation of a
complex industrial social order, or with prevaling
Canadian social norms which come to much the
same thing. 3
Therefore, most reserves and Metis communities have a gener-al economic pattern of a marginal economy. Most of these
settlements lack economic resources
real or potential
to support a fraction of the population at a level of living
comparable to accepted Canadian standards. For the communities that have no economic potential there is only one way
out -- migration to towns and cities with greater economic
and educational activities.
People are forced to j-eave
2

32 Àrthur K.

Davi

s,

"Toward

Ma

i nstream, "

JOURNÀL OF ANTHROPOLOGY, Vo1.
Studi es ), No. 1, (1969), p. 100
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these communities.
Even though Indian and Metis people are migrating into

the urban mainstream, there are still those who stay behind
by preference or by necessity in the rural communities and
reserves. Needs and problems have risen in these native
communities as many residents are rel-uctant to l-eave these
declining areas, choosing to remain in the settlements they
refer to as home. Therefore the community is unlikely to
disappear, resulting in high unemployment with a 1abour
force that is unskilled, under-educated and has a low percapita annual income.
The small native communities usually have a basic economy
with very Iittle secondary or tertiary development. Wage
employment opportunities are Iimited and often revolve
around government services. Às a result, most native communities lack a viable resource base as the important traditional activities of fishing and trapping are diminishing,
while more people pursue this type of activity. Consequently, per-capita income is down (see Table 1). The Commission
on Manitoba's Economic Future (CO¡¿EF)33 noted the need to
reduce the number of fishermen in the early 1960's, in which
the majority are native in Northern Manitoba. In order to
reduce the number, other employment pursuits would have to
33

v¡as formed in 1961 to promote and accelerate growth
of development of Manitoba's economy. COMEF's goals
were: to provide an improvement in the standard of I iving
for everyone; fulJ- employment; an increase in the relative share of national growth; and a reduction of out
migration of the 25-44 age groups
COMEF
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be provided for .

a problem today
though I aided by the fact that stocks are becoming rapidly
depleted and an adequate standard of living cannot be
reached with these levers.
Transportation costs and inaccessibility are the main deterrents to Northern Manitoba's
fishing industry, even though coMEF's recommendation of a
Fresh¡.¡ater Fish Marketing corporation was impJ.emented in
1969 to make the industry more efficient.
Fishing accounts
for most of the income derived by these people. Trapping is
mainly seasonal and the small returns do not alrow for an
adequate standard of. living,
therefore it supplements other
forms of income.
High natural birth rates, high unemployment, underemployment, high f amily size, low economic status, row .educational
attainment, poor housing conditions and high welfare assistance are all characteristics of most native communities.
À11 in all there are too many inhabitants and too few
resources in these communities.
Over-f i shing i s st i lI

2.5.2.1 Disparity of the North
Native communities, over lhe years, have been deteriorating. Major probÌems related to the northern native communities are the increasing popuration base due to natural birth
rates, dwindling traditional resources, accompanied by an
increase in the number of trappers and fishermen which produces an inadequate return on income, and no industrial
development to reprace the traditional pursuits. There is a
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disparity between the North and the rest of the province,
but more specifically between the native North and the
industrialized North. "The concept of a 'dua1 economy' has
been evoked to characterize the Canadian North, with a
native North that is predominantly rural, isolated, backwards and tradition-bound, and an urban (ie. white) North
that is aggressive, innovative,
access ibte, modern and
industrial."34 The dual economy of the North, characterizes
the traditional sector with rov¡ incomes and the minerar production sector with high incomes.
Àt the end of the First World War, the Canadian North was
being drawn into the modern life of the south as industry
and transport networks began to open up its vast reaches.
However, even though technological advances in the rate 19th
and early 20th centuries sped up the advance of the white
man into the Canadian North, reducing the isolation of
northern native communities, the deployment of industry did
little economicaJ-Iy for natives. Natives are usualry the
last citizens to receive the material benefits of a modern
North American society ( ie.
schools, roads', hospitals,
stores, and other various goods and services). Economic and
geographical isolation of native communities were being
reduced (ie. new schools, outpost hospitats, family allowances and other servi.ces ) but they stilJ- lagged considerably
behind the rest of the nation.
34 Robert I. Mi11er, p. 3.
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The dual economy of the North, which has important impli-

cations for transport system design, has been evident. ever
since 1930 when the North was seen as a hinterland for mineral resources; prior to 1930 it consisted mostly of small
native communities.
Since then, its rapid expansion has
been due to mineral resource developments.
Most of the
increase in population in the northern urban centers came
through immigration from the South and outside the province.
The native communities also grew, but mainly through natural
i nc rease

.

Northern native communities for

the most part had not
participated in the economic Arowth experienced by the mining centers. Yet, a great deal of social ramifications vrere
incurred by the native peoples.
Through industry, hydroelectric dams, lransmission Iines and transportation networks "the Indians Isaw] their hunting and trapping grounds
dwindling which Iforced] them into the aggressive, mechanistic, materialistic white society. "3s The course of reducing
hunting and trapping boundaries further undermined the economic viability
of natives along with the increase of the
r+hite trapper. The inequitable gap between the two Norths
continues to remain with tittle hope of lessening.
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Jim Lotz,
DEVELOPMENT

156.

NORTHERN REÀLITIES:

IN CÀNÀDA, (Toronto:

THE FUTURE OF NORTHERN
Ne¡+ Press, 1970) , p.
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2.5.2.2 f{eIf are Economy
Rerief rations were handed out from the Turn of the century to natives who faced hardships. This system of welfare
contributed to the l-oss of independence of the native people.
Furthermore, industrial activity in the North brought
changes to the native people. "For some, it has meant new
employment, for others yet another invasion of their land
and customs. " 3 6 The new style of settlements and cash
income changed the traditional- way of life for many natives.
It directed them away from their traditionar way of life to
employment created that was temporary and seasonal. while
it was beneficial in the short-term a lot of it may seem
detrimental in the long-run. For instance, the closing of
consLruction sites (ie. railroads, roads, hydro sites, etc.)
left many natives without vrage labour. They had to return
to the land for support, but the land courd not support them
in many instances. The natives also \,¡ere not willing to
return to their former v¡ay of life, as they were not interested or could not because of a loss of skills and equipment. The government was forced to step in and provide
assistance in the form of welfare, pêDsions and family
allowances.

The combination of population pressure and the
limited productive potential of the traditional
employment pattern has undermined the viability of
the Indian comrnunity forcing it to rely upon government assistance. This government assistance is
36 Keith J. crowe, p.

183
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thus a symptom of the fundamental deterioration of
the economic base. 3
Natives have come to rely on this assistance and see government as their best and most reliable resource. Due to
remoteness and Iack of economic opportunities, wèlfare has
become the main resource in the community. Some natives may
be "developing a taste for social aid because these returns
appear to be steadier and/or higher than those derived from
the traditional pursuits. " 3 I Welfare is becoming a major
source of income for northern native communities as the
increasing population becomes more and more dependent on the
government for assistance. Particularly as a result of government providing money to the natives, a welfare economy
has been established. Income from traditional pursuits supplement welfare payments. Welfare is seen as a compelling
alternative to the sub-marginal existance that faces many
natives today. "One of the principal inhibiting factors in
stimulating employment activity amongst the poor is the narro!¡ and often non-existant dollar differential between welfare income and wage income."ss Where welfare is the only
community resource, the Manitoba Metis Federation (¡rur')
recommended that programs be established to meet community
requirements and needs (ie. infrastructure, housing rehabil7

J/

PauI Deprez and GLenn Sigurdson, p. 5.
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Harold I. Redekopp, p. 198.
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Manitoba Metis Federation, IN

SEÀRCH OF

A FUTURE, Submis-

sion on the Migration of Native people by t.he Manitoba
Metis Federation, (Jan., 1972), p. 53.
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i

tat ion, etc . ) .

2.5.2.3 Economic Outlook
Natives in general face a deteriorated economic base in
their communities with rimited economic opportunities available to the growing population. The natives' income as a
result of this is among the worst in the country, welt below
the national average.

The average incomes show wide dis-

crepancies between the urban North and the native North.
The only choice they have is to stay behind and collect

social assistance and trap, fish or both, oF migrate to
urban centers in search of employment. There is a surpJ_us
of natives who are unemployed and underemployed due to their
lack of. unsaleable ski11s. When they do have jobs, natives
have been found to occupy the lower status unskilled jobs.
They also display lower occupational variety,
indicat ing
less opportunity. Compounding this problem is the fact that
the wife is less likely to be working compared to non-native
families.
These characteristics portray the majority of
native settlements, more so the remote ones.ao
Since native families have on average l-arger families and
households than the rest of Canada, their rampant unemployment adds an additional strain on them, ês their dependency
ratio (ttre ratio of dependent persons 0-14 and 65+ to labour
f orce population '15-64) is considerably higher than that of
4

o For more information see Canada, Statistics

Canada,

S NÀTIVE PEOPLE:
1981 CENSUS OF CANÀDÀ, (Otrawa:
Minister of Supply and Services, 1984).
CÀNÀDÀI
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the rest of the na.t ion wi th approximately 50% of the nat ive
population being under 15 years old. À decline in the
dependency ratio would improve native economic conditions
and raise their per-capita standard of living.
However, it
must be noted that a substantial number of the productive
age group (15-64) are unemproyed, therefore increasing the
economic burden on the remaining labour force.
The effects
of unemployment, due to lack of job opportunities and the
surplus of unskilled workers, can be seen in the increase in
werfare assistance to native communities. This demand for
social assistance could increase if the emproyment revers do
not improve in these communities, as there are increasing
levers of population entering the labour force. As was
stated before, employment was considered the key to accurturation of the native popuration into the dominant society.
It is, as Deprez saw, a necessary requiremenl for economic
development. However, most native communities rack the necessary employment opportunities to fulfill
this need.
2.5 .2 .4

Educat ion

The institution

of education, a basic building brock of
the dominant society, is job oriented and is predicated
among others to the premise that work is a basic goaì- of
society. The native who is subjected to white man's educational system becomes curturally pluralistic.
Natives view
social mobility and occupational achievement via education
less important than the dominant society. This creates a
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major stumbling block for the native people. This view may
be a result of the fact that nati,res held onto their traditional cultures, which have prevented them from fully adopt-

ing the dominant culture of North America. Àccentuating
this problem was the fact that education in the North at
first was just a transfer of southern ways without any
regard for native culture.
This created a large drop out
rate. In any event, the retention rate of native students
is considerably below Canadian level-s.
À major problem of
the low retention rate is that this more than likely will
have serious implications on the employability of young
natives entering the labour force.
It was not until recently that the cultural differences
between natives and the dominant society have been fuIly
recognized by the educational system.
OnIy time will tell
íf, as a result of this, the native population will become
better geared to enter the labour force. A lack of education is seen as the root of all native problems. Education
is the necessary framework for success in all aspects of
development, be they human, social or economic.
The Manitoba.T.E.D. REPORT noted that a solution to the
Manitoba native peoples' "unemployment problem may require
both training and breaking down lack of mobility."at Unemployment being ah: major concern of the unskilled and less
mobile native group, the T.E.D. REPORT stated that education
41 Manitoba,

MANITOBA TO 1980: REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON
TÀRGETS FOR ECONOMTC DEVELOPMENT (T.S.P. REPORT), (winnipeg: Department of Industry and Commerce , 1969), p. 22.
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and training

are the first steps to be taken towards the
improvement of their condition.
But training, according to
a 1972 report undertaken by the Manitoba Metis Federatiofr,42
has become an end in itserf,
as most natives are unable to
find employment afterwards.
A "caLch-2?" situation has
developed here, as in order to maximize educationar efforts
of the natives, employment opportunities have to be created.
These for the most part are non-existant, but are increasing
with affirmative action policies directed towards natives.
2.5.2.5

Housing Conditions

The socio-economic situation is

being exacerbated by the

absence of the provision of the basic necessities of life.

Many communities face an uncertain future caused by a
declining economic base and out-migration, but for those who
remain housing is a major probrem and is on the whore inade-

quate. Àn adequate provision of housing shourd be enforced.
People shourd not need to live in less than adequate housing
just because they live in a remote community. Traditionatry
housing in northern native communities has been inferior to
the rest of the province and of poorer quality:
there is a
large percentage of homes that are overcrowded, too smal1
and in needing of major repai rs. This indirectly has
affected the health of native peoples; overcrowding gives
rise to family frictions.
Most houses rack basic services:
running water, indoor flush toilets,
sev¡age disposal, and
42 Manitoba Metis Federation, fN SEARCH OF À FUTURE, p. 4.
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have the lowest number of rooms compared to the provincial

average. - In summary, they lack modern facirities utilized
by the majority of the population of Manitoba.
Ànother problem is that, as the native popu'tation (which
is younger than the canadian average) gets ol-der, housing
demand is expected to increase dramaticarly as nev¡ famiry
formations and single parent families (also above the
national average) exert pressure on the market. "For the
native popuration in the North arready subsisting in less
than adequate conditions, the fairure has been rack of means
to upgrade existing stock and to create nev¡ stock where necESSATY.II4 3

ThC GUIDELINES FOR THE SEVENTIES

dOCUMCNT,

cal1ed remote housing an immediate concern 15 years ago, and
called for a program for the establishment of pre-

fabrication prants in a number of semi-remote areas, like
the Northern Manpower corporation's pre-fab prant in churchi11.

Housing design also causes problems as they are not
designed for northern conditions.
The designs are commonly
just transplanted from the south. Àppropriate housing, conducive to the conditions of the North woul-d enhance the
quality of living experienced by arl northerners. Both the
T.E.D. REPORT and GUTDELINES FoR THE SEVENTTES ack-nowredged
thi s.

4

3 Manitoba,

SEVENTIES,

Planning

Vol. 2,

Secretar iat ,
, p. 69.

(1 973)

GUIDELINES

FOR

THE
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2.5.2.6 Health and Social Services
Health and social services in the native cornmunities are
not up to par with the rest of the province, which is indicated in the higher mortality rate for native people
(infants up to 1 and males 15-44 are the high risk groups).
The 1900's marked an ever increasing amount of medical services being provided to combat the diseases that were facing
natives, but, infact, government provision of these services
to reserves and Metis communities in the North were basicarly non-existant until the mid 20th century. It was at this
time that government wanted to provide universal education
and social welfare to northerners that would bring them in
l-ine with the south. Governnrent agencies provided programs
to improve native health,
education and welfare. Nursing
stations began to appear after the war in almost every settlement. Tuberculosis, smallpox and other diseases v¡ere
nearry eradicated, but the occurrence of some other diseases
increased ( ie. venereaL disease ) .
Access to health and social services in the North though,
are hampered by the geographical layout of the region, hence
the difficulties of providing consistent and adequate health
and social services. The GUIDELINES FOR THE SEVENTIES' goal
vras to provide access to a wide range of services that
financial constraints would allow for. The Manitoba Government also undertook a poricy to de-centralize government
administration and services to provide a more broadened eco-
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nomic base to communities, to bring government programs
cl-oser to the people and to be more responsive to tocal
needs. The i r goal vras to provide an adequate revel of
income, shelter, nutrition, education, transportation, recreation and hearth care lie. The patient air transport (per)
program was implemented in 1972 in hope of reaching this
goal. This program provides payment for air ambulance service in remote areas of Manitobal. À11 these things are
essential in maintaining the physical, mental and social
well-being of people. while this attempt has helped to
improve the condition of northern native communities, it
still has a long way to go, as can be seen by the prevairing
conditions that plague northern native communities in Manitoba.

2.5.2.7

Inage

Ànother probrem that natives have to endure is one of
image. Natives have to overcome the negative image herd by
the dominant white society which further restricts their

entry into the mainstream. For instance, in resource based
communities natives were often not hiredr or to a rimited
extent, because they were found not to work regurarly. community perceptions and stereotyping of natives are rargety
negative, even more so than that of the Eskimo. "By implicating some of the traditional assumptions and conceptions
in his approach to the rndians¡ the white man has put serious constraints and limitations upon the possible chances of
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success of any enterprise involving the Indian labour
force."44 The white man has to rid himself of his prejudices and negative attitudes towards natives, if the natives
are to move forward in society. Natives can adapt to the
dominant white culture if they want to, but the white man
may make it more difficult
with his undue biases and prejudices towards the native person. Àrtificial
barriers are
constructed because of the paternalistic attitude towards
people of native ancestry held by white society, making the
natives' transition that much harder.
In recent years
attempts by the public and private sectors have tried to
reduce these constraints by emphasizing the hiring of
natives to a certain degree.
2.5.2.8 Summary
As the native population matures, growth in Lhe labour
force group (15-64), the child-bearing group (15-44), and
the family formation group (20-29), major problems are
developing, especially since the employment market cannot
satisfy current requirements.
If these problems continue
(and there is no indication that they will not, although
they are slowing down somewhat), the native population witl
become even more dependent on social assistance.
The increases in population (2-q times higher than the
provincial average), the lack of employment resources, the
diminishing traditional resource base, along with the inade44 PauI Deprez and Glenn Sigurdson, p. 89.
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quate level of goods and services, create major sociar problems for native peopre. social probrems witl arso occur
when economic development is not introduced at all.
An

indication of this is the disproportionate number of natives
comprising the popuration of the provincial penar institutions.
The lack of empl-oyment opportunities and inadequate
housing induce the migration to the urban areas by the young
people. But migration is not a solution to the problems
faced in native communities, âs natives face alienation and
other problems.
whi 1e "the
soc 1o-economLc system...encourages Native peopre to enter into the main-stream
of society and then chastises them when, unable to overcome
economic barriers, they retreat into the comparative security of paternalistic welfare."45 According to the MMF th-e
first priority is economic and social development in the
native communities. This corresponds with the Government of
Manitoba's stay option, proposed in the GUTDELTNES FoR THE
SEVENTIES document. The science council of canada also
indicated that the highest priority shourd be given to the
indigenous people v¡hen dealing with Northern canada. They
agreed with the Federal Government's policy of 1972 that
promoted the welfare of northern peoples and a retention of
traditional Iifestyles.

4

5 Manitoba Metis Federation, IN

SEÀRCH OF

A

FIJTURE,

p. 3.
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2.6

Native

Needs

The needs of native people in Manitoba, generally speak-

ing, are the alleviation of socio-economic conditions that
confront them and the raising of their standard of riving in
line to that of the rest of the country. Hence, the need to
provide basic services in northern native communities.
2.6.1 Economic Policies
À solution that may offer opportunities to the bl_eak economic outlook of these communities are development strategies. There is a need for economic development strategies,
such as co-operatives and local development corporations, to
increase the much needed amount of employment opportunities
available in these communities.
A co-operative is an option that has proved effective in
northern native communit ies.
Co-ops "aIlow for a more
effective utilization of the resource base of the community."46 Co-ops provide a better organízational framework to
utilize primary resources by reducing costs, thereby
increasing the economic impact of the community. For example, fish co-ops have brought about savings in transport
costs as lease agreements have been negotiated with carriers
(ttris wourd not be avairable to singre operators). Àrso
operating costs are reduced as supplies are bought in bu1k,
therefore economies of scale can be taken advantage of
Co-ops with a framework of self-hetp operate to ensure a
46 Glenn Fields, p. 16.

6,0

fair return of the harvest for natives and to give them a
more prominent role in processing and wholesaling. "The
co-operative
structure
prornoted because it
is
wi11. . .capitalize on presumed sharing and egalitarian patterns in Indian communities. " a7 co-ops can be used as
instruments of economic as wel-1 as social development. They
are an option that enhances the well-being of the area due
to the fact that savings and prof its stay in the area. Coops provide more benefits, and more egual distribution is
enjoyed by the peopJ-e of the community.
co-operatives in the North have grown in recent years as
the idea of sharing and group action brings back the ord
native way of doing things.
Co-ops embody the traditional
native way of

life,

which

determination and collective

is

characterized

endeavor.

by self-

Yet they aLso have

offered northern native people the chance of dearing with
modern business in a native v¡ay. consumer and producer coops are increasing in northern communities where the lack of
competition is paramount. successful examples of co-ops in
Manitoba include the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation
(established in 1969), the Manitoba Indian wild Rice producers Co-operative (formed in 1964),
and co-ops in pulpwood,
fur and handicrafts.

47 y.

G. l,ithman, THE CAPITÀLÏZÀTrON OF À TRÀDITTONÀL
PURSUIT: THE CÀSE OF WILD RICE IN MÀNITOBA, Series No. 5,

occasional Paper No. 6, (winnipeg: center For settlement
Studies, 1973), p. 25.
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The development options, whatever form they take,

should

not alone be be expected to resolve the socio-economic problems of these communities. They should be provided arong
with such additional economic development packages, as more
available credit ( ie. credit unions) , technical services,
and managerial services are needed so that local residents
can seek out and exploit increased development opportunities.
The science council advocated "the goal of enabring
northern communities to become economically more selfsufficient,
thereby giving many northern residents the
opportunity to become more serf-supporting without leaving
their community or abandoning their preferred Iifestyle. "a
This incrudes more local controlled community development
where materials,
labour, products and capital should be
1oca1, not imported.
With additional development opportunities for the area,
benefits accrue to the local people as they retain the furl
value of the output produced. especially if the profits do
not leave the area. such opportunities would enhance the
well-being of the area through a better provision of goods
and services.
But to obtain regional balance, economic
development must be looked at from a broad perspective that
integrates the activities of all regions. In this r.¡ay economic serf-sufficiency can be promoted and the people wirl
8

4

I

ience Counc i I of Canada, NORTHWARD LOOKING: A STRATEGY
À SCIENCE POLICY FOR NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT, Report No.
26, (ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1977), p.

Sc

AND

73.
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be encouraged to remain in

their

community and continue the

lifestyle they choose.
The variety of development opportunities offer more
potential for innovative activity in these communities.
There is a need to utilize
the resources of the area more
efficiently.
For instance, the forest, fish, fur and tourism industries could be made more efficient.
2.6.2

Social Policies
While economic policies will help raise the quality of
living in remote communities, social policies for the North
shourd be geared to create equitabre living conditions with
the rest of the nation. Economic development is only a
means to improving the quarity of life of northern native
communities in Manitoba.
Economic concerns have to be tied
in with social concernsf such as better health, education,
transportation, housíng, communication and recreation in
order to reduce the disparities encountered between the
urban North and the poor Indian and Metis communities.
Poricies for the development of the North should stress
l-oca1 emproyment and be integrated with federal-provincial
employment, manpower and job training po1ícies. Together
with policies to improve social services and health (care
for the elderly), employment policies will contribute to the
stay option emphasized by the Manitoba GovernmenL. Economic
and social policies should aim aL eliminating the disparities prevalent in the North.
The provision of the basic
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services enjoyed by most canadians, such as good water, sewage disposal, village roads and access to the rest of the
province, pr€servation of order, adequate and affordable
housing, better school-s, better health care and more recreational facilities,
etc. will enhance the guality of rife
enjoyed by native peoples.

2.6.3

Transportation

Given all

of the conditibns and realities of northern
native communities, the lack of adequate and aLternative
modes of transportation (more so the cost of transportation)
appears to be a major
while not the only
constraint to
the improvement of the standard of living faced by the
inhabitants of these remote areas.
There are often skills
and marketabre resources in these remote communities, but
the cost of transportation for import or export is so high
that remote communities are often forced out of the market.
Transportation services are so vital in remote areas, yet
the lack of them pose a serious economic constraint to locar
enterpr i se.
WhCN

thc

MANitObA ROYÀL COMMISSION INQUIRY INTO

NORTHERN

l¡as commissi'oned in 1967 ( report pubrished in
1969), Indian chiefs met with the commission to testify to

TRÀNSPORTATIoN

the need for arr-weather transportation links between the
native communities and the rest of the province in order to
share in its economic growth. Remote native communities are
usually accessed by air, which is the most expensive mode

ß4

and places native people at .a disadvantage,
the means of most residents.

as it is

beyond

while it may not be economicalry feasible to provide arlweather transportati.on to some of these remote communities
whose resource base is dwindring, more than just economic
criteria should be looked at when providing a service. The
MMF, as well as other organizations, contend that government
pol-icy on providing all-weather road access be looked at in
economic as werr as social terms. The economic benefits in
providing this service may be rninimar, but the social benefits afforded to the peopte of these communities are considerably widened. There are reduced financial implications
to government as employment, however temporary, is created,
thereby reducing werfare assistance. Transportation should
be viewed as a basic social need and an attempt shourd be
made to provide as much as possible within the constraints
posed.

with upwards of 10%4s of Manitoba' s popurat i.on being of
native ancestryr âction should be taken to provide or
upgrade goods and services to this group of people, the
majority of which live in remote and isolated areas. The
lack of adequate transportation in remote native communities
tends to exacerbate the socio-economic conditions faced by
natives in generar. If it is government's goal to accurturate natives into the dominant society, then certain goods
4s Ian B.

Cowie and Àssociates, "Àborigina 1 Policy Issues
and Suggested Management Framework, " For the Honorable
Roland Penner , (Feb. , 1986) , p.7 .
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and services shourd be provided on an even level

v¡ith the
Transportation is one of the cri.tical

rest of the nation.
services that should be provided.
2.7

Conclusion

The original inhabitants of Manitoba were a nomadic peo-

ple, roaming the land in smalI hunting bands in order to
survive. From the initiar contact of the white man, native
Indians were regarded as a minority group.
When the West
changed from a fur producing region to a grain and beef producing hinterrand, the natives came to be regarded as obstacles to settlement and development. Às a resuJ-t, government
policy placed them on reserves.
The natives. in Northern Manitoba were not affected as
much, due to the f act that they v¡ere in remote areas, and
isolated from development.
Therefore, the government' S
interest in northern settrements v¡as limited.
This negrect
continued up until the mid 20th century, at which point government started to take more interest in the North.
The majority of northern native communities face a rack
of real or potential resources.
They are characterized by
dwindring traditional resources that have to support an
increasing number of inhabitants with a birth rate higher
than the nationar average. À lack of the basic aoods and
services result in a dependence on government assistance.
The socio-economic conditions Èhat plague these communities
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deepen the concept of the two Norths

the rich industrial

North and the poor native North.
In closing, since most natives are reluctant to l_eave
their communities, priorities have to be given to increasing
socio-economic development in order to increase the standard
of living experienced by these people. Experiments in coops and other development opportunities have proven successful for some native communities. Goods and services shoutd
be provided to these communities on an even basis with the
rest of the country. This will enable the socio-economic
picture in these communities to improve. I^lhile transportation is not viewed as a panacea in solving the socioeconomic problems of these communities, it is a major component in the development of the area. social considerations,
not just economic critería,
should be inctuded in the process of providing the needed goods and services.

Chapter III
TRÀNSPORTå,TION

IN

NORTHERN MÀNITOBÀ

3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses first on the historical deveropment
of transportation in Northern Manitoba from the initial fur
trade links up to the end of the railroad era. It is then
shown that transportation facilities
were provided solely
for the exploitation of the natural resources of the area,
by-passing the native communities. This neglect, plus the
pattern of settlement development in Northern Manitoba has
led to a complex problem of providing an adequate transportation system in Northern Manitoba.
The effect that the
various modes of transportation have on Northern Manitoba is
discussed.
Particul-ar attention is paid to the ef fect
transportation linkages have had on remote native communities.
The impacts of technorogical changes in transportation concerning Northern Manitoba is discussed. À section
on communications is incruded as it is considered a form of
transportation with the effect of shrinking distance and
releaving isolation experienced by remote communities.
Transportation is viewed as a strategic function, very
much interrelated with the economic, social and poritical
outlook of the country. J. v. Dilrabough stated in 1938,
57
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"behind the economic 1ife of.canada, l-ies the fundamental
services which are being rendered by agencies of transportation. " 5o This remains relevant today and is emblernatic of
the development of Northern Manitoba.

Historv Of Transportation In Northern Manitoba: Up To
The End of The Railroad Era
The historical
development of transportation in western
canada was motivated by three things.
The search for a
North-west Passage to the orient,
the expansion of the fur
trade, and a land settlement policy for the prairies.
Fur traders established the first commercial highways of
the prairies via two main waterways: the southern route,
which r{as the Great Lakes system; and the northern or Hudson
Bay route, used extensively to bring in settlers and supplies. The inland route to f{estern Canada, ñârked out by La
verendrye came a century rater than the English's establishment of the Hudson Bay route.
York Factoryr oo the shores of Hudson Bay (see Figure 3),
was the most important historical supply point for the prairles.
In the mid 18th century, canoes were replaced by the
more efficient,
rarger capacity York boats as the main mode
of transportation.
The York boats would go up the Hayes
River to Norway House and then on to Fort Garry. Norway
House was founded as a staging post to suppry goods to the
5.¿

so J. v.

Dillabough,

TRÀNSPORTÀTION

IN

Economic Survey Boa rd, 1938), p. 35.

MÀNTTOBÀ,

(winnipeg:
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Red River settlement.
with the development of the fur
trade, it became the "hub of the North" in the mid 19th century.
Simultaneously, competition came into play as the ox
driven carts began to link the Red River settl-ement to the
railroad which was completed in 1852 to St. Paul-. This
reduced freight rates between London and St. Paul, and the
costs on this route became lower than the London York Factory route of the Hudson Bay Company (HnC). By 1B5B the HBC
began to ship its goods through this southern railroad
route, and by 1871 the transcontinental railway had reached
the Red River settlement playing an important part in the
decline of York Factory. Up to this point the waterways
were of significant importance. The railway also led to the
abandonment of the Red River cart trails.
By 1874, York
Factory saw the last of the York boats as the first steamship entered Lake Winnipeg. After 1874-1875, the northern
commercial transportation route through York Factory slowed
down to a minimum, âs southern rail and steam replaced it.
In 1878, the regional headquarters of the HBC \¡¡ere moved
from York Factory to Fort Garry.
This re-orientation in transportation systems had major
ramifications for the native settlements in Northern Manitoba. When the HBC shifted most of its trade along the Red
ttThe
River, the northern posts were severly affected.
decline of these settlements illustrates the precarious
nature of local economic activity geared toward, and con-
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trolled by external centers."51 Examples of the impacts can
be seen by the effects on Norway House, as it experienced a
decline when the HBC found it cheaper to ship goods by
steamboat between winnipeg and the rairway at pembina on the
U. S. border than through the northern Lake f.f inn ipeg Nelson River route.
Furthering the decrine was the construction of a rail line from Red River to St. paul in'1878.
conversery, Indians at Grand Rapids experienced an increase
(although most rndian settlements decrined in importance) in
activity as they gained employment at the steamboat wharfs,
used to ship goods to saskatchevian via the Lower saskatchewan River, until the transcontinental railway v¡as built
through Manitoba in 1882. with this, the inland waterways
of the fur trade were abandoned. Grand Rapids experienced a
further decline in the early 20th century when a railway was
constructed to The Pas.
Even though travel substantially decreased through the
Hudson Bay route, the idea for a northern seaport intrigued
settlers of the Prairies.
It could provide them with an
alternative to ship grain to market.
"The transportation
history of Manitoba has been dominated by the demand for an
alternative to the politically
compelled east-west flow
either by way of a competitive railway to the united states
border or by v¡ay of a railway to the Bay. " s z Settlers of
51

Russ Rothney,

MÀNITOBÀ, p. 15.
52

ManiToba,

À BRIEF

ECONOMIC HISTORY

OF

NORTHERN

ROYAL COMMISSION INQUIRY INTo NoRTHERN
(winnipeg: eueens print-

TRANSPORTÀTION, (ueunO REPORT),
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the Prairies requested a railway to the closest sea route,
which was Hudson Bay. The practicability of a Hudson Bay
route would depend on the length of the shipping season and
in 1884 a parliamentary committee v¡as formed to investigate
the possibility of the route, which was approved. In 1BB9
two rairroad companies were granted a charter to buird to
the Bay. This charter was acguired by Mackenzie and Mann
under the auspices of the canadian Northern Rairway company.
Tn 1896, a rail line started building to The pas, 499 miles
north-west of Winn ipeg and was completed in 'l 908 .
Persistent J.obbying by prairie farmers and western members of parliament for a grain transport route to Hudson Bay
led to the start of rairroad construction north-east of The
Pas. But iirst the difficurties of the boggy terrain (muskeg), permafrost and remoteness had to be overcome. coarse
gravel provided a bed for the railroad to support the train
and acted as an insulating barrier prohibiting the permafrost from thawing in the summer. In was not until 1908 that
locational surveys for a railway from The pas were begun.
Port Nerson was initiarry serecLed as the terminus and construction on the Hudson Bay Railway began in 1910. The Hudson Bay Railway line, sponsored directly by the Federal Government, experienced a shortage of railway materials and
poritical unwillingness due to the war-time demand for
steel, which halted construction in 1917, 90 miles short of
the Bay. This caused derays in the completion of the Iine.
êr, 1969), p.

176.
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In 1920, a senate committee proposed that a study of the
merits of both churchirl and port Nel-son be conducted. work
resumed in 1926 to rehabilitate and comprete the line.
À
survey undertaken by Frederick palmer in 1927 led to the
rejection of Port Nelson as the terminus and churchirr was
serected due to its naturar harbour facilities,
and at mile
356 the railroad was turned northv¡ards. rn Àprir 1929, the
last spike was driven and churchirl began exporting grain
when port facirities l¡ere compJ-eted in 1931. The Hudson Bay
Railway and port changed the pattern of transportation in
the Bay as Churchill became a distribution point for the
North. The rail line provides churchill's onry surface link
with the rest oi the province (c¡¡ took over the rail line in
19s1 )

.

In Lower canada t tãilroads were constructed to connect
the estabrished settrements, but to the regions west and
north, the railroads took the initiative.
In the west the
rairroad v¡as accornpanied by a Lownsite boom where-ever there
r.¡as a siding.
The rail line to Hudson Bay though, rike the
majority of transport infrastructure in Northern Manitoba,
was developed for reasons external- to Northern Manitoba and
not for "bafanced regional development based on community
needs."53 To an extent it evorved to serve the exporters of
raw materials through feeder lines in northern Manitoba.
The principal benefactors of the railroad vrere not the farmers as originally intended.
s3 Russ Rothney, p.

51
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3.3

Modern Transport Development

In Northern Manitoba
Manitoba's boundaries were extended in 1912 to the present northern and north-eastern I imi ts,
which led to a
"growth and establishment of a metallic mining industry in
twenty year= ìfr"r" none existed before."5a The question of
transportation to these ore bodies had to be answered. It
was a serious problem as evidenced by the character of the
terrain (the area is a part of the precambrian shield where
a variety of lakes, bush, muskeg and rock exists). By using
the same techniques to overcome the terrain in the building
of the Hudson Bay Railway

a

line was completed from The

Pas

to Flin Flon in 1928.

settrement in the North (except for native communities)
followed mineral resource deveropments, unrike settLements

in the south that followed the railroad.
urban settlements
were not established in Northern Manitoba until mining
developments of the 20th century took prace. The increase
in worrd prices of resources offered an incentive to canada
to open up her vast northern reaches. Most transport facilities in Northern Manitoba, ot Northern canada for that matter, can be directly rel-ated to the mining industry. MineraIs, hydro electr ic and forest resources present the
greatest opportunities for northern economic development.
Transportation services ended the need for serf-sufficiency
and specialized economic activities emerged.
s4 J. v. Dillabough, p. 31.
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During World War I, metal mining grew as an important
aspect of wage labour in Northern Man i toba.. wi th the genera1 colonization of Northern Manitoba, the output whatever it
was (lumber, fish, fur, minerals, etc. ), and the correspond-

ing profits went south to Lhe u. s. and ersewhere. rndustriar capital was based on extracting profits out of the
North and development had littl-e to do with the needs of
northern people, the natives in particular.
"The people of
Northern Manitoba had littre to say in the overall direction
of their economy. Rather, controf mainly ray with the outside merchants, mining capitarists and government agencies. "55 This has led to rong-term regional disparities at
the expense of northern resi'dents.
Government allegiance to the private sector has continued
from the HBc to the railroad era to minerar extraction companies. The Province has also contributed substantiarly to
the building and maintaining of rairroads and roads to
resource areas.

Construction of the Canadian National's branch
line from The Pas to FIin Flon (gudson Bay Mining
and Smelting) and Sherridon (sherrit cordón) *að
an example of direct government catering to private business. By the end of World War I the Manitoba Government had demonstrated its affinity for
northern industrial capital through its road program. In 1917 private contractors operating with
provincial money completed a 10 3/4 mile road
linking the Hudson Bay rail- line to Herb Lake. In
the following year a 18 mile road was opened connecting Sturgeon Landing (accessible by steamboat)
to Lake Athapapuskow. Both were constructed to
aid development of mining camps.s6
5s Russ Rothney, p. 51.
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These transport

facilities

have played an extremely impor-

tant part in the deveropment of mining activities in Northern Manitoba in the early 20th century.
To compound this
situation even further,
in 1919 mining companies vrere
favored when the Indian Àct v¡as amended. It allowed the
crown to lease surface rights on reserves without band consent (the band though had to have previously been persuaded
to surrender mining rights).
In the early years, "both the provincial and Dominion
Governments vrere concerned more with the regulation and promotion of mining than with gaining revenue from it."57 Royalties v¡ere minimal and the only benefits resulting from the
mining industry in Northern Manitoba v¡ere limited and temporary. These benef its were usualJ-y in the f orm of employment, .in which native input was virtually non-existant. The
government continued supporting the mining industry with tax
concessl0ns.
Mining companies in underdeveloped regions
like Northern Manitoba remain as enclaves with little contact with the regional- economy as "the North's economy is
still based on the export of most of its production and the
import of most of what it consumes."5.8 Improved transportation linkages permit access to the consumer market of the
North by efficient producers of the south as most of the
dollar value traditionally leaves the North.
56

IBID., pp. 61-62.

57

IBID., p. 74.

58

IBID., p. 82.
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The North was viewed originarly as a rand with a wealth

of resources. This attitude has affected the management of
Northern canada. In actual fact though, Northern Manitoba
as a region, outside of a handful of industrial centers, i.s
characterized by underdevelopment with low levers of income,
health, educat ion, soc ial services and transportat ion
access. The majority of the communities that contain these
attributes are native. These graring differences fuel the
disparity of the two Norths: the industrial North and the
native North.
3.4

DeveLooment Às

It Relates To Transoortation In

Northern Manitoba
The problem of economic development in Northern Manitoba
and that of the provision of transport facirities
is that
the North is characterized by point development and not by
area development prevarent in the southern part of the prov-

ince. Area development is continuous deveropment, typical
of agriculture.
In this type of development a transport
network may be developed to spark economic development. on
the other hand, point development is pocketed development
and general development of the area is not rikely to occur
as the land val-ue is nil except in the resource areas.
Therefore, "the development of an adequate transportation
system in the North is a complex probrem, not onry because
of the difficult
climate and terrain, but arso because of
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the pattern of settlement. " s s Às transportation requirements are geared to mineral and forest resources that occur
in pockets, there 1ike1y wirl not be any broad bert or area
deveJ-opment like has occured in the southern prairies.
Due
to this type of development the transport network instinctly
gears itself to air transport.
rnvestments in infrastructure are less than surface transport and more flexible.
Àdding to the problem of economic deveropment in remote
northern communities is the fact that southern settlements
are broken into a hierarchy of settLements that form and
integrated spatiar market system. The individual settl-ements form component parts of a system where residents can
share the advantages of a wider range of services (pubric
and private) than can he afforded by one small settlement.
The benefits filter down from the various l-evers of settlements in the system. This is not to say that the North is
not broken down into a hierarchy of settlements, but the
area does not form a developed spatial rnarket system as the
South does.
A reason being that the road network in the
North is not developed and complete as it is in the South.
"As a resurt, even though a certain amount of regionar economic expansion has taken prace, the benefits do not appear
to be spread throughout the territory because of significant
distances between settrements. " 60 Therefore, to their
59
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Ken Denike,
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detriment, remote setLlements in the North tend to be looked
at mainly as separate geographical entities, rdther than as
component parts of a system. Geographical distances in many
instances though, are too much to overcome.
Point development in Northern Manitoba influences its
type of transportation network. Therefore, in Northern Canada transportation development is often the direct opposite
as that in Southern Canada, which started with the provision
of surface facilities with air facirities being added later.
3.5

Various Modes Of Transportation In Northern Manitoba
"Manitoba has had by far the most extensive experience in
northern development and transportation.
The construction

of the Hudson Bay Railway and early development of the Flin
Fron mine were forerunners of similar developments in other
areas of Northern canada."6l Even though these developments
v¡ere forerunners to other developments, there are still
glaring inadequacies associated with regional development in
Northern Manitoba, in which the native communities, to a
large extent, have beên by-passed. Às has been shown above,
transportation facilities
in Northern Manitoba are Iargely
associated with the mineral resource industry and economic
development of the North is based on the effective utilízaSETTLEMENTS AND RENEWÀBLE RESOURCES NORTH OF

SIXTy, Semi-

nar Proceeding, Occasional Paper No. 7, (University of
British Columbia: The Center for Human Settlements,
1979), p. 93.
6l

Manitoba,
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tion of these natural resources. The remote nati ve communities as a result have to depènd on air and the winter road
systems for passenger and cargo service.62
In the industrial North, a transportation netv¡ork has
been put in place for the trade of staple commodities produced. "In a fundamental sense, the costs of such transportation infrastructure are borne by the economic advantages
of that trade."5s The underlying forces of Manitoba's
transportation network were economic in nature.
The Mauro Report foresaw the Government of Man i toba
upgrading the transportation system in stages. They envisioned a hierarchy for Northern Manitoba starting with a
basic air network, which would be upgraded. This wou.Id proceed to surface transportation, starting with tractor-train
routes, which in turn would be upgraded to wheeled vehicle
winter roads. The final stage would be the construction of
62 Over the years various reports and studies Lhat dealt
r+ith transportation in Northern Manitoba have been commissioned by different levels of government.
Studies
were al-so conducted on a nation wide scale concerning
transportation to northern and remote areas. These studies focus on transportation problems evident in the North
and aim at providing solutions to them. The reports
include: 1) Manitoba Highways: Planning For Tomorrow] 2)
Manitoba Royal Commission Inquiry Into Northern Transportation, Mauro Report (1969) ; 3 ) Manitoba Northlands
Transportation Study (1975); 4) Ontario's Task Force
Report On Transportation and Living Costs In Remote
Northern Ontario Communities (1982)¡ and 5) Àir Transport

Committee's Àdequacy of Àir Services in Northern and
Remote Àreas (1985). References on aII these reports
will be make throughout this section along with other
reports on individual modes.

ut Hickling-Johnson Ltd.,

MANITOBÀ NORTHLÀNDS TRÀNSPORTÀTI

STUDY, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY,

(Toronto: 1975), p. 5.
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an all-weather road (grave1, then paved). Raitroads would
only be provided if they offered a modal advantage. The

priorities
for transportation, taking into account the
existing services and comparative costs of alternative modes
of transport, should be deployed rationalry when facilities
are provided. 6
If northern native communities in Manitoba are to be party to the sociar and economic opportunities enjoyed by other
canadians, then they have to have reasonable access to the
larger regional centers of the North. rn order to see what
effects transportation has on the remote65 native communities, a mode by mode approach is taken of the transport network in Northern Manitoba.
a

3.5.1

Rail Transport

The Hudson Bay Railway

was seen as an opportunity for

improving transportation
facilities
in under-developed
Northern Manitoba. But as shown previously, the reasons for
deveJ-opment \.¡ere external to Northern Manitoba (ie.
the
export of prairie grain). The railroad took on an ancillary
role focused on expanding the mineral resources of the
6

4 Manitoba,

ROYÀL

COMMISSION

INQUIRY iNTO

NORTHERN

p. 17 1 .
6s As À. V. Mauro stated, "remoteness is not solely a function of distance, but that it must reflect other factors,
such as climate, social facirities
and lack of alternative modes of transportation." À. V Mauro, "Case Study
of Transportation and RegionaL Deveropment in Northern
Canada", in E. W. Tyrchniewicz and Om p. Tangri, eds.,
TRANSPORTATIoN ÀND REGIoNÀL DEVELOPMENT, (winnipeg: center For Transportation Studies,
University of Manitoba,
1970) , p. 127.
TRÀNSPORTÀTION,
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North.

some branch

lines that have been built to

areas are:
.
an 87 mile line from The pas to Flin Flon,
1

928

by 1930 the line

Cranberry Portage
a
a

vras êxtended 42

resource

completed in

miles to sherridon from

by 1953 it was completed to Lynn Lake, 144 miles away
a 31 mile spur line v¡as completed to Thompson in 1957
from Sipiwesk

50 miles north of Thompson a 14 mile spur line was built
the Kelsey generating station

to
in
to
in

1960 a 52 mile line was constructed from optic Lake
Chisel Lake
1964 an B mile line from chiset Lake to Starr Lake
was built
in 1968 a 12 mi Ie 1 ine r¡as built from StalI Lake to

Osborne Lake

The rail-road was the historic

for opening new rand,
but now it has a lesser role in the development of the
North. Àny further rail construction is unlikery to proceed
without heavy subsidies or unÌess a major resource extraction warrants iL. Even then, it would rikely forrow allweather road construction and only if it offered a modal
advantage for moving bulk goods to market. The rail-road has
lost passengers to the roads and freight to the trucking
industry. However, the railroads will continue to play an
important rore in the movement of bulk commodities over rong
distances and in the inter-modal system of shipping freight
to remote northern communities ( ie.
Irford, pukatawagan,
Thicket Portage, Pikwitonei and Wabowden).
mode
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However, deveropment of rail

and all-weather roads ser-

vicing native communities, are a result of the industrial
North and not because of the native communities. Hence, the
devel.opment of the railroad system in Northern Manitoba has
had little effect on native communities (excepting the ones
located'on the rail line) and in some instances act only as
transshipment points for furtherance by winter 'roads to
remote communities (ie. rrford).
This has lessened considerably as the a1l--weather road system has taken this particurar rore over. As can be seen though, the main importance
of the railroad is reserved for the communities of the
industrial North.
.2 Ài r Transport
Transportation in southern canada historicarly folrowed
the railroad with the construction of highways and air
facilities developing later. However, in the deveropment of
canada's North, air transport led the r{ay in conquering the
northern frontiers.
"The first civil
use to which aeropJ-anes were put in canada was for transport in the northern
areas- " 6 6 Air transport was becoming increasingly important, and varuable work was accomplished by aeropranes in
exploration, photography, transporting men and materials,
mapping (extremely important as it preceded development
work), mail service and forest fire contror. Àeroplanes
used in fighting fires were extremery successful as they
3

bb
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G" P. de T.

Glazebrook, À HISTORY OF TRANSPORTATION IN
The Ryerson Press, '1938), p. 455.
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were the only effective

method for the vast areas of the

North. This was Manitoba Government Àir Division's (uCeo
vras established in 1919) prime function.
Canadian aviation had its beginnings in the 1920's and
v¡as an outcome of the Fi rst World War .
Min ing development
in the near North was the spur, âs geodetic surveys allowed
nining exploration companies to locate ore bodies in a faster and more accurate manner. "The aeroplane, with its
capacity to carry freight,
became the instrument providing
rapid development of mineral discovery in NorLhern Manitoba
and in the northern areas of other parts of Canada."67 pioneers of the North have been the bush pilots who participated in exploration of mineral deposits. Roads and railroads
in the North followed if development activity warranted it
( ie.
1i ke Fl in Flon, Lynn Lake and Thompson ) .
Mineralexploration continued well after World War II and with the
establishment of defence facilities in the NorLh, the demand
for air traff ic continued.
By the late 1920's aircraft in the North "had established
itself as an efficient and rapid means of communications and
vras flying regularly throughout the region. " 6 8 Central
Northern Àirways Ltd. , the forerunner of Transair, s¡as
established in 1947 providing service to the remote areas of
Northern Manitoba (unit to11 as well as charter services
67

68

J. V. Dillabough, p. 110.
Keith R. Greenway, "Àir Transport", in C. S. Beals ed. ,
SCIENCE, HISTORY ÀND HUDSON BÀY, Vo1. 2, Ch. 12, (Ottawa:
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources , 1968), p. 872.
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provided by local carr iers ) . Theref ore , f ront ier avi ation became synonymous with the development of the North.
À number of northern communities have been established
with air transport as the only means of transportation.
Local carriers provide a necessary social function where
other means of transport are largely unavailable. Residents
in isol-ated areas were not initially
concerned about air
rates, but rather with the provision of the basic service.
But this has changed as residents of these remote communities see air transport as a necessity, not a privilege.
"Above all, however, there is a single unifying theme which
is shared and voiced by consumers and carriers alike in connection with air services everywhere throughout northern and
remote areas -- the high cost of travel."6s
This, plus
inadequate facilities is the over-riding concern for people
in remote areas now.
"In the isolated communities the volume of traffic
requires the use of small planes and costs of operations and
fares are inevitably high. "z o Operating costs for sma1l
aircraft results in high transport costs for passenger and
car9o servrce.
The development of airstrips has brought
more dependable service, but air travel is relatively expensive. The Province of Manitoba has a policy to provide airr¡¡ere
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Canada, Canadian Transport Commission, THE ÀDEQUÀCY OF
ÀIR SERVICES IN NORTHERN ÀND REMOTE ÀREÀS, FINAL REPORT,
(Ottawa: Air Transport Committee, C.T.C., 1985), p. 22.
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Internal Working papers, (June, 1971), p. 238.
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strips in Northern Manitoba (refer to section 4.5.2) , but
the provision of the facilities is often not enough, âs they
cannot accommodate larger aircraft.

Inadequate air trans-

port resurts in economic and sociaL costs for these native
communities. rmprovements Lo the facirities in Northern
Manitoba need to be undertaken. There is a need to replace
outdated, high operating cost equipment.
There are land, water and ice aerodromes (landing facirities) in the province. The land aerodromes are few in number compared to the water/ice aerodromes. The season for
water aerodromes (mid July-mid october) is reLatively short,
while the season for ice aerodromes is considerably longer
(December-mid May). Remote communities without airstrip
facilities suffer prolonged periods of isoration (6-g weeks)
as they are virtually cut off during freeze-up and break-up
periods.

Àir movement north is generally for consumer goods and
mail, while south-bound movement is limited to fish and
furs. Passenger transport to and from remote communities is
mostry by air, but the costs alluded to before are high relative to the disposabre income of the residents, so travel
is usually limited.
where resource developments occur they are usualry serviced by surface transportation, but where isorated communities are concerned they are usually dependent on the more
costly air mode. Therefore, the cost of transporLation is

B7

prohibitive to many natives for whatever reason for travel.
Travelling by air, which is relatively expensive, makes it a
luxury item for all except businessmen and people in the
upper income Ievels.
is a luxury that most natives cannot afford.
This in"ì.""u" the isoration faced by remote
communities. The Manitoba Northlands Transportation study
undertaken by Hickling-Johnson Ltd. in 1975, ês a component
of the Canada-Manitoba Northlands Àgreement ( 1976-1982) ,
indicated that passenger travel in Northern Manitoba native
communities is limited due to the hígh costs (25 cents per
passenger mile) compared to mainline routes (12-15 cents per
passenger mile) and the Iack of a viable alternaLive mode
(highway transport ) . i t The high cost of transportat ion
results in increases in the cost of living and in basic
necessities.

In comparison with other modes in northern areas, only
air transport requires the passenger or shipper to pay a
premiurn. In rail and highway transport a fairly uniform
mileage rate is established for the North and South. In air
transport there is a disparity between passenger-mile and
ton-mile costs between the North and other areas of canada.
The Àir Transport Committee (atC), according to the Mauro
Report, should have established equitable maximum rate levers for air transport as a lot of northern communities are
"captive" to air.
once alternative modes become available
7
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then the market conditions could take over.
The Northern
working Group argued that an "extensive subsidy wourd be
necessary to meet the often expressed desire to have rates
per mile in Northern Manitoba comparable to those on the
east-west routes across Canada."72 They disclosed that this
could be done by direct government payment or by the MGAD
acting as a charter providing subsidized service like norontair (see Àppendix À). There are other ways of reducing air
costs in northern areas such as eliminating fuel taxes,
licensing fees and so on (refer to section 4.5.3).
A further problem exists within the air transport mode.
Àn ontario Task Force on Transportation and Living costs in
Remote Northern ontario communities (north of 51 latitude)
conducted in 1982, stated that the costs of transporting
goods is 30-45% l-ower for communities with airstrip facilities than for communities without an airstrip. T s Àirstrips
provide remote communities v¡ith the means for year-round
transportation. Àir rates have decreased through the development of landing facilities
for wheeled aircraft as larger
more efficient aircraft can be used, which have rower operating costs than f loat/ski pJ-anes. Although the investment
in ground facilities is expensive, the Iarger the aircraft,
the more economicar it is as economies of scafe can be taken
advantage of
However, the Ontario Task Force sti1l found
72

Manitoba, Northern Working Group, p. 238.
Ontario, TÀSK FORCE REPORT ON TRANSPORTÀTION ÀND LIVING
(ontario:
COSTS IN REMOTE NORTHERN ONTÀRIO COMMUNITIES,
Ontario Ministry of Northern Affairs, 1982), p. 43.
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that food prices were 16-40% higher in the communities under
study (only 17 of the 28 have airstrips and they rer-y on
winter roads and ships to augment air transport) when compared to Pickle Lake (the transshipment point for many
remote communities in Northern ontario) which has road
acces s -7 4

NavigaLional aids have arso been instarred in most communities to increase efficiency and safety of air transport in

But inadequate facilities have restricted the
amount of cost reduction for cargo and passenger services.
The need to upgrade facilities and relational equipment (ie.
navigational aidsr hâintenance eguipment and buildings) is
essential as some airstrips serving remote communities are
poor and unserviceable with little navigational aids.
Ànother indispensabre function of air transport, is the
provision of a reliable mail service to the remote northern
communities. canada Post distributes food-stuffs via the
mail which is an effective means of reducing costs in northern native communities. This service was very important as
postal rates for small packages were not distance rerated
and were rower than genera]. air freight rates until canada
Post became a croe¡n corporation in 1981 .
Canada Post has
begun to renegotiate its mail service contracts, in an
attempt to utirize the cheaper surface mode (where available) and also with the intent of lowering air costs. Air
mail service is essential- to the socio-economic werl-being
the North.

7

4 IBID. , p. 19.
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of northern native communities. Therefore, this valuabre
service to northern areas should be taken into consideration
by the various actors before changes are conducted.
In Northern Manitoba, Transport Canada has licensed airports at The Pas, FIin Flon, Lynn Lake, Thompson, Churchill,
Gillam and Norway House.
Most isolated native communities
have uhticensed airstrips.
The type of service which most
remote communities receive is crass 2 (scheduled), crass 3
(unscheduled) or CIass 4 (charter) licence.
3.5.3
3.5.3.1

Surface Transport

ÀIl-Weather

Roads

Às mentioned previously,

arl-weather roads and railroads
were constructed with the sole basis of serving resource
extraction areas in Northern Manitoba. Àny initiar rink to
native communities v¡as a result of industrial development
and not because of native communities. Consequently, highway and road construction is basically confined to the areas
where resource development has reached a rarge enough stage
to war.rant major investment in all-weather road construction
Traditionally,
the potential of roads in the
northern areas was assessed in terms of the opening up of new areas for mineraL exploration and
tourist development.
The importance of these
developments is not denied, but the possible
development of human resources is no less important.75
75
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of northern native communities.
Therefore, this valuable
service to northern areas should be taken into consideratíon
by the various actors before changes are conducted.
In Northern Manitoba, Transport Canada has licensed airports at The Pas, Flin Flon, Lynn Lake, Thompson, ChurchiIl,
Gillam and Norway House.
Most isolated native communities
have unlicensed airstrips.
The type of service which most
remote communities receive is Class 2 (scheduled), CIass 3
(unscheduled) or CIass 4 (charter) licence.
3.5.3

Surface Transport

3.5.3.1

All-WeaÈher Roads

Às mentioned previously,

all-weather roads and railroads
l,¡ere constructed with the sole basis of serving resource
extraction areas in Northern Manitoba. Àny initial link to
native communities was a result of industrial development
and not because of native communities. Conseguently, highvray and road construction is basically confined to the areas
where resource development has reached a large enough stage
to warrant major investment in alI-weather road construction.
Traditionally,
the potential of roads in the
northern areas was assessed in terms of the opening up of new areas for mineral- exploration and
tourist development.
The importance of these
developments is not denied, but the possible
development of human resources is no less impors
tant.7
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Therefore, afl-weather road construction, according to the
MMF, should not be undertaken sorely on transport economic
considerations as there is a need for human resource development. Improved access and communications shourd be provided to enhance the necessary social skilrs for development. Throughout the hearings conducted by the Mauro
commission, the need for roads to reduce isolation from one
location to another was the over-riding concern.
The view was expressed by organízations, enterprises and individuals, that the availability of
highway transport would have an additionar diiect
benefit by way of lower transport costs for commodities essential to life and work in the North.
A highway poJ-icy for the North must have as its
goal elimination of isolation, the reduction of
transport costs and the expansion of economic
activity. T
The MMF indicated that Northern roads are expected to
produce long-term benefits so they should not soleIy be
financed on current revenues. Northern roads are needed to
permit native communities to share in the economic arowth
experienced by the rest of the province. social considerations shourd be rooked at, as transport is a routine service
and a basic human right
rn Manitoba there are two main classificatiqns for roadways: primary connectors designated as the provincial Trunk
Highway (pttt) system, and secondary connectors or the provinciar Road (pn) system. The province has furl responsibility for construction and maintenance of these roads. The
6
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Provincial Government pays for 50% construction and maintenance of aII other roads that are the responsibility of
municipalities (organized territory)
which serve through
traffic.
In unorganized territory, the province is responsible for all roads. There are different classifications
for roads, the principal criterion being traffic volume.
Roads are usually built above minimum standards as pressure
to upgrade develops. It is al-so impossible to abandon a
road once it is public and it must be maintained to promote
efficiency.
The system of roads in Manitoba devetoped in response to
the increased use of automobiles and the concomitant need
for road transport facilities.
Through the Good Roads Àct
of '1918, the Province gave assistance f or the construction
of highways. By 1925, the Manitoba highway sysLem included
roads from Selkirk to the U. S. border, from Winnipeg to the
Saskatchewan boundary, and by 1930 to the Ontario border.
During the next 20 years, the Province extended the highway
system to settled agricultural communities of Manitoba. By
1929, Swan River was serviced by the PTH system. During the
Depression years relief workers built highways into mining
and forestry communities, such as PTH #10 from Swan River to
The Pas which was completed in 1933. Wartime demands called
for the need for nev¡ roads into unopened mineral and timber
areas. Àfter the war, PTH #10 was extended to Cranberry
Portage and a main road was built to Flin FIon by 1950. Due
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to the high construction costs, no more highways were constructed in the North unti1 the federal-provincial- "Roads to
Resources" program v¡as instituted in 1958.
This program
provided 50% federal funding up to $75 million tota1, for
alr provinces. rt was soleIy designed to provide access to
mineral resource areas. under this program in Manitoba:
o PTH #5 was built from Gypsumvirle to Grand Rapids (112
mi

les

)

o

PR

o
o

built to Osborne Lake (12 miles)
and PR 304 v¡as built from Manigotogan to Bissett

391

$ras

built from simonhouse Junction to

Thompson

(200 miles)
(renumbered prH #39 simonhouse Junction
Ponton, and PTH #6 ponton-Thompson in 1987)
PR 393 was

mi

les

(100

)

This program will be referred to in section 4.6.1.
In 1960 the Manitoba Department of public works, Highways
Branch conducted a study entitled, "Manitoba Highways: planning For Tomorrow." The study indicated that the Highways
Department's proposed PTH system was geared to provide equitable service . for the needs of alr areas in the province.
However, the irnportance of highway transport to far Northern
mining communities of which distance was a major factor,
took on a reduced priority,
thereby increasing the comparative advantage of the railroad.
The government, realizing
the absence of large volumes of traffic in Northern areas
tried to establish an effective highway system that would
maximize benefits at the lowest cost.
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The Mauro Report stated that limited financial resources,

high construction.costs and sparse popuration was the reason
northern highways were neglectec. rn offering solutions to
this problem, the report recommended that prH. #6 be extended
from Grand Rapids to pR 391 at ponton. completed in 1972,
this shortened the distance from Thompson to winnipeg by 2oo
miles. Transportation costs (passenger and cargo) were
reduced substantially,
thus more than justifying the construction.
Also PR 391 from Thompson via Nerson House to
Lynn Lake s¡as compreted in 1974, being deemed economically
justified due to resource reguirements. The report recommended the construction of an al1-weather road from Thompson
to Gillam in the short-term (by 1973), and eventuarly
extended to Churchill by 1978.
The Thompson-Churchill road
was arso examined in 1958 and 1962, in addition to the Mauro
Report. Al1 three said that is was not economicalry justified (traffic volume very 1ow) on potential savings in
transport costs or social benefits and a misallocation of
resources would resul_t i f a road was built.
Hence, the
Gillam to churchill road had not been constructed due to the
uneconomic nature of the project. contrary to what the Mauro Report stated, Hickling-Johnson's Manitoba Northlands
Transportation Study indicated that the Thompson to Gillam
road shourd not be built due to its uneconomic nature. However, a road from Thompson via split Lake (1976) to Gilram
( 1 981 ) was built despite these differing recommendations.
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The major reason for construction of the Thompson-Gilram
road v¡as for highway access to the hydro development on the
upper Nelson River.
The Hickling-Johnson study, conducted entirely on econom-

ic analysis,

a very Iimited expansion of the
highway network, choosing to concentrate on the rationalízation of the air system and improved barge/winter road systems with a subsidy program to alleviate transport costs
between the North and South.
The Hickling-Johnson study
stressed that choice between modes may be purely economic
and recommended that cost effectiveness measures be the
determinant of transport investment for the industrial and
the native Norths. on this basis, major cost discrepancies
between the North and the south, and as well as the native
and the industriar Norths existed. Àddressing this disparity of costs, the Hickling-Johnson study proposed a system
of subsidies for Northern transportation which would bring
transport costs in line with the South. The greatest inequities occur in the remote native communities in Northrecommended

Eastern Manitoba (tfre Island

Lake area).

"Average cargo

cost to the.se communities lwas] in the order of $170 per
ton. Thompson, a comparable distance from Winnipeg, Ipaid],
on the average, $17 per ton for the delivery of goods."77
The Hickring-Johnson study stated that all-weather roads to
77 PMLP Consultants Ltd.,

MANITOBA NORTHLÀNDS STUDy:
ÀLTERNÀTIVES, (PTepaTed FoT
Hickling-Johnson Ltd.,
Government of Manitoba and the
Federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion, 1975),
EVALUÀTION

-p.

1.

OF

TRANSPORT
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remote communities vrere not even close to economic justifi-

cation. The study only
to cross Lake initially,
rate 1 980' s, The study
for building all-weather

a gravel road be buirt
and not to Norway House until the
arso saw no economic just i f icat ion
roads to Brochet, south rndian Lake
and Moose Lake, ai.though the report saw some social- implication that rnight justify a road to the latter two communities.
Àlternatives proposed by the study focused on reducing transport costs by improving infrastructure
or
operational characteristics which were rerated to a base
case of maintaining the existing system (a do-nothing arternative

)

recommended

.

contrary to the Hickring-Johnson report t a number of
roads were constructed to improve surface transportation in
Northern Manitoba under the 1976-1982 Manitoba Northrands
Àgreement. They were:

o

280 to south Indian Lake from Leaf Rapids with a
ferry/winter road link, completed in 1976
. PR 373 from Jenpeg to Norway House and cross Lake with a
ferry/íce bridgé, completed in 1977
o pR 327 from Easterville to pTH #10, completed in 1976
(renumbered PTH #60 in 1987)
a road from The Pas to Moose Lake, completed in 1976
a road from Thompson to Gillam via split Lake, completed
in 1981
Other existing roads in Northern Manitoba are:
. PR 396 from Fox Mine to Lynn Lake (Sg miles), completed
in 1 968
. PR 394 from Lynn Lake to Co-op Pt. (62 miles), completed
in the 1960 ts
PR
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Refer to Figure 4 for all roads in Northern Manitoba.
Aside from purely economic criteria in justifying the
construction of an all-weather road, other impacts are obvious. Àrl-weather roads provide lower transportation costs
and can relieve isolation and increase mobirity to these
remote inaccessible communities (accessibility of native
communities is a function of type of transportation availabre and the distance to be travelled).
À11-weather roads
are expensive to buiId, but drasticarly reduce the costs of
transporting goods. For an arl-weather road to become more
economical than ai r transport , 9,000 tons per year are
required to be hauIed.78 Lower densities can be cheaper if
the public absorbs the construction and maintenance costs,
less the licence and user fees. Highway freight. on Northern
Manitoba roads consist of mostly consumer goods.
Äs the
Hickring-Johnson study pointed out highway communities' (ie.
Nelson House) per-capita consumption and personal travel
greatly increases with an aII-weather road Iink.
À11-weather roads divert freight and passengers from
barge, air, rail and the winter road systems.
Lorne
Tangjerd in his thesis, "Transport-community rnterface planning with Particurar Reference To small Northern Manitoba
communities," published in 1992', found that air freight and
passenger traffic
dropped to centers that became connected
via a road. Tangjerd found that the availabirity of a road
78 A. v

Mauro¡ p. 105.
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Fiqure 4: Northern Manitoba Roads
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reduced freight costs by one half.7

In the context of Norv¡ay Flouse (ttre community on which Tangjerd's thesis f ocused)
the "saving results primarily because of a shift from air
freight to truck for resuppry perishabres and general
freight."eo These freight shipments are usually one vray as
export of f i sh and f ur i s rel-at ively smarr compared to the
irnported f reight.
Seasonal constraints are eliminated as
materiaL can be shipped any time of the year.
one of the
most tangible benefits of ar1-weather roads is the relative
reduction in the cost of living.
costs of food and other
consumer goods are reduced significantly relative to i{innipeg prlces.
Inventory costs are reduced as suppties are
more readily available by truck.
Benefits resul-t as the
community can spend less of its income on food due to
reduced costs or receive more due to increased consumption.
other benefits are increased mobirity and reduced feeling of
isolation with the more discretionary traver a road offers.
À community benefits from a wider range of social and economic services associated with the larger regional centers
(ie. education, retail, financiaL, 1egaI, medical, health
and other soc ial services, etc . ) .
The opportunity to
exchange cultural

nities
79

is

and recreational

enhanced.

social

s

faciiities

between commu-

contacts increase with freer

Lorne Tangjerd, "Transportation-Communi ty Interface Planing With Particular Reference To Small Northern Manitoba
Communities", (Winnipeg: Department of City Planning, MCP

Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1982), p. 97.
8o IBrD,. p. 97.
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movement and more convenience between

communities. A general feeling is that all-weather road transport infrastructure provides the basis for increased socio-economic devel-

opment.

However, one has to take into account the economic situation of the communities in question.
With the severe
nature of the economic problems in northern native communities, access roads are not expected to create major economic
development. The road to Norway House was not built with
the intention of creating jobs (excruding temporary work),
unlike roads to northern industrial communities where roads
are built to develop the natural and mineraL resources. rn
generar, there is a lack of resources in northern native
communities which dampen economic development. As Tangjerd
stated in the case of Norway House "the road is referred to
by some as a social- road as it was buirt primariry to
achieve social rather than economic aoa1s. "8 1 This is not
to say that there is no economic development taking place,
there is, but, it is of limited size. For exampre, temporary jobs were created in the road construction, nev¡ areas
were opened up to forestry, fishing and trapping, new tourist possibilities vtere made available, and other areas rr'ere
made accessible for employment. Economic development can be
increased if transportation is the only bottreneck, but this
is not the case in most native communities. still, the resídents of these communities have the right to share .in
8

1 rBrD. , p. 119.
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access to the goods

and

services that

other Manitobans

enjoy.
The benefits of all-weather roads do not come without

their costs though. The ontario Task Force on Transportation and Living Costs in Remote Northern Ontario Communities
stated that there are negative aspects associated with permanent transportation linkages. Àccording to its findihgs,
a number of ontario native communities are on record opposing the construction of all-weather roads. They stated that
surface transportation v¡ould have a detrimental effect on
their rifestyre ancl culture. À reduction in the control and
influence natives have over the character of their community
might occur with a possible shift of decision making to
external sources. À loss of traditional activities and curture can be experienced as people. increase their contacts
with the outside world.
These external intrusions may
produce stress, tension and a loss of identity.
In addition, more personar disorganization may occur with better
access. This cultural deterioration of native heritage has
to be taken into account in Manitoba.
Other negative aspects can be the higher costs of operating vehicl-es. Moreover , one has to have the abi l ity to use
surface transportation and many people will not be able to
afford to use iL, as they cannot buy a car. For example, J.
LoLz in writing about the Yukon stated that "new roads broke
down the geographical isolation of northern settlements, but
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they created social isoration and drew a line between those

could get out easily and those who have remained locked
in, physically and mentaIIy.'tBz Thus, even with the roads,

who

one may

still

remain isorated as financial

restraints pro-

hibi t movement.
I n the case of Norway House, the RcMp report that with
the all-weather

road,

probJ-em as liquor

a1'coholism has become a year-round

is easier to obtain.

increased as well.

Drug abuse has

The Hickling-Johnson study on the other

hand stated that improved surface transporLation may not be
the key issue in increased alcohor abuse, ârthough with sur-

face transport the probtem is harder to police.
Peopl e
always seem to get the alcohol they reguire,
so improved
transport can mean it will- cost less, reaving more money for
other goods theoretically.
An increase of outsiders into
the community may arso result with improved transport.
rn some communities transport developments have not generated much economic development as levels of unemployment
and underemployment persist.
Transport access does not
stimurate economic development to the extent it should as
there are few opportunities available. Transportation has
to be viewed as a component integrated into the rarger system of overall development planning. This will be looked at
further in sect ion 4. 1 0.

82 Jim Lotz,

NORTHERN

REÀLITIES, p. 24.
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"The idea of the road remains firmry rooted in the
mythology of northern development. " I 3 one has to real-ize
that roads lead in two directions.
Às Lotz stated, when
roads were built to isolated scandinavian areas, these areas
soon became depopulated. Northern supporters see, with the
advent of roads, thousands of settlers moving North. But
the flip side of this coin has to be considered, that
"improved transportation is often sought because people want
to get out of an area not into it."84 one might hope that,
the Manitoba Government's impricit stay option poricy and
the stability of the population will help ward-off this
occurrence (refer to section 4.7).
In the provision of arl-weather roads, one has to weigh
the.advantages and disadvantages of the road. community
input and focal needs shourd be refrected in deciding whether such a road is warranted. Also, ecological concerns have
to be taken into account as al-l-weaLher roads, as well as
rairroads, have a considerabre impact on the environment.
The shortest route may be economicalry advantageous in
establishing an all-weather road or rairway, but it may not
be the best environmentally. Therefore, transportation has
to be included in a development plan for the region.

83 I BI D,

p. 122,

84 I BrD,

p.

129

.
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3.5.3.2

ï{inter Roads
Although winter roads were initially provided in Northern
Manitoba to service the mining industries (ttris type of
transport r.¡as abandoned as each community received rail
transport), the development of the winter road program in
Manitoba was aimed at servicing the socio-economic and resupply needs of native communities in the most efficient manner. "The winter road program is one of the main areas
where the Native North has effectively participated in the
provision of the transportation infrastructure to service
their or.¡n requirements. " 8 5 winter roads serve a unique
function to isolated native communities in Northern Manitoba
as they are a major mover of commodities.
when considering a highway program for Northern Manitoba,
regard has to be given to the cost of implementing such a
program.

"While all-weather

roads

may be ult imately

required, the winter road wourd make available immediately
improved surface transport at tower cost to communities
where movement is now restricted to air or tractor-train."8E
The provision of winter roads for wheered vehicles is the
besL bet as they can be constructed and maintained for a
fraction of the cost of all-weather roads. The major problem with winter roads is the short 6-8 week season.

85

Hickling-Johnson Ltd.,
STUDY, GENERAL ÀPPENDI

86

A. V. Mauro, p.

107.

MANITOBA NORTHLÀNDS TRÀNSPORTÀTION

xt (Toronto z 1975) , p. II-20.
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with its limitations, a winter road relieves isoration when its effects are greatest, in the winter. wintel
roads are valued for their Lransportation, reduction of
costs, employment opportunities and social contacts they
provide with other communities
winter freighting began as earry as 1917 from the Mandy
Mine property near Ftin Flon to The pas. Firstly,
a train
of horse drawn sJ-eighs pulled over f rozen muskeg v¡ere used,
Even

which gave way to

caterpillar
tractor haulage.
Ground
freighting requirements (1arge quantities of heavy eguipment
and suppries) were maximized in the winter so less requirements had to be met in the summer by the more expensive air

transport

Tractor-trains rose in prominence in the
1930's and were used to serve commerciar fishing, mining and
lumber needs. This method of transportation was sufficient
for initial developrnent in the North.
Àfter world war I the resupply of settlements by winter
freighting became common. winnipeg was usuarly the supply
base, and the railroad provided the southern rink to transshipment points of Wabowden, Ilford, Riverton etc. , for winter freighting companies.
The sigfusson Transportation company limited of winnipeg
was the largest private company which began winter freighting in 1942. sigfusson maintained an extensive network of
winter tractor-train roads in Northern Manitoba and Northwestern ontario (see Figure 5).
rhis system operated as a
mode.
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private venture under government contract up to the early
1970's. sigfusson did all the hauring on the east side of
Lake winnipeg and to most of the other remote communities,
except Norway House. The winter tractor-train
network in
l"lanitoba in the 1950-1960's was more extensive when it was
privately run than when the Province took over the system in
the early 1 970's.
There were extensive winter road networks in Northern
Manitoba, pêFticularIy on the east side of Lake Winnipeg
from Hole River (100 km north of Pine Falrs) in the south to
Island Lake in the north, and the Cross Lake - Gods Lake
oxford House system. The Hole River - Isrand Lake route was
initialÌy used in the '1950's by private contracLors to haul
goods to Hudson Bay stores in remote communities. These
roads were restricted to the one who built them. The winter
roads were operated exclusively by private contractors under
land use permits from the Department of Mines and Natural
Resources, Lands Branch.
The permit cost $1 per mile to
open up the private road.
Maintenance and operating costs
vrere borne solely by the operator , who ut i l_ i zed mainly
tracked vehicres. Prior to 1968, Manitoba did not participate financially in the construction and maintenance of winter roads. Up to 1971-1972, the private freighters were
given first opportunity to renew the winter road permit
which carried exôlusive commercial operation rights and the
right to charge competitors for road usage. public pressure
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Fiqure 5: Sigfusson Winter Road Network
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Source:

Ontario, TÀSK FORCE REPORT ON TRÀNSPORTÀTION ÀND LMNG
COSTS IN REMOTE NORTHERN ONTÀRIO COMMT'NITIES, (ontario¡
Ministry of Northern Àffairs, 1982r, p. 53.
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to open up the roads to the pubric, which resul-ted
in the Manitoba commissioner of Northern Àffairs becoming
involved in 1968 with a 50% subsidy for the construction and
maintenance of existing winter roads in an attempt to reduce
freight rates. rn 1969 a poricy of assistance was started.
À sum of $66,000 was given to the freighters to assist in
the crearing of trees, freezing the muskeg and building ice
bridges on lakes and rivers for the 2,000 miles of winLer
roads that existed in Manitoba. sT These savings to the
operator v¡ere passed on to the residents with lower freight
rates. This subsidy continued until the 1971-1972 season
when the Province absorbed 100% of. the costs.
rn the late 1960's, the provincial Government imposed a
gas tax on p'rivate contractors,
of which sigf usson was the
largest,
making it uneconomical to operate the winter
road system
even though the private companies were not
operating on provincially owned roads.
The Province
received the licence fees prus 5 cents per garlon fuer tax
from the private freighters.
It was noted by the Mauro
Report that there vras no other situation where a government
received user fees without making any investment. No such
tax existed in ontario either. Às a resurt of the fuel tax,
sigfusson increased rates as the tracked vehicres, which tay
idre nine months of the year imposed a very high capiLal
cost on the owner.
mounted

87 Manitoba,

ROYAL

TRANSPORTÀTION,

p.

COMMISSION

277

.

INQUTRY INTO

NORTHERN
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The Mauro commission criticized the fact that winter
roads r,rere privately operated and recommended that the province take over their operation and construct them for
wheeled vehicle use instead of tractor-trains,
which would
be in the best interest of the public.
The change from
tractor-train to trucks reduced the need for transshipment
points as trucks could make a direct trip. It also resurted
in lower rates for the capital costs could be amortized over
a 12 month period as vehicles vrere being used elsewhere in
the off-season. The Mauro Report arso recommended that
until fuI1 responsibility was assumed by the province, the
fuel tax should be eliminated or rebated.
By 1971, the Department of Northern Àffairs assumed ful1
responsibility of administering the winter road program,
which they had untir 1979 when the Manitoba Department of
Highways took over. The excrusive commercial usage vras arso
removed. The Province assumed responsibility in order to
reduce freight rates by making the roads open to competition
and by reducing winter road construction borne by the haulers who were expected to reduce freight rates accordingly.
The winter roads objective v¡as to take into account the public interest of reducing transport costs to remote areas
(notably in North-East Manitoba). Land permits were discontinued and hauring on winter roads is novr controlled by a
winter road application by the Àir, Radio and Technical services Division of the Department of Northern Àffairs.
The
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application (user fee) costs $1 per vehicle per mile for
carr ier

any

.

For the

construction bids for the winter
road program were excessive and the province announced the
discontinuance of the winter road program in favor of its
airstrip program. It was at this point that native communities began to participate in the provision of their transportation requirements. Through the Manitoba rndian Brotherhood (Mrs) a proposar for winter road construction was
submitted to the government (2/3 rower than the rowest bidder received by the Province). In November of that year the
contract was awarded to the Me-Ke-si company Ltd., formed in
1972. The company r,ras owned by the nine bands served by the
Hole Rive.r Island Lake system (Garden Hill,
Berens River,
Hole River, Little Grand Rapids, Bloodvein, poplar River,
wasagamach, st. Theresa and Red sucker Lake). Me-Ke-si acted as general. contractor for constructing 2Bo miles of winter roads formerly done by sigfusson. The rest of the winter road system was constructed by the province and private
contractors. Me-Ke-si persuaded the Federal Department of
rndian Àffairs and Northern Development (ore¡¡o) to pick up
50% of. the Hole River - Island Lake system. No other winter
roads in the province had been financed l-ike this.
Me-Kesi's objectives were: .to reduce costs of goods through the
reduction of transport charges; to provide local- emproyment;
to increase economic deveJ-opment in the winter road area;
1972-1 973 season
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and to provide for a better quarity of life.

contracts for
winter roads are presently negotiated with the individuar
bands involved.

It was realized that air freighting r^¡as considerabry more
costry than winter road freighting and as a result winter
roads have lower per pound shipping costs which increases
consumer savlngs.

Savings have benefited

communities and

government agencies alike I

as a large proportion of the
freight moved to these communities is non-consumer goods.
For instance, during the five year period 1972-1977 an estimated

of

the Hole River

was
- Island Lake freight
shipped by the Federal Department of suppry and services and
Manitoba Hydro.88 There was a significant net benefit by

55%

using Me-Ke-Si when it was in operation.
re-organized in 1981 and renamed Nor-Win.

The company

v¡as

The Cross Lake

Oxford House Gods Lake system formerly
Iinked up to the Island Lake system, wâs not during the
1976-1977 season. It vlas indicated that there would be very

"l-ittle to be gained by aLtering the existing winter road
network in this area as there are no significant savings
relat ive to o.verarl costs. " I e I t was not economic to continue the system to Gods Lake any more.

8

I P.M.

Assoc iates Ltd.,
WINTER ROÀD IMPÀCT
TI ES SERVED BY THE ME-KE-SI ROAD NETWORK,
1 4-1 5.

COMMUNI

pp.

8s rBrD.,

p.

21 .

TO THE
(n.d. ),
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A study done in 1973 by the Manitoba Department of Mines,
Resources and -Environmental Management, Resource planning
Branch entitled "study of Freight rransportation to Remote
Northern Manitoba communities" looked for an optimal method
to transport north-bound freight to remote communiti;. The
study recommended a winter road system rather than an air
system for most of the remote communities, as it vras the
most economical when everything was considered. Às a result
of the better economics offered by winter freighting, the
airstrip program concentrated on emergency and passenger
movement, express freight, mail and limited quantities of
perishabres. with winter freighting, since contractors were
mainly locar people, the communities.benefited as expenditures on construction and maintenance exceeded construction
of airstrips by a considerable amount.
when the Province took over the winter road system, indirectry the Federar Government's costs v¡ere reduced. with
the majority of peopre served under federal jurisdiction,
they benef ited from the reduced rates resul-ting from
increased provinciaJ- expenditures. Thus the Federar Government' s expendi tures v¡ere reduced as a resul-t of the lower
shipping costs. The study stated that for the province the
most economical system is air.
Therefore, it was indicated
that a federal-provincial cost-sharing program for the annual construction and maintenance of the winter road system be
carried out. Moreover, unless a cost-sharing agreement was
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forror+ed, the selection of a winter truck road alternative
over the air alternative woul-d be questionable for the province. Às a result of this, the Federal Government now costshares winter road construct ion and ma intenance costs
(50/50) with the Province.eo
rn terms of making the system more efficient,
the trucking company of Gardewine and sons Ltd., of winnipeg conducted a study in 1973 and found that a truck can operate efficientry at speeds greater than 20 mph. t^Iinter roads have to
be built to a standard that witr alrow these speeds in order
to be economical. Gardewine also stated that "the longer a
winter road is usable the better the resurt in terms of cost
of hauring freight."gt
Their reasoning was that if a road
is in for three months, it costs ress to haur freight than
if the road is in operation for only one month, because l-ess
equipment is required.
The Province of Manitoba which phased out winter road
links to ontario communities in the late 1970's, has taken a
different approach than ontario, providing a high standard
winter road program capable of carrying highway vehicres
so The Federal Government has cost-shared equally: the Hore
River - rsland Lake system since 1972-1973¡- the cross
Lake - Gods Lake - oxford House system since 1993-1984,
and added Gods River in 1986-1987; and the Ilford - york
Landing winter road. The province funds the entire costs
for the south rndian Lake and york Landing - sprit Lake
winter roads.
s 1 Gardewine and sons Ltd.,
TRUCK TRANSpoRTÀTroN To REMOTE
COMMUNITIES IN NORTHERN MANITOBÀ VIA WINTER TRUCK ROÀDS,
WINTER 1972-1973, (Winnipeg: unpublished reporL, 1973),
p. 25.
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safely at reasonabre speeds. Manitoba winter roads serve
larger population centers than the Ontario system. Operating condi.tions are the same ( ie. terrain, climate, operating
problems .ld locar involvement) on the two systems. winter
roads in Manitoba are very reliable, whereas in ontario they
are not. still
as the Hickling-Johnson study indicated
there can be high levels of anxiety associated with winter
roads as a result of unpredictabre weather and administrative inefficiencies.
Costs for winter road construcLion in 1982, according to
the Manitoba Department of Highways v¡ere $2,500/Un for constructing new roads and 91,250/kn for preparing an existing
right of way for winter use. Maintenance totaled $76/kn./wk.
Annuar costs of winter roads are more than the maintenance
costs of all-weather roads.s2 The main commodities hauled
(trips are usually a one vray operation with very little
back-hau1 , usually f i sh and fur ) are fue1s, capi tal goods
(building materials) and general consumer goods.
winter roads operate from January to March and are usuarly open for an eight week duration. It links 15 remote communities through two major systems (see Figures 6 & 7).
In
1987, Manitoba had a network of 1,243 km of winter roads,
351 km linking cross Lake, oxford House and Gods Lake Narrows. shorter routes existed between sprit Lake, york Landing and Ilford (s+ rm); and another to south Indian Lake (1+
s2 ontario,

TÀSK FORCE REPORT ON TRÀNSPORTÀTION ÀND LIVÌNG
COSTS IN REMOTE NORTHERN ONTARIO COMMUNITIES, p. 56.
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Fi.qure 6: Manitoba winter Roads (serkirk Branch)
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Fiqure 8: Mileage and Costs of Winter

Roads

lbdænt$finþr Ræds efitræb areamtded
Contracts lgtalltng $2.1t4 mllllon have been awa¡ded for the congtn¡cüon and malntenanrce of wtnter ¡os<l¡

- northem MåIútobB under a Canada-M¡,¡rltoba
ln
coat-aha¡lng agl€€m€nt, Northe¡n Atfa,lr8 Mlnlster EItJah
Ilar¡er ha¡ announced on behalf of Hlghways and lransportaüon Mlnlster John ploh.ma¡r. ¿t sddttt"nst
worth
of wlnter ttad constn¡ctton contracte were awa¡ded and funded aolely by Ûre franlø¡a go"e-tt0'8iB
ment.

'There are elSht contracts betng awarded ln 1986s1under the cost ehadng agreement compared to rev,n rn
year' fhe eddltton ls a Él kt¡ometre roatt trom God's rgte N-añws to God'a'Rlver,', à¡ld the
mlnlrt€r.
EIErP€r 88td ther€ ar€ many b€neftts to wtnt€r roads lnclutltng Job creaüon for northern resld€nts, loser co¡t
e pr€vlous

ansportaüon of bulk and other goods to remote communttles and reduced costs of normal
een the communltfes durlng wlnter months.
llre cost-shaled contracts for wlnter roads coverlng a rll¡tance of l,1g¡ kllometrea a¡e:

Corcracær

Locactcrr

H.erc¡rth Dev. Corp.

Oroea L€ke

A. llclæod Omet. Lrd.

Ka 64

Gtford lh¡se Bard

llayes Rlrær to Jct.
Odorrd llcr¡Ee Rd.

Gflbeft

ùrfcnd lioc¡se co Ko

l{ortT¡

of

I€mth

Road

to

KD g+

to tbyes Rlrø

lihr¡q¡a

Cold lbat1 llcrel Ltd.

Ilford to Yort lárdlrg

Godrg RlrrEr Bânl

Godre Iål€ Narzum
Godre ¡Ll\rer

Ir¡cE+t¡

Ilcle Fltrær - R€d s,¡cketr lálte

I¿le

b€t-

foo¡t

&

t

92

$127,916.56

50

77,tû2.æ

93,941.92

58,706.60

99,7*.35
43,ff'L.52

32

to

rurArs

Coæract

%
55

3ó

Codre L€ke Nañws
B€r¡l

KE 36 Èo Godrg

0<nì

veructetrl€¡

*

lCÉ,m.æ

gf4

1.589.740.28

1197

12,l9É.,¡ca.23

1l€ w¡nts¡ roeds co¡tcb:t¡cüon and maùrtenanc€ pmject ts cort€Ì¡Bred €qustty betwæn üre
ffftobe and federa¡ Depsrtm€nt of Intüan Aüal¡s ¡¡rd Norttre¡r Develoþment.

Gloverrr¡neat

d

In sddlöon, contracts for conatn¡cüng a firrther {6 Hlometre¡ o( wtntor rosdt ftlrded aolely by tlre Govcr¡ùt of Uanttobs are as follows:

LæetLcn of Ræd

Cæactcr

I¡d. ls¡k Teñllq to Splt r¡b
Sq¡th Bsy to SqÊh
Garry ÌfclÐ 0æ€t.
lnrtm Ieka
l,aÅ.
Got¡l

fhail

Botel

1T'TAI.q

Source:

THE THOMPSON CITIZEN,

L€mrtl

(b)

Omcræt

¡b.G'

32

ist,975.28

14

28,352.æ

6

lgr.3æ.ar_

March 11, 1997, p. g.
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km) (see Figure B). A 240 km private winter road was constructed from Girram to shamattawa arong with an Bo km private winter road from co-op pt. to Brochet. À private winter road is built to shamattawa when rarge quantities of
material are needed (in 1986 and 1987 building material for
a school was hauled in).
The biggest network is a 914 km
route connecting 9 communities from Hore River to rsrand
Lake serving some 6,400 people. construction and maintenance costs shared equally between the Federal and provinciar Governments v¡as 92.2 million in 1987. costs to rsland
Lake by winter road range from 7-i0 cents a pound (16-22
cents a kilogram) compared to 44 cents a pound (gl cents a
kirogram) by air.e3 Hudson's Bay stores, Indian Bands, Manitoba Hydro and the Federar Department of suppry and services are the main shippers on Lhe winter road networks in
Man

i toba

.

3.5.4 Marine Transoort
Historicarry, water transport in Manitoba utirized the
Nerson Hayes Lake winnipeg saskatchewan Rivers system
during the f ur trade. Àt present thoughr rrârine movement
affecting remote native communities is reduced to the Lake
winnipeg - Red River system. private operators haul southbound traffic consisting of fish,
purpwood and lumber from
points on the northern edges of Lake winnipeg mainry to Selkirk and Pine Farls. North-bound traffic is mainly consumer
I3 "Hi ghways
15, 1986,

of
p.

wi nter",
53

wINNTpEG FREE PRESS,

Saturday March
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goods, bulk fuel and construction materials.
The remote
communities that are accessible to Lake winnipeg benefit
from the most efficient method of transporting heavy freight
and fuel -- by water.
The serkirk Navigation company used to offer regular general merchandise and passenger service on the Lake winnipeg
Red River system. Now passenger service is limited to the
communities of Bloodvein and princess Harbour from rslandview, ât the end of PR 234. This service is provided by the
M.v. Edgar wood, a provinciarty operated ferry (39 passenger
and 11 car capacity),
which has been in operation since
1978.

The ferry

provides service

five days a week for

approximately five months. At present there are three companies that operate barges on Lake winnipeg. Marine Transport Ltd.,
who used to be a general merchandise and burk
carrier, no longer hauls general freight.
Their operation
is limited to hauring putp for channel area roggers. waterÌ'¡ays Enterprises

Ltd., which started services in 1975, is
the only general freight and bulk fuer carrier left.
rt
operates the M.s. Poplar River. However, a decreased demand
f.or fuel oil resulted from the major upgrading to land line
power to Bloodvein and Berens River in 1984 and to poplar
River in 1986 by Manitoba Hydro. watervrays is presentry
considering terminating their barge operation because of
this loss of business. îhe expected termination of barge
service may require government action to ensure transporta-
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tion needs are met. The third operator is Big Black River
Community Co-op, which operates the M.S. Mukatawa. Their
operation includes freighting fish south and general freight
north. Major freight receiving centers are Berens River,
Poplar River, Bloodvein and Norway House.
The short navigation season of 5 months (June to October)
inflates costs due to a substantial- amount of dead time Q
months) imposed on costly capital equipment. Shallow water
also increases costs as navigation and operation are more
The Lake Winnipeg barge system has been labeled
difficult.
inefficient and ineffective as there are problems of transferring loads from truck to barge, Iength of time consumed,
inadequate equipment and unloading at remote communities
(internal cartage is also a problem in these communities),
and seasonality and unreliability in the open season. Major
navigational aids and facilities
need to be installed to
make marine transportation more effective,
€fficient and
safer. NavigationaL aids would utilize 24 hour operations.
À1so there is a need for better docking facilities,
terminalfacilities and communication systems.
The need for better
facitities (terminals and warehouses), is primarily at the
north and north-east ends of Lake Winnipeg. In general
there is a need for upgrading most facitities on the Lake
Winnipeg system. It is not feasible to integrate water-land
movement as cost of transshipment and providing facilities
would outweigh the advantages of the lower water transport.
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ice breaking techniques courd be utilized to extend the
shipping season so that marine transport could reduce the
gap between summer and winter transport (winter roads) to
these remote communities. Ànother problem that wirl have a
negative impact on service to remote communities, if it goes
through, is that in January 1987, the Federar Government
announced that it would increase dry dock and storage fees
substantialry. This will have an adverse effect on the leve1 of service to remote Northern Manitoba communities as
some operators will be forced out of business.
water transport's importance has dwindred in recent years
with the advent of alr-weather roads in the North. A case
in point is Norv¡ay House and Cross Lake.
Before Norway
House and cross Lake had access to a permanent surface
transportation facitity,
they received the bulk of their
goods by barge. Norway House aLso acted as a transshipment
point for other northern communities.
These goods are now
freighted in by road. Norway House though, still receives a
portion of its fuel by water transport.
Internar community water transport is a very important
mode of transport for a majori.ty of remote settlements as
many native cornmunities are themselves separated by water.
Therefore, navigation on these lakes and rivers remain an
extremely important mode for loca1 travel.
The Port of churchill, as a part of the Manitoba transport system, does not affect remote communities as there are
New
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no communities in Manitoba on ahl Hudson Bay coast. ChurchiII does have an effect on remote communities in the North
west rerritories,
ontario and Quebec as goods are received
and passed on for

furtherance by local carriers

to these

isolated communities.
3.5.5

Technoloqical Developments Affectino Northern
Man

itoba Transportat ion

Technological developments offer a way of improving the
quality of living in remote northern communities. "The lim-

itations of existing transport modes have given the impetus
to developments in new technology."s4 Transport technology
should be applied to the environs of the North. "The existing modes of transportation in the North
water, surface
and air are being improved continually.
Many of these
developments are directed towards improving the efficiency
of the exísting transportation systems. "s s Recent technology has developed nelr forms of transport that will play an
important role in the development of the North. Technological advances in surface transportation include new types
of rail cars, trâi1-bus, containerization, improved vehicle
design, commodity pipelines (though none exist in Northern
ManiLoba) and air cushion vehicl-es ( ie. the hovercraf t which
s

4 Manitoba,

ROYÀL COMMISSTON
p. 47.

TRANSPORTATION,
s

s W.

D.

Graham,

INQUIRY INTO

NORTHERN

THE IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENT IN

TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY ON NORTHERN

MÀNITOBÀ, prepared

for The Roya1 Commission on Northern Transportation,
(winnipeg: Queens Printer, 1969), p. 1.
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limited use over the rocky and forested terrain of
Northern Manitoba). Various studies indicate that revolutionary technology cannot be expected to sofve transportation problems in Northern Man itoba and that the Province not
engage in experimental modes of transportation (ie. hovercraf t).
TechnoLogical developments in transportation in
Northern Manitoba as in Northern Canada must be
designed to meet the need for reliable regular
transportation to and from isolated communities as
wel-I as the need for volume transportation to areas where major resource developments occur.e6
Manitoba's interest in providing the improved access
remote communities reguire, gives rise to the opportunity to
develop a rail-bus. This technological development is being
tested presently in Northern Manitoba.
The concept of the
rail-bus would lower transportation costs as capital and
operating costs would be reduced substantiarly (benefits
communities like Thicket portage and pikwitonei ).
Road
transport technology consists of new vehicle design, larger
loads ( be ing provided with pup-trai lers ) and engine ef f iciency. rn addition, better winter road design allows for
the more efficient wheeled vehicles to operate. Rait technology offers new designs of lighter rail cars, conputerization, the rail-bus and the concept of the unit train.
In
water transport for the North, as alluded to previously, ice
breakers can lengthen the shipping season and reduce the
cost of transporting freight to remote communities on Lake
may have

e

6

i toba ,
ROYAL COMMT SSI
TRÀNSPORTÀTION, p. 389.

Man
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winnipeg.

À1so nev¡ vessel design provides more efficiency,

reducing overhead costs.

Most technological advances have occured in the ai r
transport mode. These will be discussed in detail since i t
has particular apprication to remote northern commrrnities,
which are effected the most by this mode. À recent development for Northern Manitoba air transportation is the short
take-off and landing aircraft (sror) to service some of the
isolated communities.
The initial stages of this technological development were in the mid-1970's. srol, aircraft
operating in Northern Manitoba are the de Havilland Twin
Otter (OH-6 Series 300) and the Short Skyvan (Series 3). À
maximum of 2,000 feet is all
the runway that is required at
maximum registered gross take-off weight.
Since northern
transportation systems are more costly to develop, the STOL
aircraft has an added advantage, as the equipment requires
Iess ground support than conventional aircraft.
The physical features of Northern Manitoba create a
unique environment for the development of transportation in
the area. Landing facilities are difficult to construct due
to the rock outcrops and muskeg.
Variable weather conditions, inadequate landing
facilities,
inadeguate guidance systems in remote
population centers, as well as the other variable
environmental- conditions make 'bush' flying in
Northern Manitoba hazardous and more expensive on
a per-ton mile basis in comparison to other high
density areas in Manitoba and Canada.sT
e7 w. s. Good, THE DIRECT OPERÀTrNG COSTS OF A STOL ÀTRCRÀFT
IN NORTHERN MANITOBA, Report No. 15, (winnipeg: Center
For Transportation Studies,
University of Manitoba,
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As a result,

aircraft provide a viable service in
remote communities that-were inaccess ible to wheeled aircraft before this new technology came about, while at the
same time lowering transportation costs as capital and operating costs are reduced. Technology has the effect of of
Iessening space and time. This in fac t has brought settlements in the North closer together and they enjoy a better
quality of living as a result.
Manitoba can benefit to a greater extent from the technological developments instituted in the various modes by
adopting a pragmatic approach to the development of their
transportation systems. This involves the integration (coordination) of all modes, when necessary, to ac.hieve a more
effective movement of goods and services in the best interests of the public. With new technology (ie. car and skidoo) one has to have the money to use it and the cost of
operation becomes a major Iimiting factor for the low income
native residents who utilize this type of technological
STOL

advance.

3.5.6 Communications
Transportation and commun ication are conrplementary in
reducing space physically and perceptionally. Improved communications (ie. by satellites ) have had the effect of lessening the effective distance between remote communities and
the outside world. It could be construed as an alternative
1974), p. 19.
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form of transportation.

The lack of communication is a pri-

mary obstacle in the development of isol-ated regions.

Com-

munication as a form of transportation can effectively
counter isolation and remoteness.
Historically,
initial communication in Northern Manitoba
was restricted to word of mouth and written letter as the
f i rst mai 1 service v¡as provided by the HBC.
Before the
radio, communication was limited to infrequent mail service.
"By the mid-1930's the radio station had become an institution along with the Hudson's Bay Company, the RCMp and the
rnissions"ss in isolated settlements.
The major advance Ín
communication in northern areas came with the advent of the
aircraft. The geographical layout of Northern Manitoba made
the aeroplane the most logical neans of transportation and
communication made the operation of this mode safer.
"WhiIe...the aeroplane contributed greatly to the welfare of
the area's population, communication was the link that made
the di fference between isolated and non-isolated areas. " e
À more convenient means of communication in the North was
brought about by the mineral resources of the area and an
accelerated program of social wel-fare for the native population.
e

98

99

O. T. Howey, "Communications", in C. S. Beals, Êd.,
SCIENCE, HTSTORY ÀND HUDSON BÀY, Vol. 2, Ch. 12, (Ottawa:
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, 1968), p. 770.
IBID., p. 771.
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Telephones have tied people together, reducing isolation.

"In Northern Canada, television takes the place of the telephone as an integrating connecting medium.
I t integrates
northern residents into the nationaf consciousness of the
country. . . rr oo The North is being opened up by roads and
railroads, but it is the electronic media that is opening up
the North to a greater extent. Television is having a significant impact on native youth as it increases awareness of
different lifestyles.
Communication technology is all important in remote
native communities, but it is inadequate by southern standards. ÀIso television programs originate exclusively in
the South and there are not enough native programming on
T.V. or the radio. Communication technology should be
adapted to the environmental and social needs of northerners. "I^Tithout adequate and ef fective communications, economic and social development will inevitably be retarded,
and may be counter-productive.rtl 0 1 Information must be free
and adequate to provide underdeveloped people with the
opportunities other members of society possess (ie. employ1

ment )

.

Àdequate communications (mail and telephone service) are

required to meet modern standards. A minimum standard as
proposed by the Mauro Report was available facilities for
voice communications to communities over 50 people. This
r

oo

1

o

'¡im Lotz ,

NORTHERN REÀLITI

ES, p. 25.

r Manitoba Metis Federation, IN SEARCH OF À FUTURE, p. 12.
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has been implemented as the Manitoba Terephone system introduced a policy in 1972.

The first priority was to provide
at least radio terephone service (minimum standard) to alI
of more than 50 residents. The next priority
.communities
was to upgrade these services.
Most native communities in
Northern Manitoba have diar service,
but there are still
some native communities (ie.
Brochet, shamatËawa) that have
(radio telephone) which
inadequate communication facilities
are unrel iabIe.
To a great exLent the communication facilities of remote
Northern Manitoba communities supersede those of the physical infrastructure in reducing isolation and remoteness.
This is not to say, however, that because native communities
have a minimum standard of communications that reduce isoration, that arternative modes of transportation should not be
províded.

3.5

Conclusion

In closing, one can see that in the development of Northern Manitoba's transportation linkages, the primary purpose
was for resource development and extraction. Right from the
building of the Hudson Bay Railway for the benefit of grain
transport, until the present day, the transportation networks for Northern Manitoba have been geared for exploiting
the natural resources of the area. The pattern of geographicar dispersal throughout Northern Manitoba made matters
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worse for native communities. Characterized by point devel-

opment, the settlement pattern made it uneconomical to provide surface faci.Iities to each community. Relying on economics as a base, a transport network was built servicing
the most economically justifiable points -- the resource
based centers, neglecting the remote native communities.
The remote native North was neglected until the
Iate-1960's.
It was not until the Federal Government
announced their air policy for Northern Canada (refer to
section 4.5.1 ), and until Manitoba established their Department of Northern Affairs, that greater attention began to be
paid to the remote native areas. These areas have been subjected to higher transportation costs due to the fact that a
majority of them have oply one year-round rnode of transport
available to them, the more costly air mode. AtL-weather
roads to most of these communities are not feasible due to a
low level of population and low trave:-/treight demand. The
winter road system, administered by the Province, ãttempts
to al-reviate this probrem by providing lower transportation
costs, relieving isolation and increasing mobility.
However, the remote native communities still spend a disproportionate share of their income on transportation costs.
Therefore, the provision of more adequate facilities
or a
system of subsidies is required to bring their costs in line
with, not only, the industrial North, but the South as weIl.

Chapter IV
NORTHERN MÀNITOBÀ TRANSPORTÀTION

POLICIES

AND

PROGRÀMS

4.1

Introduction
This chapter deals with the various transportation poli-

cies enacted by the senior

levels of government that have

effected the socio-economic development of Northern Manitoba.

to providing a transportation system, a
government may. pursue an explicit or implicit policy.
Transportation policy is aimed at detecting problems and
providing sorutions for the development and maintenance of
an effective and efficient system, both socially and economica1Iy. Transport policy "goals are formulated in terms of
'efficiency' and/or 'economy', on one hand, and 'adeguacy'
and/or 'public interest' on the other."1o2 This is affected
by the limitations placed on the available resources a government has at its disposal.
The impacts of transport policies have to be assessed in
terms of other social and economic activities, as well as on
other parts of the transport system. Policy is designed so
When

1o2

it

comes

K. W. Studnicki-Gizbert, TRANSPORT POLICy - THEORY ÀND
PRÀCTrCE, (Ottawa: Canadian Transport Commission, Economic and Social Analysis Branch, 1975), p. 6.
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that an "optimum" solution is adopted from a set of evaluated alternatives within posed uncertainties and constraints.
As weI1, transport policy has to be co-ordinated with
regional development as transport problems are inherently
interrelated with development planning. tos Since the policy
process is dynamic, redirection or adjustment is required in
order to maintain an effective system.
The discussion in this chapter entaiLs both explicit and
implicit policies that have had an effect on the provision
of transport infrastructure and services in Northern Manitoba. The various national/federaJ-, provincial and regional
policies that have been put in place over the years to deat
with the problem of enhancing socio-economic development of
Northern Manitoba, are analyzed, with particutar reference
to remote native communities. oa
It is realized that transport provision is not the sole
answer to socio-economic development but one component,
albeit an important one, in the overal-L picture of regionaf
development. I t has to be recognized as such and coordinated with other policies effecting regionaL development
in Northern Manitoba.
1

103
104

IBID., p. 33.
For a brief description of all policies affect-ing transportation in Northern Manitoba used in this chapLer see
Appendix B.
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4.2 National /F'ederal Policies
"National policy since Confederation relative to transportation facilities has emphasized two objectives: the
achievement of raoid economic expansion, and the equalization of benefits ìt such expansion in all regions of Canada. t' o s Transport has been tied into the social, political
and economic Ii fe of Canada from the earliest times.
National transportation policies were aimed at national unity which concerned canals, the Transcontinental Railway, Àir
Canada, the Trans-Canada Highway and the St. Lawrence Seavray. National poricy aimed at providing economic, ef f icient
and adequate transport facilities for canada using alr modes
of transport at the lowest cost. This has been explicitly
stated in the National Transportation Àct of 1967 (nfe),
which was used as an instrument of national policy. The NTA
adopted many of the MacPherson Commission's recommendations,
which assumed that competition would provide the economic
st imulus f or the developrnent of transport se.rvices. Government adopted a passive role, providing infrastructure and
compensation for resources, facilities
and services that
Ì¡¡ere deemed in the public interest.
with new technorogy the
productivity of the various modes increased (ie. rair moved
from steam to diesel in the 1950's and incorporated the concept of the unit train, air moved from turbo to jet aircraft
in the '1960's, and the introducti'on of containers in the
1 960' s for inter-modaI use ) .
Hence, the NTÀ recognized the
1

1os

À. v. Mauro, p. 124.
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inter-modaI nature of transportation.
The regulations governing the various modes were unified by the creation of the
Canadian Transport Commission (CrC). The CTC was to advise

the Minister of Transport on Canadian transport policy. The
transportation system depends on the maturity of the system
and degree of competition. The NTÀ related to a mature,
highly developed system with a high degree of competition
among the various modes.
Concerning transport in northern remote areas, the NTÀ
was found to be deficient.
An undeveloped, uncompetitive
system is usually the norm in remote areas. There is a low
leve1 of service and many carriers cannot compete due to a
number of condi t i ons ( ie .
voluine of traf f ic, geography,
etc.).
Transport in the North was usually characterized as
ad-hoc, ês overlapping government departments at both federa1 and provincial
leveIs,
with different administrative
regions v¡ere administering their own policies.
The lack of
co-ordination between the different agencies with transport
responsibilities in the North existed. The need for interdepartmental planning was evident and as a result transport
provision was re-active up to the 1970's.
À transportation policy has to be co-ordinated with an
overall plan for northern regional development. In 1975 a
new National Transportation Poticy was delineated.
Though
not formally adopted, it provided a background guide for
thinking which progressively loosened reguration. It stated
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that there vrere four contexts in which transport policy has
to be developed in order to use the full potential of transportation as an instrument of national policy.
The first
context is a highly developed system with a high level of
competition. Government intervention is limi.ted to the prevention of monopolistic conditions and for safety and en.vironmental questions. The second context is a highly developed system with a low level of competition. Eff iciency
results from one mode, one carrier. Government intervention
is regulatory in nature to prevent monopolistic or quasimonopol i st ic condi t i ons .
The thi rd context i s an undeveloped system with a low leve1 of competition. This characterizes remote areas.
Government action should be deveJ-opmental,
designed to encourage the development of transportat ion, where necessary through di rect investments, subsidies or grants; regulatory designed to
ensure that the system operates in an economic and
equitable manner; and operational, through the
direct provision of transportation services where
pr ivate services are not avai Iable. o
The fourth context is a developing system with a high l_eve1
of competition. Government action is developmental to support new technology. Government expenditures are expected
to come from general tax revenues to finance capital and
operation costs for developing the transport system in certain areas until the system reaches the mature stage. The
amount of government intervention would depend on the degree
1

1

o

6

6 Canada, Transport Canada,
TRÀNSPORTATION POL]CY: À
FRÀMEWORK FOR TRÀNSPORT IN CANÀDA, SUMMARY REPORT,
(Ottawa: Ministry of Transport , 1975), p. 12.
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of competition and state of maturity of

lhu transport sys-

tem.

Up to the 1960's the highest priority

of the Federal Government vras economic development in the North, through
resource extraction.
The government indicated that an
extension of northern networks would provide access to
resources for the Canadian and world markets. The Federal
Government gave transport subsidies to private companies as
part of their incentive scheme to get developers to exploit
the North, whi 1e reduc ing i solat ion.
Thereby government
provided a favorabl-e climate for the private sector (industry) to invest.
Transport policy in the North has to do what transportation policy in 1867-1885 did for the South (the Transcontinental Railway)
unify the nation,
as past needs of the
South are similar to the present needs of the North. À
Nat i onal- pol icy i s needed that combines " the northern
regions to the rest of the nation and provide northern residents r+ith an equal opportunity to enjoy the economic and
social benefits available to aIl Canadian citizens. " o7 À
National policy is needed to provide the necessary facilities ( ie.
airstrips) , provide assistance like railroads
receive (ie. reimbursement of passenger services operated in
the public interest), and individual compensation (through
indirect measures of income tax legislation and regulation)
1

1o7 Manitoba,

ROYAL

TRANSPORTATION, p.
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for burden of high transport costs in the North as delineated by the Mauro Commission. The impact of transportation
and communication on development will be the same for the
North as it lras for the South.
Opening up the under-developed North will
require vast
amounts of infrastructure investmentr âs major extensions
are needed. Reasons why the Canadian GovernmenL became
interested in northern affairs v¡ere to show that Canada
owned its northern lands, the discovery of mineral wealth,
and the concern for native welfare in the North. Therefore,
they undertook policies to achieve a national objective of
unifying Canada's North with the rest of the country.
4.3

Reqional Policies

A plan for northern regional development as v¡as stated in

the Mauro Report reguires, "a concerted approach to the
problem of remoteness, isolation,
cl imate, transport and
communications and development of. . .physical and human
resources."l08 The Mauro Report espoused a minimum standard
of adequate transportation and communication facilities and
services to enhance the developmena
Northern Manitoba
"{
through a concept of adequacy. This entailed a minimum
standard of transportation through some uninterrupted mode
(standard of facilities)
at a reasonable, frequency (availability of service) and cost (rates payable), plus public
convenience and necessity.
Provision of the minimum stan-

los rBrD., p.

44+.
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dard of transport facilities

is not enough as irregular service or prohibitive cost does not satisfy the transport
needs of the North. This is why the minimum service had to
be provided along with minimum frequency and reasonable cost
to meet the criteria of adequacy. Re-equipment programs are
necessary so lower cost, more efficient aircraft can be utiIized at equitable rate Ieve1s.
In 1969 there tras no minimum standard of transport for
East of Lake Winnipeg and the North. There was a lack of
landing facilities to provide year-round service to northern
communities. While winter roads provide movement of commodities, pâssenger service is mainly timited to air.
The
points in Manitoba which lacked the minimum requirements of
transport services were to a large extent, the native communities.
The minimum reguirements were needed to improve
socio-economic development. This consisted, according to
the Mauro Report, of a weekly unit toll service.
Social- implications resulting from a failure to
provide minimum essential services cannot be guantified.
The situation must be remedied without
regard to cost benefit analysis. Beyond the prob1em of the individua'l resident there are direct
economic and social penalties to the northern
region resulting from inadequate transport service. 1 o s
The need for a minimum leve1 of transportation and communications is the same as for health, education and welfare.
This condition has been alleviated somewhat over the years.

los IBID., p. 42.
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of a minimum standard of transportation is
reflected in the increased cost õf transportation some of
these remote communities face. The native communities suffer from additional problems (not only high transport costs)
of increased inventory, irregular mait delivery,
Iack of
fresh food-stuffs and lack of health and medical services.
Throughout the hearings conducted by the Mauro Commission,
repeated pleas for airstrips v¡ere requested along with better communications and vrinter roads.
Àccess to the larger
regional- centers is reguired if the natives are to participate in the socio-economic development of the North. Any
policy that disregarded the social characteristics of native
life or aimed at breaking up the communities wouLd fai.I.
"What is required is a policy that will respect the unique
social aspects of native Iife in the North and encourage
participation in the economic life of the region.'t1 10 proper transport facilities that encourage economic partic ipation, while retaining social contacts with these communities
is required.
Co-ordination is needed for policies concerning all modes
of transport in the northern region to relieve isolation and
remoteness as costs are extremely high.
For instance, communication links are closely tied to transportation services. In fact communication is the transport of information.
Communication facilities are the life Iines of remote communities and should be provided accordingly as one part of an
The absence

11O

A.
^

rtV

Mauro, p. 99.
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overall

scheme.

"While ready and low cost accessibility to,

and communi-

cations with, the outside world appear to be obvious solutions, the economic realities of such amenities are often
such that only minimal- services of this nature can be provided in remote communities. "111 Due to the limitations
imposed on the state (financial and otherwise) a minimum
standard of

transportation and communication should nonethe-less be provided as a social objective to reduce isolation.
4.4

Federal-ProvincÍal Policies
À plan for northern regional development that is applicable to all regions of Northern Canada is needed, but it has
to be determined what nature and function transportation has
in the overall- goal of northern development. There is a
need to co-ordinate activities so the North grows in an
eff icient and ef fective manner.
Transportat ion development
has to be considered in the overall context of economic
development and within the imposed financial and legal- constraints as the provinces can only do so much. Federal
involvement is necessary which includes national objectives,
as provincial coffers are insufficient to undertake a comprehensive program concerning northern development. A plan
111 L. B. Siemens, PLANNING COMMUNITIES FOR THE NORTH: SOME
SOCIAL ÀND PSYCHOLOGICÀL INFLUENCES, Series No. 5, Occa-

sional Paper No" 1, (Winnipeg:
Studies, 1970), pp. 69-70.

Center For Settlement
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for northern regional development was needed immediately,
the Mauro Commission stressed in 1969, that was co-ordinated
between Federal, Provincial and Municipal Governments in
order to achieve an eff icient. transportation system. This
framework was followed to an extent in the mid 1970's as the
Federal and Provincial Governments entered into a number of
agreement

s.

4.4.1 General Development Aqreement
Federal-provincial comprehensive policies for Northern
Manitoba originated when Canada and Manitoba signed a GeneraI Development Agreement (GDÀ) June 5, 1974. The GDA
encouraged socio-economic development in Northern Manitoba
and was to co-ordinate programs for a i5 year period.
4.4.2

Manitoba Northlands Àqreement

Under terms of the GDÀ, the Canada-Manitoba Interim Subsidiary Agreement on the Manitoba Northlands (1974-1976) was

signed June 5,

1974 for a comprehensive socio-economic pro-

gram. The Manitoba Interim agreement, supposed to run for
one year only,
allowed for the development of a long-term
subsidiary agreement for Northern Manitoba. The Interim
agreement was extended until 1976 when the Canada-Manitoba
Northlands Long-Term Agreement (1976-1982) was signed September 15, 1976. This long-term agreement was intended to
be a 10-15 year agreement, administered in 5 year increments. The Manitoba Northlands Agreement's objectives were:
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to provide options and opportunities for people in
Northern Mani toba to par ticipate in the development of
the region
to provide an opportunity for people to undertake their
own lJay o f 1:.te (re.
maintain tradi t ional way i f

des i red

to

)

encourage

the orderly utilization

of natural resourc-

e5

o
c
t
o

to improve the qual- i ty of Ii f e
to promote community economic development
to improve transportation and communications
and to improve health, educati on and social programming

The programs focused on:

o
o
.
o

human development and community

services

resources and community economic development

area transportation and community services
and planning and implementation

The programs were cost-shared between the Federal and Pro-

vincial Governments (60/40) with a total of 9162.916 million
being allocated (Federal- $1 1 0.590 mi11ion, Province952.407 million).112
The transportation and communication component of this
agreement was to move towards providing reliable and reâsonable access to all northern re¡note communities for the
transport of people, goods and services and to ensure communication facilities
to increase participation of people in
community, provincial and national affairs.
By improving
physical access to remote communities,
soc i o-ec onomi c
11

2 Canada, CÀNADÀ-MANITOBA NORTHLÀNDS SUBSIDI ARY ÀGREEMENT,
(Ottawa: Department of Regional Expansion, 1979) , n.p.
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options were enhanced. À1so the provision of these facilities resulted in the reduction of freight and passenger
costs, thereby relieving the high costs of living experienced in northern communities.
Transportation also had a
positive effect of community based economic development.
Surface transportation vias provided to remote communities
where roads provided a practical extension of the existing
system. The ai rstrip program provided funding ( $5,848,300
for 10 airstrips) 1 1 3 for upgrading or construction of airstrips of a Class D nature to remote Northern Manitoba communities which did not have alternative or adequate transport facilities;
plus the provision of navigational aids to
improve reliability and funds for maintenance equipment.
Under the Human Development ald Community Services program, upgrading or construction of community internal roads
was provided for.
The surface transport program and airstrip program were cost-shared. The Hickling-Johnson Manitoba Northlands Transportation Study evolved under the
Northern Transportation Strategy Development program of the
Manitoba Northlands Àgreement. I t looked at two time
frames: a short-term, 1975-1980; and a long-term, 1980-1990.
The Manitoba Northlands Agreement had an implicit focus
on the socio-economic development of native people. It also
upgraded services for rural and remote northern areas. The
agreement was to expire March 31, 1981 but was extended one
11

3 Manitoba,
CÀNÀDA_MÀNI TOBÀ
NORTHLÀNDS ÀGREEMENT
1976-1982, PROGRESS REPORT, (Winn ipeg: l"lanitoba Department of Northern Àffairs, 1982), n.p.
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year because a new agreement, the Canada-Manitoba Northern
Development Àgreementr wâs not yet signed and Northlands
projects were incomplete.

4.4.3

Northern Development Aqreement

29, 1982 a development strategy, the CanadaManitoba Northern Development Agreement 1 982-1987 was
signed. It was set to terminate March 31, 1987, but the
principle ministers reached agreement to extend the strategy
for two years (March 31 , 1989) wittr new money being allocated. It is basically the same, with one program deleted.
The Northern Development Àgreement like its predecessor, the
Northlands Agreement, is to provide implementation of the
development opportunity under the terms set out in the GDÀ.
The Northern Development Àgreement is a continuation of the
long-term northern development effort, though it does place
greater emphasis on loca1 economic initiatives
through the
utilization of available natural resources. It also recognizes that human development measures and community improvements are still needed.
The Northern Development Àgreement also provides for the
construction or upgrading of community roads to an established base level of local services to aIlow for the provision of public services. The Federal Department of Indian
Àffairs and Northern Development (OfanO) funds 100% of a
program to provide an established level of local services to
northern Indian Reserves and Status Indian communities. The
On November
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Manitoba Department of Northern Affairs and Department of
Highways implement a similar program to provide an estab-

lished level of local- services to remote northern communities under the jurisdiction of the Þlanitoba Department of
Northern Àffairs.
This program is cost-shared (60/40) with
the Federal- Government paying the larger share. Improving
internal infrastructure is a component of this program.
There is also a remote airstrip program in the NorLhern
Development Àgreement. The objective of the remote airstrip
program is to provide year-round reliabl-e al1-weather airstrips and related facilities to northern communities that
do not have an alternative mode of transport. available to
them.
Remote airstrips under the Northern Development
Àgreement provides for the construction or upgrading to a
Code 2 standard in northern remote communities, the provision of necessary capital equipment and buildings to maintain and operate these facilities, and installation of basic
air navigational services to improve reliable use. This is
to improve the movement of people and goods, âs well as services (ie. medical). The program is cost-shared between the
Federal and Provincial- Governments (60/40 ) witfr $3.3 million
being allocated for the initial
5 year period. l 14 Projects
are implemented by the Manitoba Ðepartment of Highways
through its airport and Marine Division.

11

4 Manitoba,

CANÀDÀ-MANIToBA
SUBSTDIÀRY ÀGREEMENT OÑ
NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT, (WiNN ipeg: Manitoba Department of

Northern Affairs,

1982), n. p.
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4.4.4

Subsidiarv Àqreement On Transportation Development
Àn economic and regional agreement entitled "Canada-

Manitoba Subsidiary Àgreement on Transportation Development"
was signed on January 4,1984 and came into effect Àpri1 1st

of that year
Its objective is to invest in facilities and
services which will- promote trade and industry in order to
encourage economic development. À further objective of the
agreement is to enhance transportation development in Manitoba. The agreement will end March 31, 1989 but has provis ions for
renewal- .
"The qual i ty of t i fe in more remote
parts of the province is directly affected by the avail-ability of transport services, with its impact on consumer prices and access' to medical and other services." 1 1 s
One program undertakes a transportation analysis to
assess the inadequacies of transportation in Manitoba (the
assessment of the North is one component of this program).
Àn air infrastructure program sets out to enhance and
improve the air transport mode. This program is
.to be
implemented and entirely funded by the Federal Government
($101.68 million).11 6 It is undertaking major construction
programs, as well as the installation of air navigational
aids to sites such as Norway House and Island Lake. This
program is co-ordinated with the Northern Development Àgree115 Canada,
CANÀDÀ_MÀNITOBÀ SUBSIDIÀRY ÀGREEMENT ON
TRÀNSPORTÀTION DEVELOPMENT, (OtTawa:. 1984), p. ,13.
116

À11 figures

in

this

paragraph come from

the

CÀNADA-MANITOBÀ SUBSIDIÀRY ÀGREEMENT ON TRÀNSPORTATION
DEVELOPMENT, 1984. See preceding footnote.
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Fiqure 9: Manitoba subsidiary Àgreement on Transportat ion
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ment. Another program for the enhancement and improvement
of highway infrastructure is entirely funded by the provincial Government ($16.0 million)117 to improve capacity and
safety of the provincial system resulting in increased cost
savings. À rail passenger service is implemented by the
Federal Government and funded jointly by Federal and provincial Governments. One project is the rail-bus, discussed in
section 3.5.5. Its objective is to improve the accessibility of remote communities to regional service centers and
reduce operating and capital costs of rail passenger service. À research and development program, and a management
capabilities program are also provided for in this agreement. In total, there are 7 programs that deal with transportation development (see Figure 9).
4.5

federal-Provincial Policies (Àir)

4.5.1

Federal fnvolvement
The FederaL Government began regulating aviation after
Wor1d War I.
However, the senior l-evels of government only
began the task of improving air access in remote native com-

munities in Manitoba since the 1960's.
The Federal Government recognized
needed to be integrated with regional
October 20, 1966 a federal air policy
provided preferential treatment to the
117 IBID

that air transport
development, so on
was announced. It
five regional- carri-
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ers to operate in remote areas (ie. to serve the North and
other Prairie centers from Winnipeg) where essential but
uneconomical routes existed.
These carriers were given
planning stability and priority over a specified route which
prohibited another carrier from locating in the same area.
The Mauro Report recommended that this policy be extended to
include loial carriers, as it was noted that without a policy related Lo the local carriers, the high capital and fixed
costs and lack of density would not enable the local carriers to provide l-ower rates and equalize costs on a mileage
basis like Àir Canada.
This would have been too difficult
to administer though.
Àlthough this policy provided the
much needed interest for Northern Canada it fell
short in
helping services where they were needed most
the remote
native areas. However, some type of policy should have been
extended to the l-ocal- carriers who provide a necessary
social function in an area where alternative transport is
largely unavailable.
with the disparity in passenger and
cargo rates in northern areas, equitable rates should be
established. The announcement of this policy in 1966 coincided with the development of the Manitoba Northern Àffairs
Àct.
11

11

I

I The Northern Àffairs Act provided a Commissioner of
Northern Àffairs who established 1ocal advisory committees in remote communities. The Mauro Report recommended the expansion of the Commissioner of Northern Affairs
to a ful1 Department of Northern Àffairs, instituted in
1974 for the co-ordination of northern development. In
1970 the Northern Affairs Act was amended with the
introduction of el-ecLed community officials,
although
the Department retained financial and Iegal powers.
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10, 1984, Lloyd Axworthy, then Minister of Transport, proposed a new domestic air policy for Canada. This
new policy had a Iine of demarcation across Canada where
regulation would remain north of the line to ensure a leve1
of protection to the communities above it so an adequate
leve1 of service could be provided. This Iine stretched
from the 50th parallel at the - Àtlantic coast to the
Manitoba-Ontario border. Then it ran diagonally to the 55th
paralleI on the Manitoba-saskatchev¡an border and from there
to the 55th parallel on the Pacific coast (see Figure
10)(this line was amended to the 53rd from the 55th parallel
in Manitoba on a proposal by the Manitoba Government as
northern markets had not matured yet ) . Thompson, however,
would be the only cornmunity in Manitoba north of the line,
in the Àir Transport Committee's (etC) opinion, that would
benefit from increased competition from an additional unit
to11 service by an alternative carrier.
Thi s domest ic ai r pol icy r,ras dropped when the Federal
Progressive Conservative's (pC) came to power. The PC's are
trying to adopt a ne!¡ policy enti'tled "Freedom To Move"
which places more emphasis on competition forces (ie. deregulation in the air industry).
Over the years there has
been a continuity in policies between the various governments, as there Ís a general consensus in relaxing regulations.
On May
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4.5.2 Provincial Involvement
The Government of Manitoba implemented - a strategy for
northern airstrip development. It was the intention of the
Province to provide year-round air transport to all northern
communities with a population of 100 or more without allweather road access. This policy was based on a hierarchy
of service standards since passenger transport to and from
r-hese communities is dependent on air.
The program has been
in effect since 1968 and 32 airstrips have been provided to
these remote communities. 1 1 s It was initially
implemented
by the Commissioner of Northern Àffairs (the forerunner to
the Department of Northern Àffairs).
Three leve1s of service were to be provided.
The first level considered airstrips of graded sand or clay (not as dependable as gravel)
for communities with 100 or more people.
These included:
PopIar River, Thicket Portage, Shamattawa, pikwitonei, South
Indian Lake, Ilford, Split Lake, St. Theresa pt., Sherridon,
Bloodvein and York Landing.
These landings were designed
for emergency landing and did not meet Transport Canada
standards. The second level of airstrips v¡ere for communities with 500 or more people and consisted of a graded graveI runway, radio equipment and a snowplow. The communities
served by daylight visual flying (ovr),
included: Berens
1

1s Personal communication with Dave Selby, Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation, Northern Àirport
Branch. Tadoule Lake v¡as the l-ast airstrip completed.
The terms of reference are stitl intact,
but money is

mainly used- for maintenance, as no new plans for the
construction of other airstrips are anticipated at the
present time.
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River, Brochet, Cross Lake, Gods Lake Narrows, Moose. Lake,
Oxford House I
Little Grand Rapids and Pukatawagan. The
third and highest leve1 was airports in Norway House and
Garden Hi11. These two centers were looked at as regional
a i rports.
Reasons for the provincial air policy vras to reduce the
cost of float/ski aircraft,
improve access to health and
medical facilities,
improve physicat access and communications, and short-term employment would be created. The Provincial Government envisioned air as the most economical
mode. Their policy would aIlow for fly-in services making
them readily available to the native population (ie. dental,
police, court, medical, etc. ). This airstrip policy had the
goal of bringing communities up to at least a minimum standard (refer to section 4.3).
In 1973, the ManiLoba Department of Mines, Resources and
Environmental Management requested a review of the airstrip
program so that facilities could be provided for the priorities communities have. À hierarchy of service standards
needed to be redone. For instance, communities dependent on
air freight should be assured access to a 5,000 foot allweather year-round airstrip with operating and cartage
facilities.
Àirstrips, according to this report, while for
the purpose of relieving isolation year-round, still did not
meet the basic requirements as they were to wet and soft in
the spring to allow wheeled aircraft.
Slow cl-earing is a
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major problem as some communities do not have the necessary
equipment Lo.maintain the airstrip.
The Manitoba Northlands Transportation Study also noted

that the greatest economic benefit for.the Province would
occur in the rational-ization of the air infrastructure for
the remote North ( ie. upgrade isolated airstrips to 4,000
feet gravel in the North-Eastern part of Manitoba to accommodate larger more efficient aircraft with related navigationat aids ) .
Ontario had developed a remote airstrip program in 1968
as well. I ts ob jective r,ras similar to Manitoba' s in that it
attempted to develop a system of airstrips in order to
reduce transportation costs and relieve isolation.
Seventeen Ontario communities in the North have airstrips with
the Provincial Government spending over fi22 million on the
program. It cost approximately $1 .5 mil-lion to construct a
typical airstrip in the remote North and $100,000 per year
to maintain.120 Most of the airstrips are 3,500 feet gravel
runvrays and lack compJ-ete navigational systems. Northern
Manitoba communities experience these same problems (see
Figures 11 & 12).

120 ontario,

TÀSK FORCE REPORT ON TRÀNSPORTÀTION ÀND LIVING
COSTS IN REMOTE NORTHERN ONTÀRIO COMMUNTTIES, p. 32.
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Fiqure 1 1: Àirport Improvements Required In Northern
Manitoba
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Fiqure 12: Manitoba
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4.5.3 Àdeouacv of Àir Services
ïn conducting a report on The Àdequacy of Àir Services in
Northern and Remote Àreas, the ÀTC encountered numerous complaints about air services.
The over-riding concern (refer

to section 3.5.2) is the high cost of travel.
Routes to
northern and remote areas served by major carriers do not
f ol-Iow Ai r Canada' s f are f ormula.
Fuel costs, which are
considerably higher in northern and remote areas, was cited
as being the main reason for this.
Aside from this, higher
costs are attributed to:
o maintaining stations (ie.
higher construction, labour
and resident costs)
lack of low cost all-weather surface transport
use of small aircrafL not designed to carry cargo which
results in high cargo costs
small payloads of aircraft
airstrips not designed to accommodate Iarge, more efficient aircraft
and no economies of scale exist for fuel and capitalgoods

ÀIso high on the list of complaints brought before the ÀTC
were the inadequate facilities and related equipment experienced in northern remote areas, which result in higher costs

as smaIler, less efficient aircraft have to be used. The
condition of airport infrastructure also adds to operating
costs ( ie. replacement of tires etc. ) .
After a review of the subsidy system implemented in Quebecair and.Eastern Provincial Àirlines (epe), the ATC stated
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that direct subsidies may not be the answer as litt1e incentive for economically efficient operations are offered.
They recommended that the government not implement a direct
subsidy program, but expJ-ore other ways of achieving lower
costs and fares, which include:
o type of equipment operated
o deficiencies of runvrays and navigational aids
r and the incidence of numerous taxes, fees and leases
imposed on carriers by various leveIs of government and
their agencies
They suggested that the senior leve1s of government adopt
measures to reduce the numerous taxes, fees and leases
imposed on Northern airports which in turn would reduce the
high cost of travel in northern and remote areas.
The ATC
indicated that
if a
concerted ef fort
by the Federal and
Provincial/territorial
Governments r.¡as made to
eI iminate government fees,
taxes,
cha rge s
etc., . ..ât airports throughout northern and remote
areas and the Canadian Ài r Transportat ion Tax v¡as

eliminated, the total costs of travel could be
lowered by as much as 15-207.121
This witl only lower costs if these savings are passed on
fully to the consumer.
With the complaint of inadequate facilities
and related
equipment, the ÀTC surmised that the
construction of adequate runway facilities
and
other airport
infrastructure,
including the
deployment of suitable all-weather navigational
aids and the like, is an essential and integral
step to the realization of adequate, reliable, Iow
121 Canada, Canadian Transport Commission, THE ÀDEQUÀCY OF
ÀIR SERVICES IN NORTHERN ÀND REMOTE ÀREÀS, FINÀL REPORT,
p. 45.
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cost air transport to these communities. r 2
-Therefore governments should improve these facilities
2

develop a reliable means of access to remote northern

to

commu-

nities.
However, âDy positive action in that direction is
mired in jurisdictional problems. Thtere are different level-s of airport infrastructure deemed acceptable by senior
levels of government. The ATC proposed that the various
actors providing airport infrastructure co-ordinate their
activities so that an agreed minimum standardization can be
reached ( ie. length of runway, navigational aids, etc. ) ( see
Appendix C).

In order to reduce costs further the ÀTC stated that government help replace e'xisting outdated high operating cost
equipment through a capital asset acquisition program to
reduce short-term risk associated with the provision of air
services in northern remote areas. Consequently, the consumer would realize lower fares and cargo rates.
There are many communities in Northern Manitoba that
could benefit from improved airstrips, and navigational
facilities as the problems that face them today seem to have
been evident f or the last 20 years ( see Figures 1 '1 & 12) .
By following these suggestions, a more reliable cost efficient system can be developed in the best interest of the
public.
In the eyes of the ÀTC, government can take a more
pro-active role in the provision of services so that a more
conducive environment can be developed.
122 rBID. , p. 64.
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The senior levels of government believed that

with the
remote location of native settlements, a program of airstrips was the only way of providing rel-iable transportation
at a reasonable cost. Even though this attitude has persistedf many of the remote communities still lack what the
Mauro Report deemed an adequate minimum standard.

4.6

Federal-Provincial Policies (Road)
A good system of roadways facilitates the development of
the resources of the area and greatly reduces the cost of
distributing consumer goods to the communities in question.
Àl-so, when a road is built to a community, consumption of
goods is 1ikely to increase (generated demand) for the simple fact that more goods are easily available.
It was this
type of thinking that led the two senior levels of government to develop their various road policies concerning
northern development.

4.6.1 Federal Involvement
Intra-provincial jurisdiction over the highway and road
systems v¡as given to the provinces and therefore, expansion
of the country's road system tends to take on provincial,
rather than national interests.
However, national policies
were designed to alter this situation as shown by the TransCanada Highway Àct of 1949 and the "Roads to Resources" program instituted in 958. Transportation in this sense lras
used as an instrument of national poticy.
'1
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Between 1947-1951 federal aid was received for

the construct i on of the Snor,¡ Lake - Wekusko and The Pas FI in Flon
roads in Manitoba. But the thrust of northern development
spread when Pr ime Min i ster John Diefenbaker' s "Northern
Vision" helped create "a situation in which few people seriously questioned the view of the North as a storehouse of
resources. 'r 1 2 3 Àttent i on ?ras f ocused on phys ical obstac Ies
to resource extraction and the extension of southern type
settlement (ie. Thompson). Developing the North in Canada
was equated with developing the mineral resources. Unfortunately this mentality continues to exist today, although it
is not quite as prevalent. The "Roads to Resources" program
of 1958, implemented by Diefenbaker which lasted until the
early-1960's (just his term in office) r.¡as responsible for
this.
The program was for the construction and development
of roads leading North, designed to open up ner.r resources.
Government policies in the late 1950's and 1960's focused on
resource based economic development of the North for national strategic goaIs. The "Roads to Resources" program iIlustrated the government's nationalistic approach to developing
the North. This program involved extensive subsidization of
mineral exploration and mining. The "Roads to Resources"
program vras a joint federal-provincial cost-sharing agreement, which put a maximum of $75 million federal monies into
the construction of 5,000 mil-es of roads in Northern Canadian resource areas.
This investment was warranted only if
123 Science Council of Canada,

NORTHWÀRD LOOKING,

p..40.
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there was a direct economic gain to Canada. with federal
support, construction of roads for mineral exploitation saw
the emergence of a new type of settlement, that of a single
industry town in Northern canada. Manitoba received federal
aid under this program for northern road development (a Iist
of roads constructed in Manitoba are outlined in section
3.s.3.1).
4.6.2 Provincial Involvement
It soon became evident in Manitoba that the "extension of
the highway system and improvement of road surfaces Iwas]
essential if the highway system was not to become a bottleneck that would retard the economic expansion of Manitoba.rrr24 The 1960 Manitoba Department of Highways study only
looks at Northern Manitoba road development in terms of economic requirements. For example, the Gypsumville - Grand
Rapids road was viewed as urgent for special requirements
for resource service. Other communities that needed road
service for social or other reasons lrere ignored.
Thi s
study reflected the thinking of the time, that transport
planning was so1eIy'based on engineering criteria and was
devoid of public interest elements.
Manitoba has moved a$¡ay from this position and now
includes other needs (social, financial, economic, etc. ) in
their road transport policies.
The MMF stated that govern1

24 Manitoba,

Departmen

MANÏTOBA HIGHWAYS:

t

of Public Works,Highways Branch,
PLÀNNING FOR TOMORROW, (Winnipeg:

Department of Public Works, Highways Branch, 1960), p.
23.
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ment policy on road building

should reflect social and economic benefits to native communities, financial implications

to government (ie. employment created which reduces welfare
payments) and be a generator of employment. Problems constantly spring up due to the financial constraints the government must adhere to and the exorbitant cost of allweather roads. Study after study indicate how uneconomical
all--weather roads are to construct to remoLe communities.
For instance the Manitoba Department of Mines, Resources and
Environmental Management study (1973) stated that to construct aIl-weather roads to remote communities based on the
costs and limited demand for freight would be unjustified.
This creates a dilernma as "aÌ1-v¡eather roads are considered
by many people in our society as a social right.rather than
a privilege.rr12s Due to this attitude, this study noted
that the Province should develop a long-range plan (25
years) for the development of all-weather roads in conjunction with winter truck roads.
Priority should be placed on
specific routes so that the road construction expenditures
are spent in the most efficient manner. However, the "ultimate decisions between choices and concerning priorities,
will be in response to perceived social- needs and affordable
leveIs of investmen¡. tt 1 2
6

125

Manitoba, Department of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management, STUDY OF FREIGHT TRÀNSPORTÀTION TO
REMOTE NORTHERN MÀNITOBÀ COMMUNITIES, MAIN

REPORT, done

by K. McKenzie, R. Ruhr, and R. Simpson, (Winnipeg:
Department of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management, Resource Planning Branch, 1973), p. 227.
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Manitoba, through the various transportation studies that
have been done over the years, have realized that a system
of feeder highways can best suit the needs of Northern Mani-

tobans. The concept of feeder highways suggests that highway planning can be most effective when co-ordinated with
the overall transportation requirements of the North. with
a co-ordination of policies concerning the various modes I a
concerted effort has to be undertaken to provide a efficient
transportation network within the constraints posed. This
philosophy has led to the development of Manitoba's extensive wheeled vehicre winter road program (refer to section
3.5.3.2) in order to enhance the quality of life experienced
in remote communities. The programs and policies provided
are very realistic to say the least, tâking the various Iimitations into consideration.
4.7

Implicit Government Policies Affectinq Transportation
In Northern Manitoba
Government policies in Manitoba that are implicit and not
directly relaLed to transportation have af fected the provision of the transport network in Manitoba.
Two such policies are the concepts of growth centers and the stay option.
The Mauro Report indicated that senior leve1s of government should pursue a policy of specified growth centers to
discourage population dispersal in Northern Manitoba. This
I

2

6 Hickling-Johnson
TRANSPORTATION STUDY,

Ltd.,

MANTTOBÀ
NORTHLÀNDS
EXECUTIVE SUMMÀRY, p. ,)tr
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report saw future development in the North based on the
efficient utilization of the natural resources. Growtll centers were proposed as it was assumed that a dispersed popuIation cannot be served adequately and economically in the
provision of the basic goods and services of present day
society. with the establishment of designated areas for
growth centers, the government would then be abte to offer
inducements to northern people to move into resource based
centers.
This concept of growth centers was aimed at
enhancing northern regional development.
The rationaLe behind the movement of people from isolated
communities to the new resource based areas was mostly economic. It would free up the much needed resources to be
used to promote and strengthen the well-being of the growth
centers. With growth centers, the transport network in
Northern Manitoba would be concentrated on providing primary
service to these centers from the major southern communities, and secondary links with adjacent communities. Fixed
transportation services would be provided in the permanent
growth centers, while flexible service would be provided in
the working (non-permanent resource exploitation) centers.
This reasoning of the 1 960's and early 1 970's totally
neglected the permanent native population centers of Northern Manitoba.
IronicaIly, though the general concept of
growth centers neglected the permanent native communities,
the l"lauro Report f oresaw the development of Island Lake as
one of Northern Manitoba's growth centers.
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n the early 1 970' s a real i zat ion of the soc ial rami f ications and costs of such a pol-icy on the native people and
urban areas, were determined to be enormous. This type of
implicit migration to growth centers was one step below government forced migration policy enacted in the 1 950-1 960's
(refer to section 2.5.1.2).
Fortunately, the Manitoba Govérnment in its GuIDELTNES FoR THE SEVENTïES, document, moved
av¡ay from this thinking and adopted the concept of the "stay
option".
The REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON TARGETS FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT (f.n.n.
REPORT) was first to realize that Manitobans should have "the freedom to be capable, in reality of
choosing where to live and what work to engage in.rt127 The
government, through regional development, would improve the
quality of life for these residents. This vras the basic
philosophy behind the stay option, although it never was
adopted until cUIDELINES FOR THE SEVENTIES was published.
GUIDELTNES FoR THE SEVENTIES contained four main principtes
to improve the quality of life in Manitoba, which were:
. a maximization of the general well-being of all ManitoT

bans

o
.
o

greater equality of the human condition
an effective stay option
and greater public participation

127

Manitoba,

MÀNITOBÀ TO

1980, p.

452
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The government introduced the stay option "to provide people

in Winnipeg and in rural and Northern Manitoba with the
opportunity to 1i ve and work without disadvantage in the
part icular region of the province in which they have their
roots."128 The stay option for Northern Manitoba meant that
the residents were to benefit from opportunities from northern development and from the development of their traditional resources. with the stay option people would be afforded
the means of staying in their region of the province and
they woul-d not be forced to move elsewhere due to economic
hardship. "with the stay option the government...provided
Manitobans the opportunity to live and work in the area of
their chõice.
For the stay option to become a reality,
1oca1 communities must be able to develop viable economic
bases. r'12s The need f or a stay option was noted as it vras
intended to minimize the human adjustment probl-ems of large
scale forced migration.
This would enabLe urban areas to
improve the quality of life
of their residents instead of
providing facilities and services required by migrants.
The stay option has covertly affected the transportation
in Northern Manitoba as efforts to improve transportation
and communications would reduce barriers of isolation which
make the government seem distant to northerners, especially
in the remote communities. "The availability
of adequate
128 Manitoba,
Pl-anning Sec retar i at
SEVENTIES, VoI. 1, p. 14.

12s IBrD., Vor. 1, p. 147.
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transportation does not necessarily ensure growth and prosperity, but the absence of reliable transportation contributes to economic stagnation. rr I 3o Decentralizing government
administration and services woul-d also reduce the sense of
remoteness and isolation.
rmproved transport services have
to be provided in the Nor rh not'only to increase the mobility and quality of Iife,
but to act as an essential for ecorromic development.

À werr developed communications system would also enhance

the stay option as residents would receive the necessary
information on job opportunities I aided by the fact that
T.v. and radio reduces the feeling of isolation and boredom
in remote communities.
4.8

Governmental ilurisdictional

Problems

While there are jurisdicti.onal problems in delivering

a

transportation network to northern communities I a Iot of
them have been co-ordinated since the mid-1970's with the
advent of the various development agreements pertaining to
Northern Manitoba. Before this time "different government
services delivered by different level-s of government to different components of the community. . . reinforced community
fragmentation."I 31 These jurisdictional problems hindered
effective resource management of the North. "Some problems
30

IBID., Vol. 3, p.

3l

Hickl ing-Johnson

49.
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Ltd.,
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p. II-52.
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are constitutional, while others reflect the administrative
framework which has evolved in response to po1 i t ical
requirements and pressures. Às a result, jurisdictional
patterns often make no sense in terms of rational resource
use planning. " t s z Added to this, is the division between
Treaty Indians and Metis. They consist of two governing
bodies (a local band council and a local community council)
which are administered to by two outside governments, federa1 and provincial respectively,
who supervise programs.
These problems are minimized now with both senior revels of
government working together in development agreements.
The one big area where jurisdictional problems occur is
in the air transport mode. Às stated in section 4.5.3,
there is no minimum standardization for air infrastructure
and related equipment as di f ferent levels of adequate
infrastructure are used by both governments. This constituted a problem as both governments instituted an airstrip
program, although it has been minimized since the mid-1970's
though co-ordination development agreements.
There are no
jurisdictional problems relating to highway and winter
roads as the Province has constitutional powers regarding
roadways (tfre Federal Government just provides funding).
Water transport is governed by the Federal Government, but
no perceived jurisdictional problems exist.

132 Science Council of Canada,

NORTHWÀRD

LOOKING,

p. 67.
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4.9

Positive Ànd Neqative Impacts Of Transportation In
Northern Manitoba

With the provision of transportation servicesr Vârious
consequences arise.
"Transportation improvements have been
cited as having important positive effects on political unity, social cohesion, economic arowth, specialization, and
price stability, âs well as on attitudinal change.'t I 3 3 However, the author of this quote G. W. Wilson stated that
three scenarios can arise from transportation improvements.
Firstly, a positive effect occurs as functional distance is
reduced more effectivel-y and costs decrease. Economic efficiency is enhanced by transport as resources are utilized
more effectively.
Secondly I
a middle effect occurs where a transport
improvement may use up resources that may have been better
used elsewhere creating an opportunity cost
It is in this
"grey area" of uncertainty that most of the problems associated with transport improvements occur as different publics
have different outlooks. À misallocation of resources can
and does occur, and errors are inevitable as resul-ts cannot
be generally foreseen.
This rnay be viewed negatively as
transport investments are long-term and decisions are not
easily reversible. On the other händ, there is a belief
that transport investment is a' safe investment. However,
133

G. W. Wilson, "The Role of Transportation in Regional
Economic Growth", in E. W. Tyrchniewicz and Om P. Tangrí,
eds., TRÀNSPORTATION ÀND REGIONÀL DEVELOPMENT,
(Winnipeg: Center For Transportation Studies , University
of Manitoba, 1970), p. 44.
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whether or not transportation investment is viewed positive-

ly or negatively depends on who is evaluating it.
Lastly, a negative effect occurs when an increase in
transport may have a detrimental effect on the economy. For
example, íf an area is opened up to foreign competition and
it leads to a decline in output per-capita a worsening of
regionaÌ disparities may occur due to backwash effects. But
there may be more danger in investments being too 1ow, rather than too much investment.
There are three types of regions on which transport
improvements can have an effect.
They are: empty regions
where little or no economic activity is taking place, poor
regions where there is economic activity,
but per-capita
output is low and stagnant, and v¡el1 devetoped regions where
per-capita output is increasing rapidty. A typical transportation situation in remote areas is one of underdevelopment with little or no competition. Às a resurt of
this, a low l-evel of service is usually provided due to rimited carrier competition because of the nature of the comm'odi ty,
the geography of the area , the volume of traf f ic
involved and the fact that it is more efficient to move
goods by one mode.
Transport investment may or may not have an effect on
regional growth in remote areas, but positive effects occur
regardress. Transportation improvements by themselves may
not stimulate economic development in remote areas, but
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transport investment has to take social as well as economic
objectiveS into account. Transport improvements "can have a
significant impact on...the distribution and the diversity
of industry and employment, as well as the standard of Iiving and quality of lif e across Canada. r'134
Costs of living are higher in the North than they are in
the South, but the difference is even greater when remote
communities are pitted against Southern Manitoba. "Despite
the constantly improving condition of Manitoba roads, aIl
northern communities remain a long way from main cities that
supply all the services. . .described lacking in the
North.rrl3 s Higher transport costs (a ma jor f actor ) , higher
energy costs and higher handling costs al-l contribute to the
higher retail prices that exist across northern and isolated
regions of Canada. By providing transport improvements,
indirect benefits such as narrowing of price differences
within the region occur. However, there are other influences aside from transportation costs that lead to higher food
costs. They include: greater risk, slower inventory turnover, higher cost of carrying inventory, higher credit to
customers, seasonability of demand, lack of competition
(monopoly power evident), smaller markets, limited access,
greater distances and usually one commercial carrier. "Compounding the impact of high prices is the generatly Iimited
134 Canada, Transport Canada, TRANSPORTATION POLICY, p. 8.
I 3s Manitoba,
Economic Development Àdvisory Boa rd ,
INCENTIVES, LOCÀTION AND REGIONÀL DEVELOPMENT, (winnipeg: Economic Development Àdvisory Board, 1975), p. 211 .
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level of economic activity and development. There is a
broad dependency on government programs for incomes and
income support." 1 30 Therefore, the native population has
less discretionary income to utilize as a larger proportion
is taken up by transport costs.
The Ontario Task Force Report On Transportation and Living Costs In Remote Northern Ontario Communities found that
rarger aircraft and winter roads built to wheeled vehicte
standards are the most economical modes of transport in
reducing transport costs to these communities. This indicates the benefits of the airstrip and winter road programs.
"The development of winter roads and air facilities...are
predicted entirely on servicing the social,
economic and
resupply needs of the Native communities. " 1 37 À lirnitation
of the seasonal modes are that they require larger storage
facilities and inventories that have to be financed over
extended periods of time, thus increasing costs.
Transport access does not necessarily improve socioeconomic development but direct employment is created, however temporary, by the transportation system (construction
and maintenance). Isolation is removed with the transport
link providing increased mobility and leve1s of service. À
change in transportation access though, wiIl divert activity
from one mode to another resultíng in serious consequences
136 Ontario,
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for the losing mode.
In assessing whether or not a transportation improvement
should take place the positive and negative factors have to
be weighed in terms of the community in question.

4.10 co-ordination of Transport

And Econo8ic Deveropment

Transportation is not an end, but a means to an end. The
planning and provision of transport facilities have to be
the result of transport requirements and other poricy objectives ( social,
economic and regional objectives,
etc. ) .
Transport alone cannot deverop latent economic opportunities
and wirl accomplish little.
"Transportation is but one
aspect of northern regionar development. It must be considered in the context of overall planning for utilization of
resources, human and natural. rtl 3 I GUIDELINES FOR THE

this, but stated it would have to be
a major component of northern development. rt proposed that
"it is an 'enabring' medium from which courd flow increased
employment opportunities, recreation, shopping facilities,
banking, legal and social services, hospital care, education, etc."139
Changes in the transportation system
should be coordinated with other programs to enhance soc io-economic
development of a region and alIow members to respond to ecoSEVENTIES acknowledged
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nomic opportunities.

This in recent years has been increasingly recognized. An aside to this, is that transportation
networks also have to be co-ordinated with community pranning, due to the lack of co-ordination between external and
internar systems, in order for transport to achieve its goal
of serving the people and community.
Pranning a transportation system for regional development
is very important.
"PIanning is required to adequately
address the impacts of changes in the regional network and
to ensure the network evolves in a satisfactory manner for
both native and non-native communities.'r 4o However, most
transport decisions have lacked community input, ptrivate
consultation and inter-departmental co-ordination. Government and government officials have made most of the decisions that pertained to these communities. À value approach
to deveì.opment is needed. opportunities should be presented
to people, not forced on them.
What is needed is coordination between the community and the senior levers of
government. This neglect to include the affected communities in the planning of the externar transportation link has
been a major downfarl. community input should be included
in order for them to dear with the technological change,
that will effect their vray of Iife, in the best possible
1

vray.

140 Lorne Tangjerd, p. 139.
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transportation planning must be integrated
together along with regional economic development to provide
effective resul-ts. The goal of regional economic development is to provide the best opportunity to improve the quality of life of the area.
Development is seen as the tool,
rather than relfare payments, to achieve this goal. Therefore, Fêgional economic development efforts to increase
socio-economic opportunities has to be co-ordinated with
transport programs and the local community (so needs and
desires will be revealed) in order to develop a successful
program. "Government transportation projects do bring specific benefits but the lack of an adequate economic base
means publicly provided transportation infrastructure is not
a panacea.'r 1 4 1 The transportat ion system has to be integrated with development planning for the whole region. The
other components of an effective development program try to
alleviate the stagnant economic conditions faced in these
communities. Hence, headway wiIl only be achieved when all
components are working together.
It is widely believed that for socio-economic development
and transportation policies to succeed, Eêform from within
northern native communities is a precondition, âs deplorable
native conditions have persisted for decades. Transport
alone will not likely be successful in enhancing socioeconomic development. The historical native problems (we1fare, etc.) have to be understood and dealt r+ith by other
Community and

141 rBrD.f p. 148.
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programs as v¡eI1.

Native communities must face reform from
within, and not have externaL programs forced upon them. In
this way a self-help program can develop with important
socio-economic benefits that wiIl replace a welfare economy.
The Hickling-Johnson study, contrary to other studies,
indicated that transportation was not a major factor in
socio-economic development of the native North. It árgued
that alternative investment programs are also needed. While
per-capita income increased v¡ith improved transportation
access, the study found that transportation access has no
difference on Treaty Indians' income, although it has influenced Metis' income somewhat.
Incomes vary among native
groups, âs Metis, on average, earn more than Treaty Indians.
therefore, Hickling-Johnson stated that transportation has
not been an effective instrument for the native North.
The Hickling-Johnson study noted that in order to improve
quality of life in remote communities, maybe trade-offs have
to be made between investments in transport infrastructure
and social infrastructure. There is a need for improvements
in social infrastructure as most communities have incomplete
facilities.
Inadequate hydro networks (refer to section

sewer and water, telecommunications, recreation
facilities, schools, housing and medical services are prevalent in the majority of native communities. These improvements are necessary to long-term socio-economic development.
Due to these shortfalls, the Hickling-Johnson study indicat6.2.3) ,

17.7

ed that transportation development should
these communities.

not

come

first

in

In the development of Northern canada, complex sociar and
ecological problems have to be addressed. The reward is
twoford, firstry, domestic as well as world requirements for
resources will be enhanced. secondly, the requirements to
improve services and reduce the isol-ation of northern communities will be met. À rational murti-purpose resource plan
has to be developed for the North as now single resource
dominates. À strategy of mixed development for the North
was proposed by the Science Council of Canada, which would
place more sensitivity on traditional patterns of land use.
The conflicts between competing land uses (trre south's perceived need for mineraL resources and perceived requirements
of native northerners for developing social, political and
economic serf-sufficiency) wourd be assessed and a murti-use
plan of a region could come into effect.
The consideration of what mode or combination of modes
that can be developed to provide the necessary services will
have to be set out, as they will likely be little or no competition invorved. socio-economic development must take
into account national, provincial, regional and locar development strategies in order to be effective. A co-ordinating
agency should be set up to co-ordinate all federal and provincial programs to assist native people (like the Northern
Development Àgreement now). The co-ordinating agency shourd
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co-ordinate all modal policies so utilization of the most
effective and efficient system at the lowest cost can be
obtained. Àn efficient transportation system wiIl promote
the. positive development of socio-economic conditions.

4.11 Conclusion
In summary, the advent of various national/federal, provincial and regional policies were instituted with the purpose of developing the resources of Northern Manitoba. Initial policies concerning roads (roads to resources program)
and air (region air policy)
had the objective of enhancing
the development of industrial communities for national purposes.

It was not until the late 1960's that Federal and provincial Governments recognized the native North in its policies. From this point the two senior levels of government
have entered into a number of agreements in order to stimulate socio-economic development of the native North. These
i nc lude

o
o
o
o

:

the General Development Àgreement
the Manitoba Northlands Àgreement
the Northern Developrnent Àgreement
and the
ment

Subsidiary Àgreement on Transportation Develop-

In these agreements tþ" provision of transportation facilities is but one clog in the overall machine of socioec onomi c development. Àside from these agreements the Pro-
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vincial Government has enacted an airstrip program and a
winter road program. The airstrip and winter road programs
have enabled remote northern native communities to benefit,
to an extent, from Lhe socio-economic advantages that the
rest of Manitoba and canada have. There are still problems
in providing what is labeled a minimum and adequate level of
transportation facilities and services as upgrading on a lot
of airstrips in remote northern areas is stil1 required.
with the improvement of transportation facilities comes
both posiLive and negative impacts, but the middle effect is
where most of the problems occur. This "grey area" is where
most of the uncertainty occurs as this area is perceived
di f f erently by var'ious groups, and it all depends on which
side of the issue is looked at.
Finally, it is evident that transport policies and programs have to be co-ordinated into the overalL picture of
regional development in order to provide maximum benefits to
these communities.
Transportation cannot be viewed as a
panacea in solving socio-economic problems experienced by
remote native communities.
With the various bi-lateraI
agreements the Province of Manitoba in conjunction with the
Federal Government are taking a step in the right direction
in enhancing the quality of life in remote Northern Manitoba
native communities, but it should not stop there.

Chapter

V

CÀSE STI'DY METHODOLOGY

5.1

Introduction
À case study approach involving four Northern Manitoba
native communities is used in this thesis to irrustrate the
effect of various government transportation policiesr
on
northern native communities over the years.
FirstIy, an extensive review of the literature was undertaken to establish the historical and socio-economic background of Northern Manitoba native communities. The literature shows how the different phases of transport technology
have evolved over time and the effect these changes have had
on native communities. The literature review is complemented by field research in four communities selected for the
study. This is done in order to receive first hand knowledge and insights on how transport linkages have effected
each community.
The case study methodoiogy used in

the compilation of
this thesis is described in this chapter. The criteria used
in the formation of the study area are discussed, followed
by an explanation of the methods of analysis, along with
what is intended to be done with the data obtained during
the field research.
- 180 -
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5.2 Selection Of Studv Area
In studying the effects of government transportation policies on the native communities of Northern Manitoba, âD
analysis of all native communities in Northern Manitoba was
not deemed necessary. Therefore, a sample of representative
communities was chosen to depict the effects of transportation linkages on Northern t'lanitoba native communities.
In delineating the study area it was decided to use
native communities in the Manitoba Department of Northern
Àffairs' jurisdiction ( see Figure 1 3 ) . Arso included were
Indian Reserves and non-status communities under the jurisdiction of Indian and Northern Affairs canada (r¡¡ac) that
are located within these boundaries.
In the Manitoba
Department of Northern Àffairs there are 53 communities that
are governed under the Northern Àffairs Àct. These communities are sub-divided into four regions consisting of Dauphin, The Pas, Selkirk and Thompson. This thesis concerns
itserf with the communities that are located in the Thompson
and Selkirk (east of Lake Winnipeg only) Branches of Northern Affairs (see Table 2).
ÀIso included are the Indian
Reserves and non-status communities within these two regions
under the jurisdiction of rNÀc (the federal jurisdiction for
Manitoba is different than the province's, âs it is divided
into two regions: Thompson and Winnipeg). There are 44
Indian bands in the Northern Affairs boundaries, of which 37
fall- within the Thompson and Selkirk Branches.
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Table

Communities In Thompson and Selkirk Branches

* denotes that adjacent Metis
and Indian Reserve exist

community

Thompson Reqion

* Broc_het (f./p)
* Cross Lake (t/p)
* Gods Lake Narrows (t/p)
Gods River (f)
Grand Rapids (f
Granville Lake t/p)

Gillam, Bird (f
I Iford (t/p)
Lac Brochet ( f )
* Nelson House ( r/p)
* Norway House

(

r/p)

Selkirk Reqion
(eastern siffinipeg
Berens River (t/p)

Big Black River (p)
Bloodvein (t/p)
Island Lake (p)
Garden Hi I1 ( f )
LittIe Grand Rapids (t/p)
Loon Straits (p)
f. - federal jurisdiction
p = prdvinc iaI jurisdict 10n

oxford House (t/p)
Pikwitonei (p)
Pukatawagan (p)
Shamattawa ( f )

splir Lake (f)
South Indian Lake (t/p)
Tadoule Lake (f)
Thicket Portage (p)

Wabowden (p)

Warrens Landing (p)

York Landing (f)

only)

Pauingassi ( f )

* Pop1ar River (t/p)
Princess Harbour (p)
Red
Sucker Lake (t/p)
*'t St. Theresa Pt. (t/p)
wasagamach ( f

)
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The Pas and Dauphin Branches of the Manitoba Department

of Northern Àffairs-were excluded as aIl communities, when
examined, were found to have all-weather road access. With
the exception of communities in The Pas region, which have
since received all-weather roads i.n the 1970's, all co*ruìities have had all-weather roads for a substantial period of
time. This is related to the fact that the western portion
of the province received rail and road service with the initial development of transport services into Northern Manitoba in the early 20th century. Communities in the Selkirk
Branch falling mainly on the west side of Lake Winnipeg
(also Bissett, Manigotogan and Seymourville) were excluded
as they have already obtained alL-weather' road access as
we11. Federal Indian Reserve communities of Hol1ow Water
and Little Black River lrere excluded for the same reason.
In narrowing the study area down to basically Northern
and North-Eastern Manitoba, this thesis concentrates on primarily the native communities that are remote. These areas
have a majority of the native communities that lack allr^¡eather road access. 1 4 2 ¡ matrix !¡as devised tisting the
characteristics of the communities so four communities could
be sefected. Most, if not all, native communities tend to
rely on the traditional economic opportunities of commercial
fishing, trapping, hunting and logging. From the refined
142

rn this area, communities with federal and provincial
jurisdictions were looked at as one when they formed
adjacent communities (ie. Cross Lake Metis community and
Cross Lake Indian Reserve) as their external transportation needs are the same.
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jurisdiction of Northern Àffair's boundaries, all communities $¡ere crassified according to a hierarchy of systems in
order to select four non-mineral based northern native communities that would be representative, to an extent, of all
native communities. This vias done for ease of analyzing the
transportation systems.
Six categories r¡rere initially established. The regional
centers of Thompson, FIin Flon, The Pas, Lynn Lake, Churchi11, Leaf Rapids and snow Lake constituted the first category. The second category included native communities with
aIl-weather road access. These communities included glabowden, Gi1lam, Grand Rapids, Split Lake and Nel-son House. The
third category incLuded native communities with railroad
access, of which Ilford, Pukatawagan, Pikwitonei and Thicket
Portage qual i f i ed . The f ourth category r.¡as cha rac ter i zed by
native communities with all-weather road access linked by a
ferry or a short winter road. These included Norway House,
Cross Lake, South Indian Lake, Bloodvein, york Landing and
Princess Harbour. The fifth category listed native communities that are remote with regular winter road access.
Included in this group are Oxford House, Gods Lake Narrows,
Gods River, Berens River, Pop1ar River, Little Grand Rapids,
Pauingassi, St. Theresa Pt., Island Lake, Garden HilI, wasagamach, Red Sucker Lake and Loon Straits.
The final_ category consisted of native communities that are crassified as
remote with irregular winter roads or no winter road access
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at a1r. These communities included shamattawa, Brochet, Lac
Brochet, Tadoule Lake, Granville Lake, Warrens Landing and
Big Black River (see Table 3).
The first category v¡as excluded as the communities consisted of resource based centers and did not meet the criteria of non-resource based native communities. The third
grouping of communities was also eliminated as the four
railroad communities have had a form of low cost arI-weather
surface access since the early 20th century. As wel1, these
communities will benefit from the rail-bus technorogy presently being developed. After the exclusion of these two
categories, the study area was reduced to four categories.
From the remaining four categories, one community was
selected from each group to be the representative case study
community (see Table 3).
The case study communities exhibited the broadest possibre number of common features with
other communities in their respective groups. Hence, generarizations offered would be representative to an extent.
These four categories r.¡ere then reorganized into two
umbrella groups:
one group consisted of communities that
had al-I-weather road access and the other group that was
remote. The two communities that fa11 under the remote
grouping, with differing degrees, that were serected were
Garden Hirr/rsrand Lake and Brochet. Garden HilLh.sland
Lake was chosen because it typifies the remote communities
with regular winter road service in the study area. since
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Tab1e 3:

Hierarchy Of Communities

Thompson-SeIkirk Branches Of Northern Affairs

* - denotes that adjacent Metis community
and Indian Reserve exist
- case study communities noted by capital letters
1) Reqional Centers
2) All-Weather Road Àccess
Thompson

Wabowden'
* Grand Rapids
* NELSON HOUSE
Split Lake
* Easterville
* Moose Lake

FIin Flon

The Pas
Lynn Lake
Churchi 1I

Gi1lam
Leaf Rapids
Snow Lake

oad Access

4\ Àtr-w

* Ilford

Pukatawagan
Pi kwi tone i

Thicket Portage

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Road Access
inter Road Link

* Norway House
* CROSS LÀKE

South Indian Lake
York Landing
Bloodvein
Pr

5)

rr

incess Harbour

Rçmote With Reqular 6) Remote With Irreqular
Winter Road
Or No Winter Road

Oxford

House

Gods Lake Narrows
Gods River

Berens River
Pop1ar River
Little Grand Rapids
Pauingassi
St. Theresa Pt.

ISLÀND LÀKE/GARDEN HILL
Wasagamach

Red Sucker Lake
Loon Straits

Shamattawa
BROCHET

Lac Brochet

Tadoul-e Lake

Granville Lake

Warrens Landing
Big Black River
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it is the largest community in this category, it was assumed
that it would portray similar characteristics to l^Iasagamach,
St. Theresa Pt., Red Sucker Lake, Gods Lake Narrows, Gods
River, Oxford House I LittIe Grand Rapids and pauingassi.
Berens River, Poplar River and Loon straits were not chosen
because the characteristics that defined them revealed that
they vrere not as remote as the other communities in this
category, âs they receive barge service in the summer on
Lake I^Iinnipeg. Brochet Í¡as chosen f rom the more isolated
grouping characterized by no winter roads or irregular winter roads. This group of communities rery almost exclusive1y on the more costly air mode. Brochet was selected to
typify the other communities of Shamattawa, Lac Brochet,
Tadoule Lake and t9 a lesser extent Granvitre Lake. warrens
Landing and Big Black River Ì.rere not considered as they are
serviced by Norway House and have summer barge service.
Ànother factor that led to the selection of Brochet is that
the community is comprised of an adjacent Metis community
and rndian Reserve making it more representative of Northern
Manitoba native communities in general.
From the two isolated communities in the sampler ârì examination of socio-economic development r.¡as undertaken to see
how the communities vrere af fected by the lack of transportat ion 1 inkages.
How government transportation pol ic ies
influenced socio-economic deveropment of the communities in
question is also looked at (with one mode or seasonal modes).
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The other part of the sample consisted or. two communities

that had received recent all-weather road rinkages (in the
lasL 15 years). These two native communities were used to
compare and contrast socio-economic development of the isolated NorLhern Manitoba native communities. The differenc€s, if âDy, are reveared between the two broad categories.
This category, like the remote group, lists communities that
have arl-weather road access with differing degrees. cross
Lake was one community chosen to represent the communities
in the all-weather road with ferry or short winter road
access group I
as it was anticipated to have the greatest
impact. Norway House r¡as excl-uded, even though its characteristics are very similar to cross Lake, due to the fact
that its historicar setting constitutes it as a special
case. south rndian Lake and York Landing portrayed characteristics similar to Cross Lake.
Bloodvein and Princess
Harbour were judged not to v¡arrant consideration as they
receive barge service in the summer. The finar community
serected for the sample was Nerson House. wabowden, Gilram
and Grand Rapids vrere excruded due to the fact that they are
service centers and do not typify traditional native commun i t ies .
Nelson House was serected as i t vras surmi sed that
socio-economic patterns would have been established since it
received all-weather road access in the mid 1970's.
I t was
assumed that NeIson House would represent other native communities like split Lake, Moose Lake and Eastervirre (ttre
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latter two are under the jurisdict ion of The Pas region).
It was determined that Nelson House was far enough removed
from a regional center (Thompson), being 60 miles away, to
provide the needed analysis on its soc io-economic development.

By classi fying

Northern Manitoba native communities in

this mannerr âo evaluation of the nature of advantages and
disadvantages accruing from transportation linkages woul-d be
developed. From the experiences of each community (chapter
6) scenarios were constructed as a means to eval-uate proposed sets of poticies or actions (chapter 7).
By conducting the research in this manner, it \{as possi-

bIe to document the advantages and disadvantages created
from the advent of transportation networks, or lack thereof.
From the findings in the four communities, alternaLive
actions are proposed and eval-uated.
Àlternatives are
offered in order to select the best sol-ution concerning
transportation requirements of Northern Manitoba native communities.

5.3

Methods Of Ànalvsis

The methods of analysis consisted primarily of interviews

with the governing officials in each respective community.
The interviews were not restricted to the governing native
officials,
and included non-native officials as we1L.1a3
143 rn each community 12-15 interviews were eonducted. Various officials contacted in each community included: the
Chief , Band CounciIlors, the Mayor, Community Council-
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This was done in order to receive a wide variety of perceptions on how the transportation network of a particuLar community has affected socio-economic development, and to minimize any biases that might have arisen out of the
interviews. By carrying out the research in this manner,
effects of the various government transportation poricies
have had on remote native communities in general $¡ere able
to be ascertained, In viewing these serected communities
the effects of a transportation mode on the economic health
and sociar well-being of a certain type of community were
made known.

The interviews with the various officials

in communities

with all-weather road access followed a set of generar questions structured in a questionnaire (see Àppendix D). The
questions were aimed at asking what the positive and negative aspects of an all-weather road are to the community,
as well as what the effects were on lifestyles.
The officiars vrere asked if the benefits on an all-weather road outweigh the negative aspects associated with it.
It also
asked whether or not an al-l-weather road was seen as the
ansr,rer in solving all socio-economic problems associated
with the community. An attempt was rnade to find out whether
or not there was any community input in the planning of the
all-weather road link. Furthermore, it was asked whether or
lors, the RCMP, Band ConstabJ-es, The Bay ManagêF, Post
Master, Health Nurse, Teachers, Princ ipal, Federal Outreach r+orker, I ndependent Businessman , Minister and Àirport

Manager.
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not other types of social infrastructure were deemed more
important than physical infrastructure. F.ina1ly, the interviews asked what type of government policy they wouLd rike
to see implemented concerning transportation to remote
native communities and what remote communities can do prior
to receiving all-weather road access by drawing on past
experiences of oLhers.
Àn additional set of questions v¡ere posed to officials of
remote communities, along with the general questions asked
in all communities, albeit in a modified form appropriate to
the particurar community. These additionar questions aimed
at finding out whether or not the current transportation
system was adequate. If not, then what type of action the
government should be expected to suppÌy to alleviate the
situation. It was asked whether or not an isolated community can and should expect more than one mode of transport,
which usually is air.
À final question posed, asked the
officials if they believed that t-he community had stagnated
due to the lack of an all-weather surface link.
This line of questioning attempted to reveal the perceptions and attitudes of the governing officials
in the four
categories of native communities. By this, community needs
and wants would be revealed so that particurar actions could
be initiated in order for each comrnunity to reach their goal
concerning transportation. The daLa from each community was
sorted and collated to see what common denominator arose.
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This data was compared Lo the information obtained during
the literature search to see if it was consistent, or whether it deviated from the past transportation material concerning native communities.
5.4 Conclusion
In closing, the contents of this chapter focus on the
criteria used in serecting the sample of Northern Manitoba
native communities used in this thesis. since it vras uneconomical
financial and time wise
to include all northern native communities, a case study approach was instituted. The communities v¡ere grouped into various categories in
order to be representative of all Northern Manitoba native
communities. From each of the four categories a case study
community was selected with the intention that generalizations would be applicable to all communities in that category. Interviews ï¡ere then conducted r+ith the various governing officiars in each of the case study communities in the
hope that needs and wants of each community concerning
transportation linkages wourd be made known. From this, the
data courd be used towards developing recommendations and
actions for future transportation poi-icies concerning Manitoba native communities.
The limitations arising from this method are that general izations made from the case study conmunities may not ful1y reflect remote Manitoba native communities. whire this
is realized, important fessons can still be learned.

Chapter VI
CÀSE STTIDIES: PRESENT SITUÀTION

5.1 Introductíon
This chapter brings into light the present transportation
systems affecting each of the four native communities under
study. Profiles for each community precede the discussion
of the community transportation system's effect on socioeconomic development.

The communities are examined systematically from the
least isolated to the most isorated. Therefore, a discussion of NeÌson House is followed by cross Lake, Garden Hill,
and finally Brochet. This establishes an order of anarysis
of the sampre communities whereby the resurts of the least
isolated communities are used as a learning experience for
more isolated communities.
Once the present situation of the sample communities is
analyzed, the data is compared to information obtained during the literature review to see i f native needs are consistent r or whether they have changed over time.
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6.2

Communitv

6.2.1

Profiles

Nelson House

Nelson Houselaa comprises two cl-osely related and adja-

cent communities consisting of a Metis community and an
Indian Reserve. The reserve community is under the jurisdiction of INÀc, while the Metis community is under the
jurisdiction of Manitoba's Department of Northern Affairs.
The communities of Nerson House are rocated 60 mires west
of Thompson on the shores of Footprint Lake. They are 410
ai r miles north of Winnipeg.
In 1820, the HBC established a temporary post called Ne1son River. Ànother temporary post was established in 1822
at rhree Point Lake in the region. It was not until 1833
that a permanent post was formed at the presenL site of Nerson House. The post was originarly known as Fort seaborn,
then Nerson River and was not known as Nelson House until
1866.

The area around the Nelson House settlement is very hirly

and the population is scattered along the north shore of
Footprint Lake (see Figure 14). rnternal roads run the

length of the settlement. The townsite of Nerson House is
quite compact and is not as spread out as other native communities are ( ie. Cross l,ake ) .
Hence, the internal road
system is not as dysfunctional as it ís in some communities.
144 rnformation

for

this section was taken from Manitoba,
Northern Àffairs,
NORTHERN ÀFFÀIRS
COMMUNITY REPORTS, 1985 and Indian and Northern Äffairs

Department of

Canada, -INDIAN RESERVE COMMUNITY PROFILES, 1984.
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There are hardly any ice bridges in the community, indicat-

ing that the roadways are utilízeð to the fullest.
This
also indicates that the summer and winter internal travel
patterns woul-d not di f f er that much. The Met i s commun i ty i s
situated a few mil-es from the reserve development and is
Iaid out in a subdivision pattern while parts of the reserve
have roads that foliow the placing of housing instead of the
other vray around.
The population of Nelson House includes 108 in the Metis
Community ( 1 985 Northern Àffairs data) and 1 ,528 Treaty
Indian Band members (1983 INAC data) for a total of 1,636.
The population of Nelson House has mainly risen through natural increase. There are an additional 845 (1985 Northern
Àffairs data) people Iiving at South Indian Lake of which
656 (1983 INÀC data) are members of the Nelson House Band.
These members moved from Nelson House to South Indian Lake
in 1920 to pursue commercial fishing.
Às a result strong
l.inkages exist between the two communities.
The two communities are dependent on each other for commercial services and 'economic development. However, each
community in Nelson House has its own system of loca1 government and budget. The Metis community has been represented since July,
30, 1974 by a Chairman and Loca1 Àdvisory
Committee under Manitoba's Northern A,ffairs Àct.
They are
also a member of the Northern Association of Community Councils (HaCC). The reserve community is governed by a Chief
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Fiqure 14: Settlement of Nelson

House
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and councirlors elected every two years and the Band is

of the

a

toba I ndian Brotherhood (¡,Ir g ) .
The tv¡o
council-s work together and get along quite well.
This may
be due in part to the small Metis population. A school bus
service is provided, but the two councits do not rearry consurt each other on internar transportation because they are

member

Man

i

unconnected.

activity at Nerson House is based on commercial
fishing, trapping, hunting and logging. Resource use has
been effected by the Manitoba Hydro - churchirl River Diversion scheme. commercial enterprises incrude a rogging and
milling operation. À high level of unemployment, underemployment and welfare are prevalent in the community.
Nelson House is served by pR 391, an all-weather road
constructed in 1974, which connects the community to Thompson and Lynn Lake (refer to Figure 4).
Area natives were
employed to clear the right-of-way r.or the road. There are
various taxi services availabre, âs well as dairy bus services provided by Grey Goose Bus Lines. Àir service is only
avairabre by charter float/ski prane, since the airstrip was
abandoned in 1983 due to better service and reliabirity
of
the arl-weather road. There is no overnight accommodation
in the community. Internar water transport is important in
the community but not to the extent of other communities
( ie.
cross Lake and Garden Hill ) . Docking facilities for
boats and planes exist.
Economic
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Nelson House is served by l-and l-ine hydro potrer with 244
connections. Manitoba Telephone System (tqtS) provided dial

service in 1974 with 189 hook-ups. There is also radio,
T.V. and daily postal service in the community. Water is
obtained from Footprint Lake, treated and delivered by three
water trucks. The Nursing Station, new federally operated
school (t<indergarten to grade 9), teacherage, Band Of f ice,
and HBC have a piped system. The Metis community has one
standpipe. There is no public sewage system as most residents use pit privies with the exception of the institutions.
There is one landfill
site with weekly pickup servlce.
The community has fire,
police (thompson RCMp
detachment and Band Constable), Nursing Station, ambulance
service and a school. Retail services consist of the HBC
store and S & R Food Store.
A lack of capital and manage-.
ment resources continue to be a major obstacle in expanding
this sector. Recreation facilities
include the school gym
and playground, outdoor rink, baseball diamond, and park/
picn íc/beach area. There are approximately 218 housing
units in the communities.

6.2.2 Cross Lake
Cross Lakelas contains two closely related and adjacent

communities, consisting of an Indian Reserve and a Metis
community. The reserve community is under the jurisdiction
of INÀC, while the Metis community is under the jurisdiction
14s rBID.
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of Manitoba's Department of Northern Affairs.
Cross Lake is located near the center of Mani toba, 325
air miles north of Winnipeg. Cross Lake is 80 ai r mi l-es
south of Thompson, 45 air miles north of Norway House and
135 air miles west of Island Lake.
The'townsite is located on the historic Lake Winnipeg
York Factory trade route. The cross Lake Band was'formed by
the migration of Indians from the surrounding areas. The
HBC established a post at Cross Lake in the early 1800's.
The townsite is located along the shores of the Nel-son
River just before it flows into cross Lake. The popuration
is scattered arong both east and west shores (see Figure
15). The external graveÌ road runs along the east bank of
the NeIson River r¡ith internal roads intertwined Lhroughout
the community. The internal- roadway system seems very inefficient as a lot of overlapping occurs. This is likely due
to the pracement of housing in the community which refers to
historicar patterns. there is not a crear boundary between
the Metis and reserve communities as exists in Nerson House.
However, there is some distinction with the Metis community,
concentrated near the HBC store, being laid out in a more
conventional grid pattern while the reserve is randomry
placed.
The population of Cross Lake is 3,254.

This figure comprises 2,673 Treaty Indians (1986 rNAc data) and 581 Metis
(1985 Northern Àffairs data). The popuration of cross Lake,
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Fiqure 15: Settlement of Cross

Lake
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like most native communities, increases due to natural birth
rates.
The two communities are dependent on each other for com-

mercial services and economic development. However, each
community has its own system of local government and budget.
The cross Lake Metis community has been governed by erected
Mayor and council for two year terms since september 1970,
under the ì.Iorthern Àf f a i rs Àct and i s a member of NÀcc. The
cross Lake Indian Reserve is governed by a chief and councilLors for two year terms and the Band is a member of MrB.
There does not seem to be that much co-ordination and cooperation between the two councils as both groups operate in
a separate fashion. For example, the reserve is completing
the construction of a new schoor (ready for September 1987)
that wourd facilitate students up to grade 12. Metis students are not able to attend this schoor and must go out of
the community to finish high school at the present time.
Negotiations though, are currently underlray to resol-ve this.
There is arso little
co-ordination between internar roadway
systems as both communities stick to themselves.
Present economic activity incl-udes commerciar fishing,
trapping, logging, hydro developments and the local service
sector. Like most native communities, cross Lake experiences a high fevel of unemployment, underemployment and welfare due to a lack of economic activities avairable to them.
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The communities of Cross Lake receive all-weather road

access via PR 373 with a short ferry/íce bridge crossing at

Pipestone Lake, located south-east of the community (refer

to Figure 4). This transportation link was completed in
1977. There are taxi services available, as well as connecting Grey Goose bus services. There is a 3,000 foot
gravel airstrip and terminal located in the south-east portion ot the community, but since the advent of the allweather road the bulk of its use is for medical trips.
Gravel and dirt roads stretch along east and west banks of
the Nelson River. À foot bridge v¡as constructed by DIÀND at
a cost of $120,000r¿e connecting east and west shores at the
southern end of the community, but is is rarely used as it
seems Lo have been placed in an inappropriate location.
Cross Lake used to receive external- water transport via
Whiskey Jack Portage until the all-weather road was built.
By viewing the extensive use of the lake and ice bridges
within the community in the winter, leads one to believe
that a more efficient method of personal travel can be
achieved. The inefficient and haphazard layout of the road
system suggest that water transportation is very important
and small boats would be an extremely efficient method of
personal travel in the summer months for intra-community
travel.
There are docking facilities for boats and float
planes in the community as well. Overnight. accommodation is
1

4

6 Manitoba,

Northern Affairs,
Vol. T-2, 1975.
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Cross Lake is served by iand line hydro power with
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hook-ups in the two communities. There is a rand line tele-

phone system consisting of 648 dial phones that vras
installed in 1g74. cÀrs Lake Band operates a local radio
station and receives signals from Thompson. There is T.V.
and postal service 5 days a week. water is drawn from cross
Lake. Piped water and sewer services are in the process of
being installed, fírst1y to the Metis community.
The
reserve mostly uses pit privies.
The cost of providing
these services is enormous due to the tayout of the community.
The institutions utilize septic fields in the community.
There is a three acre sanitary landfiIl site serving
both commerciar and residential needs. The community has
fire, police (a local RCMP detachment and Band constabres),
ambul-ance service, a Nursing station and two schools operated by Federal (k-12) and provincial (k-9) Governments.
Retail services include Charlie's Inn, the HBC store, a private store and a restaurant. out of the four communities
studied, cross Lake has the best service sector. Recreation
facirities include a nevr indoor arena (seaLing capacity of
1 ,000 ) ,
outdoor rink, baseball diamond I community ha1l,
loca1 park, playground, beach area and school facilities.
There are approximately 524 housing units in the two communities.
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Hill eland Lake
The two closery rerated and adjoining communities, of Garden Hill and Island LakelaT consist of an rndian Reserve and
a Metis community respectivery. The reserve community of
Garden Hill is under the j.,risdiction of rNÀc, while Island
Lake is under the jurisdiction of Manitoba's Department of
Northern Af fa i rs.
Garden Hill is located on the north shore of rsland Lake,
while the Metis community of rsrand Lake is located on stevenson rsland adjacent to Garden Hi11.
Garden Hilr and
Island Lake are Iocated 205 winter road miles north of Hore
River, 63 air miles south of Gods Lake Narrows, 162 air
miles south-east of Thompson and 257 air miles north-east of
winnipeg. The area around rsland Lake is dotted with lakes
and river systems with bog throughout and is heavily wooded.
Isrand Lake is approximately 70 miles long and 50 miles wide
6.2.3

Garden

and has approximately 3,400 islands.

Island Lake was estabrished when the HBc built a post in
the area in 1818. By 1821, the post was known as Lac des
rsles. The scarcity of furs forced this post to be moved to
Gods Lake in 1825, but it returned in 1833. In the 1920,s,
Island Lake v¡as predominantly Methodist, until Roman catholic missionaries arrived.
This resulted in a conflict
between the two religious groups which split the community.
147 rnformation for

Department of

this section was taken from Manitoba,
Northern Àf fairs,
NORTHERN ÀFFÀIRS

REPORTS, 1985 and Indian and Northern Àffairs
Canada, INDIÀN RESERVE COMMUNITY PROFILES, 1984.
COMMUNITY
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The Protestants remained at Garden Hill and the cathorics

established St. Theresa Point, formally called Maria portage, in 1927 due to these religious differences.
A
Protestant-Methodist group also split from the community and
settled at Red Sucker Lake. Another community, Wasagamach,
located six miles from St. Theresa Pt. where a Roman Catholic church was erected in 1927 was established as an outgrowth of St. Theresa Pt.
The Island Lake reserve is jointly owned by the four

bands

Garden Hi 11,

St. Theresa Pt. , Wasagamach and Red
Sucker Lake
which originalty f ormed the singl_e I sl_and
Lake Band untiL 1969. Then separate bands were formed in
1970.

Hill townsite located on the shore of the
rnainland is about four miles deep and three miles long.
Part of the settlement, including the HBC store I airstrip,
the RCMP detachment and the Natural Resources buirding are
located on Stevenson Island. The cemetery, lagoon, school,
Post office and Nursing station are located on the reserve
(see Figure 16). While no road connects the reserve to Stevenson Island, internal roads stretch throughout the communities.
The internal roadway system on the reserve, while
guite organized in the central part where the school, community hall and Band Office are located, is still inefficient
due to historical settlement patterns.
The settlement on
Stevenson Island is laid out in a strip development due
rnainly to the restrict ions imposed by the land.
The

Garden
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The population of Garden Hill and Island Lake totals
2,146. This breaks down to 2,060 Treaty Indians on Garden
Hill reserve (1986 INÀC data) and 86 in the Island Lake Metis community (1985 Northern Affairs data). The main cause
of population change in these communities is due to natural
increase.

two communities are dependent on each other for
economic and commercial- services.
Like the other communities under study, Garden Hill and Is1and Lake are governed
by separate levels of government with separate budgets. The
Island Lake Metis community has been represented by an
elected Chairman and Locat Àdvisory Committee under the
NorLhern Affairs Àct since June 28,1976 for two year terms.
The Metis community is also a member of NÀCC. The Garden
Hill- reserve is governed by a Chief and Councillors, elected
every two years and the Band is a member of the MIB. with
the limiLed amount of Metis in the community one would think
that there would not be any problerns in co-operation and
could be compared the the situation existing in Nelson
.These

House.

Consistent with so many other native communities, Garden
HiIl's economic opportunities are comprised of the tradi-

tional activities of commercial fishing, hunting and trapping. The Island Lake area is suitable to extensive recreational and forestry activities.
But only recreation ( fIy-in
fishing and hunting) has been utilized to an extent. The
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forest reserves are marketable, but no available transportation has been afforded to exploit this resource. commerciar
fishing is the main activity for most residents, while trapping returns are a low source of income. Garden HiIl is
large enough to support a larger service sector than they
have at present, but the lack of capital t high unemployment
rate and wel-fare preclude the -expansion of thi s sector. The
high unemployment rate and high cost of living are major
concerns in the community.
The communities of Garden Hill
and Island Lake are not
served by an aI1-weather road system. However, Garden HilI
and Island Lake are served yearly by winter roads that connect Red Sucker Lake, St. Theresa Pt., Wasagamach and Garden
Hilt to HoIe River, 205 miles to the south. Internaf gravel
roads exist in Garden HiIl and Istand Lake, but there is no
causevray or bridge joining the two communities.
The airstrip has a 4,000 foot by 100 foot gravel runway and termina1 building.
These communities are served daily by scheduled air service from Thompson and Winnipeg, with charter
operations available as we11.'
Water transport, while
restricted to the I sland Lake area, is very important.
There is extensive use of the lake and ice roads in the winter by ski-doo for intra and inter-community travel as St.
Theresa and Wasagamach are fairly close.
Boat travel would
take on the same significance in the summer as the HBC store
is located on stevenson rsland. A causelray would facilitate
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more efficient

though, especially during freeze-up
and break-up periods. This period is-a problem for police
and medical personnel, not to mention the community, as a
helicopter has to be chartered to get from the reserve to
Stevenson Island.
This can be costJ-y ($50 per trip) and
time consuming. Docking facilities for boat and float plane
are utilized. There is overnight accommodations in the community in the form of a lodge.
The communities of Garden HiIl and Island Lake are served
by a diesel electric power plant supplied by Manitoba Hydro.
Residents are limited to 15 amp service with commercial
buildings limited to 100 amp service. The standard residential service in the rest of the province is 100 amp connection.la8 MTS has completed a major upgrading of the phone
service with a microwave system and there are 1,069 dial
phones in the communities of Garden Hill (437), St. Theresa
Pt. (428) and Wasagamach (204). Radio is received from
Thompson and Winnipeg.
There is T.V. and postal service
four days a week to the communities. The communities obtain
water from Is1and Lake and it is pumped and distributed by a
standpipe system. Institutions obtain water through a piped
system. Outlying houses obtain water directly from the
lake. Most residences utilize pit privies, while institumovement

14I There is a proposed land line (ttelsey Line) to be constructed and completed by 1993. This transmission line
would run south from Gillam and connect seven remote

communities into the provincial grid system. These communities are Oxford House, Gods Lake Narrows, Gods Rivêr, St. Theresa Pt., Wasagamach, Garden Hi11 and Red
Sucker Lake.
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tions and homes hooked-up to the water line have disposal to
a lagoon. To provide these services to everyone v¡ould be
extremely costly due to the sprawring nature of the community.
Garbage disposal to the garbage pits is an individuals
responsibility.
The communities have fire,
police (local
RCMP detachment and Band Constables), ambulance service, a
Nursing Station and a federalJ-y operated school (k-10).
Retail services include the HBC store, Big Hook Lodge and a
restaurant. The lack of capital, apparent in other native
communities, is also evident in Garden Hill and Island Lake.
Recreation facilities available are the school- gym and playing fields, curling rink, outdoor skating rink and a community haII. There are approximately 467 housing units in the
two communities.

6.2.4

Brochet

There are two cJ.osely related and adjacent communities
that are known as Brochet, las one is an Indian Reserve (gar-

ren 'Lands) while the other is a Metis community. The
reserve community is under the jurisdiction of INÀC, while
the Metis community is under the jurisdiction of Manitoba's
Department of Northern Affairs.
The communities of Brochet are located approximately 15
miles east of the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border. The communities are 76 air miles north-west of Lynn Lake, 178 air
I

4

s Information for this section was taken from Manitoba,
Department of Northern Àffairs,
NORTHERN ÀFFÀIRS
COMMUNITY REPORTS, 1985 and Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada, INDIAN RESERVE COMMUNITY PROFILES, 1984.
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miles north-west of

Thompson

and 506 air miles north-west of

Winnipeg.

Brochet was originally settled in the winter of
1 808-1 809.
In 1 861 , a Roman Catholic mission was founded
along with a HBC post, which still stand today. In 1970,
about one half of the community of Brochet (mostly from the
Barren Lands Reserve) separated and moved 80 miles north to
form Lac Brochet. This migration consisted of mainly Chipewyan Indians.
The factionalism created between the Cree
and Chipewyan peoples led to this separation. Brochet now
is comprised of mainly Cree speaking peoples with a few Chipewyans.

The Brochet townsite is located along the north shore of

Reindeer Lake,

0 km west of the mouth of the Cochrane RivêFr with the lndian Reserve located across a small bay
accessed by a causevray (see Figure 17). There are approximately 3.2 km of internal roads, including a 1.6 km access
road to the airstrip.
The distinction between Metis and
reserve communities is evident due to the separation by
water. Both communities are fairly compact and are laid out
in a rat ional gr id pattern. The reserve communi ty, unl- i ke
most reserve communities, is functionally organized.
The population of Brochet consists of 315 in the Metis
community (1985 Northern Àffairs data) and 377 in the Barren
Lands Reserve (1986 INÀC data) for a total of 692 residents.
Bi rth rates are the main component of the population
increase in Brochet, like so many other native communities.
'1
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Fiqure 17: Settlement of Brochet

Source!

,

Departmenr of Norrhern Affairs, MÀNITOBA
l1?!itoþ_a_,
MÀPS, (winnipeg: Manitoba, Depart^.ni-ãi
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n.d.), p.
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The two communities are dependent

on each other for eco-

nomic development and commercial- services. Yet, each

commu-

nity has its own system of local government and budget. The
Metis community has been governed by el-ected Mayor and council under the Northern Àffairs Àct since May, 1972. The
elected officiars govern for two year terms and the community is

a member of NACC.
The Barren Lands Indian Band. is
governed by el-ected Chief and Councillors, al_so with two

year terms and the Band is a member of MlB. Each community
more or less sticks to itserf as there is not that much coordination of activities.
InternaJ- roadways are maintained
only in their own jurisdiction.
No one keeps up the ceuseway as jurisdiction is uncrear.
co-ordination exists
between the two communities with school bus and garbage
pick-up services.
Economic activity in these communities is limited and is
based on commercial fishing, hunting and trapping.
À major
concern for the area, like most remote native communities,
is the high cost of living resulting from mainly transportation costs and the high unemployment rate. werfare is arso
a major source of income. Tourism is severely Iimited by
distance although the Band is considering opening up a
lodge.
There are no all-weather roads connecting Brochet to the

provincial system. Àccess is mainly by air with a 3,000
foot by 1 00 foot airstrip and terminal facilities.
There is
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scheduled air service as well as charter services from
Thompson, Lynn Lake and La Ronge (Saskatchewan). A private
winter road is constructed yearly from Co-op Pt. (refer to
Figure 4) , but the operator only has it open for a couple of
weeks in order to get the contracted material through, then
it is closed. This winter road is not open for public use.
Water transport is important to the community as Reindeer
Lake links up with the provincial road system at Co-op Pt.
on the southern end of the lake. Àlthough there is this
link,
DO barge service has been operated since the mid
1 970's.
Father Darveau, the Roman Catholic príest since
1946, had organized a barge service from 1971-1974 to haul
bulk fuel. Northern Affairs bought this operation but never
completed a year's operation.
A private entrepreneur is
proposing a barge/truck operation for bulk fuel and dry
goods, and is av¡aiting word for funding from the Special
ÀRDA program. À barge operation would reduce costs significantly. He would have to assure Manitoba Hydro that he
could provide this service and then obtain the contracts.
His biggest opponents would be the contractor of the private
winter road and the only airline, Calm Àir.
A feasibility
study was conducted for him by P.M. Associates in 1985 on a
barge operation. Internal water transport only has an
advantage for the reserve as they are separated from the HBC
store, school, Nursing Station, airstrip and other institutions which are located on provincial crown land.
The
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internal transportation system is not that important in the
winter as ski-doos do not confine themselves to the road
layout. The internar roadway in the summer is utirized
more, but upgrading is needed. The best roadway is the one
leading to the airstrip.
The causevray joining the reserve
to the Metis community is marginal to say the Least, being
barely passabre in the summer. There are docking facilities
for boats and float planes as wel1. overnight accommodation
can be arranged with the Roman Catholic mission.
Brochet is serviced by a diesel generating plant provided
by Manitoba Hydro with 81 residential connections limited to
15 amp service, and 100 amps for commercial buildings. communications service is provided by satellite
7 tolr station pay telephones. This service is grossry inadequate for
the community. However, MTS prans to upgrade this to private diar service by 1988. Radio and T.v.
is limited to
what the satellite dish can receive.
PostaL service Í s
available three times per week.
The communities obtain
water from Reindeer Lake which is distributed through five
standpipes. The Roman cathoric mission, schoor, the RcMp
building, HBc store and Nursing station have piped water.
Those facilities
with running water have indoor sewage
facilities with septic fields.
Most residents, however,
utilize pit privies.
À nevr garbage disposal grounds was
constructed in 1980 with twice weekly pick-up. The communities have fire, police (1oca1 Band and community consta-
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bles), ambulance service, a Nursing Station and a provinciatly operated school (k-9).
Retaii services are limited
to the HBc store. À private store used to operate but it
couLd not compete with the HBc store. Recreation facilities
include a community hall, school' gym and playground and an
outdoor rink.
There are approximately 133 housing units in
the two communities
6.3 Ànalysis of Samo1e Communities
This section deals with the socio-economic impacts of the
transportation system in the sampre communities. It evaluates the impacts from two standpoints: how an all--weather
road has affected a community and what the perceived impacts
of an arl-weather road wourd be on a community tacking this
form of transportation.
The impacts are arranged by sections

to

deLineate the different

conseguences that

can

result due to the advent of an aLl-weather road.

6.3.1

Economic Opportunities

The impacts of an al-I-weather road on Nel-son House' s economic opportunities vary. Most people interviewed felt that

the road did enhance economic development in the community,
but not to the potential that it could have, âs more possibilities could have been utilized. Though business opportunities were limited, one business that has prospered is the
taxi shuttre service to Thompson. À reason why more economic opportunities did not develop may be found in Nelson
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House's cfose proximity to a regional- center, Thompson being

only 60 miles avray. Cross Lake experienced the same limited
impacts as Nelson House.
Economic opportunities are there
but are not maximized. Hence, the road provided mainly convenience and a reduced cost of living. One would think that
since Cross Lake is considerably farther away from a regiona1 center ( 180 miles),
more business opportunities would
have developed due to the road. Most respondents felt that
this would have happened if a bridge connecting the community to year round all-weather surface transportation s¡as provided, âs they are isolated during freeze-up and break-up
periods (Z 1/2 months). The limited ferry hours (14 hours
per day) also constrict economic development.
The perceptions of enhanced economic development of the
isolated communities seems to portray more optimism than v¡as
encountered in NeIson House and Cross Lake. Respondents in
Garden Hilllso felt
that more businesses could evolve as a
result of a road. In Garden HiIl's case, this may very well
be true as it is quite isolated geographically from other
centers and may develop into a service center for the surrounding area. Brochet had the same attitude in perceiving
enhanced business opportunities as Garden HiIl did, although
its development may progress on a more limited scale due to
the size of its population compared to Garden Hi11. But the
experiences of Nelson House would seem to suggest the same
150

In this section the reference to Garden Hi 11 also
includes the adjacent community of I sland Lake.
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thing would happen in Brochet, as it is only 80 miles from
Lynn Lake. Most people in the two remote communities felt
that economic development, however limited, in their community had stagnated due to the lack of an all-weather road.
It v¡as indicated that a better quality of living would have
been more evident, and the communities would have been that
much closer to mainstream society.
Though respondents who
worked in communities that were serviced by all-weather
roads and remote communities did not see any difference in
economic development in the two types of communities.
One positive aspect cited for not having a road, is that
these communities are given ample time to deal with the negative impacts. Some people felt the lack of economic possibilities in the communities may have restricted development
and not the lack of a road, in addition to the fact that
opportunities are not maximized. À problem that aggravates
this situaLion even further is the limited amount of cash
flow available which is particularly harmful to small business I as they cannot operate against the corporate size of
the HBC; the laLter v¡ho can accept credit and such sure
sources of income as social assistance cheques, whereas a
small businessman needs the immediate cash flow to survive.
6.3.2

Indirect Economic Inpacts Of A Road
Aside from direct economic opportunities an all-weather road
creates, there are indirect economic spin-offs which result
from a road. These indirect impacts are discussed in this
section.
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Enolovment Opportuni t ies

The benefits of an all--weather road did or would increase

job opportunities in the four sample communities, although
these being of limited quantity for the part-time construction generated from a road.
There was a general consensus
in all the communities, except Garden Hi11, that other areas
are made more aicessible for employment with a road. Since
there is high unemployment in all the communities, people
can gain employment in the regional centers and commute back
to their community. Greater employment opportunities was
also related to other government policies, such as hiring
policies directed towards minority groups. People in Garden
Hill felt their community would not benefit from other areas
as much as the other three due to the restriction imposed by
di stance

.

Cost of Livinq
The main overwhelming benefit of a road was seen as the

reduction in transportation costs resulting in a lower cost
of living in all communities. In Nelson House's case a
Iarge proportion of the residents found it more advantageous
to travel the short distance to Thornpson to purchase a wider
variety of goods at a lower cost.
Cross Lake also experienced this, but since they lack a bridge prohibit.ing them
from year-round travel, prices increase substantially during
freeze-up and break-up periods as perishable and other goods
have to be flown in.
In Garden Hill | \rinter roads reduce
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cost of Iiving substantially,
but the winter road is
only in operation for 6-8 weeks depending on the weather.
Therefore, they viewed an even further reduction in costs
wi th an al-I-weather road.
Brochet novr has to rery on the
more costly air mode to transport in most of its needs. :f
A further cause of a high cost of living in remote communities is that. they are usualry only serviced by one outlet,
the HBc store. Therefore, the HBc store holds a monopoly
and can charge what they want.
For these reasons, remote
communities would favor an all-weather road.
Isolation and Mobilitv
À reduction of isoration and increased mobirity were also
main benefits for all sampre communities enabLing more personal freedom and choice. There was a general consensus
that air transport is prohibitive to most, restricting movement. Reduced isolation has a greater impact on the younger
residents in the communities than on the older peopre as it
enables residents to broaden their views on the outside
world. In the opinion of the provincial Government, Nerson
House's isolation vras reduced so much that the airstrip was
abandoned. rn cross Lake the reduced isoration has reregated the airstrip to mainly medical trips. cross Lake though,
still has a feeling of isoration during freeze-up and breakup periods and during the limited hours of ferry operation
in the summer.
In Garden HiII some people felt that even
with an all-weather road the community wourd remain isorated
Ehe
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due to the geographical distance from any center, while others did not see the distance as a prohibiting factor. with
an all-weather road, Garden Hill wourd prefer a rink south

to winnipeg instead of a link north as most of their current
contacts are with the south, where the winter road originates from. on the other hand, Brochet would welcome any
additional form of transportation in ôrder to reduce its
i solat i on .

see a road as more of a necessity to reduce
isolation than others, these being the young community members and prof essional- workers, whereas ol-der residents do
not rank a road as a high priority.
some peopre

Ooeratino Costs
The four communities arso indicated that whire a road may
cause higher costs in operating vehicles, most did not view

it negatively and were willing to accept this.
They realized that they have to rearrange their priorities and budget
things differently.
They also looked at it in terms of what
benefits are produced with a car. À car in communities with
a road is starting to become a necessity and not a luxury.
some felt
costs on their income are transfered from other
means (ie. ski-doo and boat) to the operation of a car as
these other things are used less.
The operating costs of a
car may be restrictive for people on a limited income as
they would not be abre to afford a vehicre or operate it as
much as they wourd like.
But this also holds true for
alternative means of transportation now aüailab1e.
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Access to Reqional Centers

Ì'lost residents of the case study communities- felt that
access to wider social and economic services regional centers have to offer are important for the benefit of a community.
This view was not so pronounced in Garden Hill as
many again said distance was a main inhibiting factor.
Access to regional- centers created more personar freedom,
choice, leisure time, cultural exchangês, recreation, changes in lifestyre enhancing personal devetopment and in general the opening up of a r+ho1e new worId. This held true
especially for younger people.
A few insights offered, stated the increased travel a
road provides benefits the regional centers proportionally
more than the native communities in question. ÀIso problems
can arise depending on what services v¡ere made use of. people are also restricted by income and whether or not they
have the means for travel.
Some respondents felt that
access to regional centers was not necessary although it
was more conducive to enhancing qual.ity of life
and goods
and services shourd be decentrarized and made avairabre in
the community instead of people having to go to the regional
centers. But one would have to question the leve] of demand
necessary to sustain certain services.
Nelson House is a prime exampre of a saterrite community
taking advantage of the goods and services offered in a
regional center. In the immediate future no change is pre-
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dicted in this pattern. Cross Lake also benefits from
regional centers, but more so in the winter (ie. ice bridge)
due to their transportation problem (Iack of a bridge).
Although, F€sidents did not make use of the regional center
as much as Nelson House because of the added distance.
Therefore, cross Lake would stand a better chance of setting
up certain services in the community. Garden Hill would not
derive as much benefit as Nelson House or even Cross Lake
does, though they stil1 would benefit from a regional center
(winnipeg). Distance may or may not be a factor depending
on the outlook of the person. Garden Hill may be too far
away in order to fully appreciate the advantages that a
regional center can offer.
Àlso if distance is a factor,
people may fly out for the convenience it provides. Brochet
would take advantage of the regional center of Lynn Lake
which would be comparable to the situation that exists
between NeIson House and Thompson. Brochet's population
does not really warrant certain services locating in the
community, so they would have to commute to a regional center to obtain them.
TradiÈional Activities
A road would not have that much of an effect on the traditionar activities of remote communities. rt would provide
easier access to the fishermen and trappers whose areas come
into contact $¡ith the road and would alrow them the means of
exporting their catch in the most efficient manner. À neg-
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ative aspect is that a road may come into contact with
existing trap lines and disrupt them. Às welI, a road may
bring sport fishermen and hunters into confrict with area
fishermen and hunters, necessitating the need for a resource
plan to minimize conflict.
However, all of the communities
surveyed sah' the young not getting invoLved as much as
before due to a road. The reason being, that a road offers
them a wider variety of things to do.
In the past work and
leisure v¡ere considered the same thing, novr different activities, brought by a road, occupy their time. But, a road is
not sorely to blame for the deterioration of traditional
activities as it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain a living on these activities.
Garden Hill though, felt
that they would retain more of their traditional activities
compared to the other three communities because of their
distance from other centers.
6.3.3
Tour i

Resource Development

sm

In the sample communities an all-weather road has the
potentiar for increasing tourism within the communiLy, which
adds employment opportunities. Most residents felt tourists
have a positive effect on the community as they purchase
loca1 goods and services. Others felt tourism did not generate that much of an impact, as the tourists come totally
outfitted, producing only a residual effect on the communiTourism is seen more as a positive influence by the
ty.
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younger generation than by the elders

of the community. It
is seen as positive if ir does not come into conflict with

area fishermen, trappers, hunters and loggers.
while Nerson House had experienced some effect of tourism, it felt the proposed fJ.y-in lodge wourd have a more
positive effect on the conrmunity as tourists woutd have to
buy local goods and services. However, this proposal is
tied into a land exchange dear between Manitoba Hydro and
the Provincial Government. In cross Lake, most of the
respondents felt tourism was limited as tourists did not
come into the community, and utilize only the area around
the Minago River to the west of cross Lake. À lot of people
fert the lack of a bridge and the hydro diversion project
has had a negative infruence on tourism as it is an inconvenience to potential tourists. Residents felt that tourism
might increase if a bridge was put in. Garden Hirr saw tourism increasing stightly,
but distance woul-d be a factor.
rn providing a road to remote communities there might be a
switch in crientere from fry-in to drive-in tourists,
arthough, depending on distance fly-in tourism may be mainqly-in tourists are seen as having a greater
tained.
impact, as they would buy Iocal goods and services, whereas
campers may drive in outfitted.
Brochet is another community that saw tourism as a resource that can be exproited to
broaden its horizons. There is a hotel in the community
that the Band is renovating and a proposed rodge is being
built five miles from the community.
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Whil-e tourism can be enhanced with

a road, a problem

exists.

Since most communities only have a HBC store, the
money earned does not go back into the community and without

a road providing lower transportat ion costs ner.¡ business
development 1ike1y wiIl not occur.
Forestrv, Fishing and Trappinq
Benef its to forestry, f ishing and trapping as a result of
a road vary between the four communities. Nelson House
experienced a limited increase in forestry.
Fishing and
trapping vrere ruined due in part to the hydro diversion
project.
Although the road alLowed lower transportation
costs for exporting products, these activities remained more
or less the same. Cross Lake also experienced deterioration
in the areas of fishing and trapping caused by the hydro
diversion. Forestry increased for the provinciarly owned
Manfor company, but it is mainly externaf to Cross Lake.
In Garden Hitl new fishing areas are foreseen, ês fishermen can get their catch out instead of being limited by air.
Trapping was not seen to increase to a great extent as major
areas would not even come into contact with the road. However, forestry wourd increase dramatically as there is a lot
of marketable timber in the area of which Àbitibi-price has
the resource rights, further promoting a southern Iink.
À
road is seen as a major priority in order to exproit this
resource.
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In Brochet ¡ rrâinly f ishing areas would open up with a
limited increase in trapping. Fishing in the winter months
wourd be feasibre with the reduced transport costs.
À road
would not have that much of an effect on forestry as the
area, being near the transitjon line between forest and tundra, is not viable for commercial consumption, thereby confining the activity to local heating purposes.
6.3.4 Social lrnpacts Of A Road
Social Contacts
For all the sample communities, a road means an increase
in social contacts due to a road's unrestricted nature permitting increased personal- travel. Nelson House experienced
an increase in social contacts mainly. with the Thompson
region as a result of the road.
There are al-so a lot of
contacts with the south rndian Lake community as residents
are members of the Nelson House Band.
Cross Lake experienced an increase with the whore northern area. rt was fel-t
that contact is greater in the winter months as people are
not restricted by the hours of ferry operation. Garden HitL
foresaw an increase in social contacts, especiarly within
the Island Lake area as inter-community traver is widespread
now and a road would onry enhance it.
Brochet also foresaw
an increase in social contacts v¡ith the surrounding area
provided by the easier accessibility a road brings as intercommunity travel also occurs.
Recreation
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collectivery, all communities experienced or perceived an
increase in recreationar activities with a road. Àrr fert
that there wouÌd be a lot more inter-community participation
with the surrounding areas due to the easier and cheaper
access a road provides. This enhanced recreational activity
has the greatest impact on the school age group which is
needed in an educational sense for human development. rt
widens peoples perspectives and benefits the respective communities. A comment offered, is that arthough recreation is
increased, private recreation was effected adversel-y as people did not use the outdoors or spend as much time with
nature as before.
llarr iaqe

The majority of respondents in these communities fert
inter-community marriages did not or would not increase a1l
that much with the advent of a road. There v¡as a general
berief that inter-community marriages take place now. while
a road would provide easier access for more contacts, permitting a limited increase in these marriages, the change
in marriage patterns would not be that great.
Education

À road was seen as having a positive effect on educalion.
PresentJ-y, students are flown out to different centers to

finish their high school education as schools in most communities only go up to grade 9 or 10. Most respondents sal¡ a
road having a positive influence on education, however psy-
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chological it may be.
Students possess a more positive
framè of mind by being able to return whenever they want.
with better accessibility education is not viewed as being
negative or forced upon them as it is when access is limited. Before students were only able to rirrn a few designated times a year by air.
A road would make it cheaper to
return in terms of money, but not of time for most communities. on the other hand, some felt a road provided the student with the opportunity to return home more often, thus
promoting a lower educationar retention rate.
others felt
education, especially post-secondary, had not fulIy been
taken advantage of.
À road would effect high schoor education the least in Garden Hill due to its distance from other
centers, but in arl communities distance may be restricting
for post-secondary education participation.
This was why
certain respondents felt schooling would not be affected all
that much.
Culture and Lifestyles
In all communities, most people did not view a road a
having a detrirnental effect on curtural deterioration or
lifestyres.
People fert that a loss of curture is inevitable and other factors have contributed to its decrine.
while curture was effected, most viewed it as a step in
speeding up the development process towards mainstream society. There was a minority of divergent views in the communities, but on the who1e, the majority of people accept
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progress and view a road as a positive motivation to a prop-

er sociar rife.
However, this depends on the attitude of
the people. For instance, this view was not so common-prace
among elders who view a road more negatively than the young,
as they ma.y be opposed to change. Though tt.=. individual
viewpoints do not take the well-being of the whole community
into consideration.
For the most part a road did or would have an effect on
the lifestyle of a comrnunity.
This effect varied slightly
between all-weather road and remote communities surveyed.
Nelson House and cross Lake sav¡ their habits becoming more
closely integrated into mainstream society.
llith the
increased personal freedom offered by the road people becáme
more aware of differing lifestyres
which brought the community more up to date and reduced lag time. Some saw it as
adapting to the worrd with a transformation period of a few
years enabling them to experience what other communities
take for granted. For exampre, buying habits have changed
with the automobile becoming a necessity. perception of the
effect a road would have on rifestyles in the two remote
communities pretty well paraI1e1 the al-1-weather road communities.
However, both Garden Hill and Brochet felt habits
wourd change but not that much, âs a road would just provide
more convenience. One would have to wonder though, âs
change is inevitable.
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le certain aspects of soc ial 1i festyles would be
affected adversely,
increased alcohol-/drug abuse which is
correlated with increased personal freedom it has to be
controlled.
There are wide beliefs that culture and lifestyle have deteriorated due to other factors such as welfare,
the educational system which made the population more sedentary, limited resources in the community and T.V.
An increase in stress, tension or a loss of identity due
to a road was not witnessed or foreseen.
Most residents
felt it might increase somewhat and may affect older residents more. Àn influx of people may add to this also.
Indirectly,
the greatest increase in stress and tension
comes from the increase in alcohol and drug abuse and the
effects this has on families and the community as a whole.
ÀIcohol and Druq Àbuse
Overwhelmingly, the greatest negative aspect of a road
indicated by all respondents was the increase in alcohol and
drug abuse afforded by the greater accessibility and its
negative connotations on the socio-economic development of
the community. Nelson House and Cross Lake felt alcohol and
drug abuse had increased due to the greater accessibility,
besides the fact that it is harder to police now. Garden
HiIl and Brochet also noted this as the major concern of an
all-weather road.
The remote communities realizing this
indicated that some sort of strategy would have to be devel
oped to combat this problem. Àn increase in crime is assoWhi

I
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ciated mainly with the increased alcohol and drug abuse.
Therefore, it is indirectly related to the road. other factors of increased crime are due to increased expansion of
the community with a lack of law services and increased
transients from outside. some people felt crime decreased
with a road as people do other things to occupy their tirne.
This v¡as evidenced in cross Lake where it was noted that
crime increased when the ice road connecting the community
is out.
overall though, respondents in the case study communities
indicated that benefits outweighed any negative aspects
brought about by a road even Lhough economic deveropment v¡as
not or would not be enhanced substantially. À road was seen
as contributing more to social benefits than anything else.
Miqrat ion
À11 four

communities indicated that a road did not or
would not cause increased out-migration from the community.
Nelson House and cross Lake have noted that their communi-

ties are relativery stable and actually have people moving
back into the community,. as the better access and convenience reduces the need to move. since native communities
are closely knit, people are willing to move back. Garden
Hill and Brochet arso did not foresee any mass out-migration
as the communities are slabre and also sard the better access
and convenience offering an incentive for peopre to move
back. If peopre v¡ere to move out it wourd be the younger
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ones, who given time would likely return. Tt was noted in
Brochet, that the trend now is for people who drop out of
schoor to move back to the community and settle. one inhibiting factor to this though can be the criticar housing
situation experienced in these communities.
with a road the communities did not see that much of a
difference v¡ith an increased intrusion from the outside,
which wourd remain confined to professionals (ie. teachers
and nurses) and government agencies. The remote communities

are a little
more optimistic and foresee a slight increase
in peopre from surrounding areas. This may be attributed to
the recreational capacity of these communities, especiarly
Garden Hi11. Also, since the length of stay of professionals is rather rimited (2-3 year period) the remote communities felt that this would perhaps increase with road access.
t{eIf are

fert r+elfare was not really related to
the road and Lied into a wide gamut of things (ie. Iack of
resources, unemployment, etc. ).
welfare would decrease if
jobs were created because of the road; a1so, a possible
decrease is anticipated once the road is constructedr providing economic opportunities vrere maximi zed.
À11 communities

6.3.5 Political Impacts Of À Road
It is felt by most respondents that political actions of
all-weather communities have increased due to the simple
fact that a road has made it easier to go out to more meet-
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ings and get invorved with other groups. Differing views
were revealed though, âs in the case of Garden HiIl, where
respondents felt political actions would not be affected all
that much due to the present activeness of the community in
inter-community relations. A road though would make it easier, cheaper, more accessible and more convenient to participate. some felt that community officiars wourd still fry
due to the time savings provided, because of the distances
invorved. A road may make a community more accessibre and
provide greater awareness for participation, but invorvement
depends on the community's political activeness. The media
arso has a dramatic effect on awareness of issues, thereby
changing the level of needs in these communities due to the
increased awareness.
The majority

of the respondents in both categories of
communities felt that a road wouLd not cause the community
to rose control in administering its affairs.
white some
admitted that there wourd be more external factors coming
into play in a community's affairs,
these were viewed in a
posiLive manner. For instance, there rikely woul.d be more
organized policing in the community.

5.3.6 Reqional

Ðevelopment Considerations

all the positive and negative aspects brought about
by an all-weather road are considered, the communities surveyed strongly indicated that the provision of a road was
just a step, albeit an integral step, in the overall develwhen
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of the area and not the total ansv¡er to curing community problems. Some professionals who worked in both cat=
egories of communities, felt that the road had not provided
the ansvrer in presently linked communities, and so it Iikely
r+ou1d not be the answer for a remote community either.
Hence, a road was not viewed as a panacea for native communities.
It v¡as realized that other programs, both social
and economic, are needed to enhance the quality of life in
these communities and the weight of development should not
fall on the transportation system alone. However, a road is
an integral part of the development process as it sets the
community in the right direction. Some people felt the road
may be abused in the first few years until
the community
realizes what advantages could be brought about by the road.
This was evidenced in Nelson House as the road initially
compounded problems which took a few years to iron out.
In
remote communities some older people did not want to see a
road, while most respondents realized that a road to their
communities is not feasible at the present time.
In the provision of a road to Nelson House and Cross Lake
the Province appears not to have considered loca1 needs.
Resource requirements provided the main justification
for
these two roads. Nelson House was just 7 miles form the
Thompson-Lynn Lake road and Jenpeg hydro station was the
main reason why a road was extended to Cross Lake. In Cross
Lake, the Province wanted to put the road on reserve land
opment
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because of a narrower crossing.

But an agreement could not
be reached, so the road was built on crovrn land adjacent to
the reserve at a much wider crossing. The increased cost of

a bridge was likely why one has not been put in to date. As
well, there seems to have been no co-ordination with the
internal systems as the main criteria were economic, concerned with minimizíng the cost of road construction. However, both communities' internal- systems v¡ere not that
developed prior to the provision of the external link.
Moreover r ôs a result of the economics of reduced transportation provided by a road, the effects on other modes
vrere not considered and consequentry they declined in use.
For instance, as stated previousry, the provincial Government felt NeLson House's airstrip was unnecessary as it is
more efficient to make medical trips by road, and one wourd
not have to depend on the weather. The land is now being
redeveloped as residential. À1so mentioned previously, most
of the air passenger traffic in cross Lake is restricted to
medicar trips and some freight during freeze-up and break-up
per i ods

.

rn the provision of these roads peopre for the most part
felt that a road vras just seen as an asset without the negative aspects being considered. while they may have been
known they like]y were not weighed against the positive, âs
a road is viewed'as a basic right. The people mainly wanted
a road to reduce costs and increase mobility. Remote commu-
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nities 1ikeIy r¿itt not experience these types of situations
unless a resource developme.nt warrants the construction of a
road. rf it does or the government decides to build a road,
then more co-ordination will be required as these communities have more developed internal systems. Arso, communities being more conscious of the negative aspects, will take
them into consideration. As for the redistributive effects,
the other modes will also suffer due to the lower cost surf ace transportation.
6.3.7

Social Infrastructure
Before a community starts concentrating on the provision
of an all-weather road the majority of respondents in all
communities felt the basic services of hydro, water and sev¡êr, communications, schools, recreation facilities,
medical
care, housing, etc. should be provided first to establish a
soli.d foundation for the community, thereby enhancing the
quarity of life.
These things $rere viewed as important due
to the deplorable conditions prevalent. But, it was noted
that a road wourd reduce the costs of providing these services and knowing that it was there would provide a psychological boost for residents.
rn Garden Hill, it was felt that the winter road reduces
the cost of these services enabring them to be buirt first.
Hydro, se\.rer and water and housing are major concerns. In
Brochet, until they receive a public winter road these services would be too costly to provide. Telephones which are
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very inadequate, hydro, water and sevrer are main concerns
for the community. rn arl communities a good communications
system was seen as providing one step in reducing isolation
experienced in remote communities. In order to receive some
of these services, a community may have to change some of
their living styles as townsites are.too spread out in order
to receive efficient services like water and sewer.
6.3.8

Àdequacv Of Relnote Transport Services

Current Transport Svstem
In the two remote communities the current transportation
systems were found to be inadeguate. Both communities felt
that government shourd take more action to provide suffi-

cient transportation to remote communities. one year-round
mode of transportation is not enough as air can be restricted by weather, schedules, cost, etc. In Garden HiIl, it r^¡as
fert that the current transportation system is adequate from
the government's viewpoint.
While the system is fairly
good, the government gambres each year with the winter road
in trying to bring in goods.
winLer roads can be adequate in reducing costs and
increasing mobitity when isolation is the greatesi:
in the
winter -- when they are reliabre.
costs are reduced substantially in Garden Hilr when all goods are trucked in, but
for the past tsro years the winter road system has not been
that reliable due to the unseasonabry warm weather. The
better the winter roads are constructed the more economical_
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À larger portion of the benefits go to the government agencies though (see section 3.5.3.2).
Respondents
felt costs can still be reduced further with the provision
of an all-weather road. In Brochet most people felt public
winter roads would be sufficient in reducing costs and
increasing mobility.
Presently, the private winter road,
which is only open for two weeks, is mainly for the HBC
store and Manitoba Hydro.
More people would use it if it
was public and kept open longer.
Passenger Lravel in both
communities can be expected to use the winter roads frequently as they utilize them to travel to regional centers
to purchase goods and services and for contact with the surrounding area. A winter road offers most residents an
alternative for passenger and freight decisions to the cost
prohibitive air mode. In Garden Hi11, some respondents felt
that people are restricted to air travelr
âs distance (lq
hour trip by winter road to Winnipeg) and the short winter
road season are limiting factors.
Às wel1, a constricting
factor in both communities is that not everyone ov¡ns a vehic1e (in Brochet practically no one does).
Àlternative Preferred
Realistically both remote communities felt they should
have an alternative choice of year-round transportation.
This way they would have the option on how they want to
travel, instead of being captive to the more expensive air
mode. In Garden Hill, some felt that without a road they
they are.
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are not even considered as a part of the province. But others felt that while a road would be beneficial no more than
air can be realistically provided.
A reliable winter road
would help fill this gap. In Brochet, they would prefer a
barge and winter road system so an overlap in services
occur, which would benefit the community. Some felt a public winter road would fill the void for the time being of
the unfeasible nature of a road, while oihers felt only air
can be realistically provided.
From the social viewpoint, people want roads to l-essen
negat ive impacts assoc iated wi th remote communi t ies, however, economically roads are out of the question. While the
economics are realized,
a community may have to initially
settle for provision of the basic services (ie. airstrip).
Although, all case study communities felt government policy
should move away from piece-mea1 steps, towards a long-term
decision of developing a roadway system for remote native
communities.

ÀI1-T{eather Roads¡ Perceptions
l^Thereas

most respondents indicated a need for government

to establish a long-term plan for the provision of a11weather roads, there were some respondents who were more
pragmatic in their outlook. These people had beLiefs ranging from upgrading an: basic air facilities
due to financiar constraints imposed on government to the bands delivering their own transportation networks.
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The all-weather road communities of Nelson House and
cross Lake felt government should estabrish some sort of
road program to remote native communities. The all-weather
road communities view a road as a basic right and the best

attempt should be made to provide roads to remote areas.
some respondents in Nerson House and cross Lake felt basic
air services should be concentrated on first,
as roads to
some communities are unfeasible, and then progress in stages
towards all-weather roads. However, air transport for the
most part v¡as viewed as prohibitive due to the cost, and
winter roads v¡ere viewed as insufficient in providing necessary service to remote communities.
while the remote communities of Garden Hill and Brochet
also felt arl-weather roads should be provided by government
as a basic ri9ht, attitudes differed slightIy.
In Garden
Hi11, views coincided with the two all-weather road communities, indicating that government should move away from the
incrementaL steps of providing a winter road year after year
and that this money be put towards the construclion of a
road. Most residents felt that while government should provide a road, it $¡as viewed as being a long way off . Due to
this perceived long-term delay, it was felt that the basic
air facilities should be upgraded first.
This way more money could be spent on improving other social infrastructure.
Subsidies to air $¡ere not viewed as helping as it was only
seen to last a few years then the community would be back to
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where it started.

Brochet on the other hand, did not for

the most part-see the provision of an a1l--weather road to
their community by government as a realistic option. Most
of the respondents in Brochet fert an alL-weather road vras
unfeasible and money diverted from a road could be put to
use in more needed areas ( ie.
soc iar
infrastructure ) .
Respondents in Brochet were found to regard the provision of
a public winter road as being of greater significance. The
community also saw government providing upgraded air services along with the introduction of another carrier,
and
direct or indirect subsidies (ie. income tax deductions).
From the case study communities, whiJ_e all viewed an allweather road as a basic right, the all*weather road communities l¡ere more assured in thinking that government should
provide aIl-weather roads to remote native communities. The
remote communities did not have convictions as strong as the
arl-weather road communities. Arthough this depended on how
isorated a community is. For instance, Garden Hirr was more
tikely to consider an all-weather road a higher priority
than Brochet, but not to the extent in which Nerson House
and cross Lake viewed what remote communities' priorities
shourd be. Garden Hill was more pragmatic and can be satisfied with an efficient winter road for the time being.
Though they savr the priority for a road increasing in the
near future.
Brochet saw their immediate concern being the
acquisition of a pubric winter road in order to reduce
transport costs and isolation.
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look at the provision of their transportation in stages, with Brochet one step behind Garden
Hill who is one step behind cross Lake and.Nelson House
respectively. This also held true in their perceptions of
what government policy to remote communities shourd be. À
reason why the remote communities are not quir.e as ada.mant
concerning road construction as aLl-weather road communities, ffiây be due to their growing realízations that government' s f inanc iar I imi tat ions prohibit the construct ion of
all-weather roads to some of these areas, plus their growing
apathy due to this inaction.
Therefore, remote communities
attempt to better their transportation system in stages.
Need For Prior Consultation
overwhermingly, both all-weather road and remote communities felt that prior to the provision of an arr-weather road
a remote community should consult all-weather road communities to see how the provision of this form of transportation
has affected the community.
This format would allow remote
communities to become more av¡are of the positive as well as
the negative impacts of an all-weather road on a community
in order to see if they rerate to the particurar community
in question. A community has Lo be aware that a different
community's probrems might not be applicable in their community.
Àr1 communities felt that consurtation with a community is needed right from the planning through to the imprementation stages.
This h'ay the needs and wants of a
Remote communities
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community can be established and a road wourd not be forced
upon a community. Educational and ar{areness programs are

felt to be important and also should be set up prior to the
provision of a road to revear various impacts and how the
road will affect the community's Iifestyle.
Being able to do these things prior to the provision of a
road is viewed as a benefit for not having a road as yet.
Certain programs then could be co-ordinated and set up
before hand to deal with the problems. As well, the provision of transportation should be co-ordinated with other
government departments and agencies so as not to infrict to
much strain on other services.
For instance, the road
should take into consideration the possible need for more
policing and hearth care etc.
By taking these things into
consideration, a community can be more pro-active in trying
to minimize unwanted aspects associated with a road instead
of being reactive and trying to counteract the situation
blindly once it occurs. This concept is picked up in sectron

l -¿.

6.3.9 Discussíon
For the most part the

remote

c ommun

i t i es

'

pe

rcept i ons

re-iterated what the aII-weather road communities had
experienced from the provision of road transport.
Both
types of communities saw the mai n benefit of a road as
reducing transportation costs so that a reduction in the
high cost of living, prevalent in these communities, can
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they savr the reduction in isolation and
increased mobility as other main benefits. The main concern
associated with the advent of a road is the increased alcohol- and drug abuse and related activities that go along with
occ

ur

Às well,

ir.
deviation experienced is that the remote communities
are more optimistic in the hope for'enhanced economic deveropment compared to the communities with alL-weather road
access. They may be more optirnistic because they see a road
reducing costs of bringing in suppries, therefore, creating
a situation where business is more feasible than before.
Their optimism may not be unfounded, as Garden Hilr does
have a valid point.
Àided by geographical distance, Garden
Hitr may be able to act as a service center for the surrounding communities.
Another difference apparent in the
two categories of communities is that remote communities did
not see their habits changing as much as was experienced in
the all-weather road communities.
The remote communities
may be under-estimating the po$¡er of change.
while the reduction in cost of living is paramount, both
types of communities sa\,¡ another main advantage of the road
being the overall- social benefits afforded, hence, enhancing
their guality of 1ife. Àlthough, it is recognized that other programs are needed to combat the lack of resources, current situation, etc. in these communities in order to proOne

mote enhanced economic growth.

Even though economic arowth
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does not deviate that greatly from a remote community to
community with all-weather road access, this shourd not be

a

a

major stumbling brock in the provision of an a1l-weather
road as socio-economic conditions are enhanced greatly with
road access.
The socio-economic impacts of the transportation system

in the two categories of communities revear that native
needs are fairly consistent with the anarysis provided in
the review of the literature.
For instance, in Lorne
Tangjerd's thesis it is indicated that the main consideration for a road to native communities is for the indirect
benefits of a reduced cost of living, plus the social benefits produced. The negative aspects, of which arcohol is
the main nemesis, remains deeply rooted in the minds of residents in both types of communities. For the most part
findings in the four sample communities highly correlate
with previous findings.
The one major deviation from previous riterature is the
question of depopuration of areas once a road is constructed. Àuthor Jim Lotz in his book NORTHERN REALITTES, stated
that roads lead in two directions.
Lotz theorized that
roads would facilitate the exodus of peopre out of an area.
This thinking deviated from the present fierd research as it
was found that native communities are reratively stabre.
The two communities surveyed with alr-weather road access
did not find out-migration prevalent. Instead they experi-
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enced a movement back into the community as the road provid-

ed easier access and more convenience, thereby reducing the
need to emigrate out.
It was also perceived by the two
remote communities that the same thing would happen

when

they received an all-weather road. It has to be understood
that native communities are stable entities having been
present for hundreds of years in the same locality anð
thereby not l-ikely to disappear if a road is introduced.
The make-up of native communities have long standing ties
with the area and are unlike resource towns that become mere
shadows of thei r former sel-ves once the resource no longer
becomes feasible to exploit.
6.4 Conclusion
In summary, this chapter dealt with the present situation
concerning the four case study communities. FirstIy, a community prof i1e vras compiled on each community in order to
develop insights into how the community is structured and
what transportation requirements it has and needs. From
there an analysis of the communities was conducted in order'
Ëo disclose the real and perceived socio-economic impacts of
an aIl-weather road.
The data v¡as sorted and collated to
see what common denominator arose. When this v¡as concluded,
it v¡as shown that perceptions on the effects of an allweather road on a remote community were consistent with
experiences of all-weather road communities. One difference
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detected was the fact that remote communities were more
optimistic in their perceptions of economic development in
their community with the advent of an al-l-weather road.
Another difference is that remote communities fert their
habits wourd not change as much as þras experienced in the
communities with all-weather roads. Basicalry,
the same
benefits and costs of an arl-weather road, plus the effects
on J-ifestyle came through consistently.
The information obtained during the fierd research arso
corresponded with the material obtained in the Iiterature
review. Except for the aspect of community stabil-ity, which
was found to be unaffected, and in fact was enhanced.
In closing, from this anarysis it is felt that generalizations of socio-economic impacts on other native communities can be made with a relatively high correration. Therefore, the characteristics of the case study communities
apply to all native communities in the study area. With
this in mind, the next chapter of this thesis returns to the
general categories of native communities from the specific
analysis presented here. Hence, recommendations and actions
will have an effect on all caLegories of native communities
in Northern Manitoba.

Chapter VII
TOWARDS

A

COMPREHENSI\¡E POLICY FOR REMOTE NÀTI\TE
COMMT'NITIES

7.1 Introduction
Àfter an extensive revier+ of the various transportation
systems and policies affecting Northern Manitoba native communities this chapter outlines a comprehensive policy for
these remote native communities. This chapter reverts back
to the general categories of naLive communities (refer to
Table 3) from the specific case study communities.
Firstly, the chapter reviews what solutions concerning
transportation to these communities are needed. rhis takes
the form of an agenda. scenarios are then constructed to
irrustrate how the proposed solutions wirl v¡ork given a certain policy direction.
selection and eval-uation of these
options are provided to determine the impacts on native communities and other actors.
From these scenarios and
options/ a comprehensive poricy for remote native communities in Northern Manitoba is proposed. specific actions for
particular native communities are documented.
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.2 I{hat Needs To Be Done: Ä,n Àqenda
This section detai1s what "ought". to be done to enhance
transportation services to native communities. solutions
proposed refrect broad requirements for al-l native communities and community specific solutions.
In order. for native communities in general to improve
their socio-economic conditions through physical transportation linkages, certain requirements must be met.
Àn
improvement of social conditions in these communities is
needed.
The communities through various programs ( ie.
Northern Development Àgreement) can co-ordinate with the
senior revers of government to put policies or structures in
place to upgrade hard ánd soft services to establish a basic
foundation. The types of activities that ought to be concentrated on are health, welfare, education, recreation,
housing, water and sewer, hydro and communications. Since
it was recognized that these services were needed in the
case study communities, a greater attempt ought to be taken
to provide them in arl communities before the physical linking occurs.
From this it is proposed that transport problems be corrected in the most effective and efficient manner, tâking
various groups' interests into consideration.
community specific solutions proposed refrect the different needs of each community. where native communities are
separated internally by. waterr ân attempt to alleviate the
7
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problem by providing for a more efficient

of traffic is proposed. For instance, in a community like Garden
Hill, which is separated from Island Lake by water, the main
priority consists of a causeway linking these two communities.
Then, from a priority listr ân alr-weather road be
constructed to Garden HiI1. with this link Garden Hil-1 then
could act as a transshipment point to outrying rsland Lake
movement

communities

where the communities are separated from the provincial

road system because of the lack of a bridge, the installation of this facility tops the priority list.
Àn example of
this type of community is evident in cross Lake and Norway
House.

rn communities that have the opportunity to be served by
public winter roads and barge, priorities can be established
to create an effective system that utirizes both forms of
transport in order to lessen the seasonal gap. communities
that can benefit from this solution are the ones along the
eastern shore of Lake Winnipeg and Brochet.
rn communities that do not have an alternative form of
transport, other than air, tl.re f irst priority is f or the
provision of an alternative transport service.
This can
take the form of another carrier in order to invite competition, thereby reducing prices, or by establishing a public
winter road. An exampre that comes to mind is the group of
communities in which Brochet fal1s under. with only one air
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carr ier (calm ai r ) and one store

, monopol i st ic practices are evident. Brochet's first priority is for the private winter road to be made public.
By proposing this, the
community would have an arternative transport link for a
longer period of time. Brochet's next priority, which they
have an opportunity to utilize,
is for the establishment of
a barge system on Reindeer Lake.
while these types of proposars may only direcLly affect
certain communities, other communities might receive indirecL benefits.
For example, a community may benefit from
lower transport costs due to a restructuring of the distribution network even though they did not receive a direct
physical link.
By putting in place policies or structures before a physical Iinkage is supplied, a community, as well as government' can be more pro-active in delivering a certain service. Hence, the negative aspects of an all-weather road
can be minimized. This h'ay the various groups involved wirl
not have to try and counteract a situation with stop-gap
(Hgc )

measures.

7.3 Ànalvsis Of Options And Àlternatives
This section analyzes various transportation options and
alternatives that are available to the province of Manitoba,
which in effect are uni-dimensional scenarios. Àlthough a
policy option depends on what the province sees as its pri-
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orities, five different options are proposed for remote communities. In each option the form of the transportation
system to be established is discussed. The effects of each
option on the various groups involved is evaluated.
ÀS
weIl, the selection and feasibility of each option are supplied.
From these options,
the "best" alternative is
selected and recommendations emanate as a resurt.
while
these options concern just the physicar transport facilities,
the need for sociar infrastructure is recognized
regardress of which option is selected. policy recommendations are made in this regard as werl. social considerations are a direct by-product of the physicar policy choices
and technical apprications thereof .
Às a result of this,
the selection of the "best" poricy reflects the most favorab1e social needs.
7.3.1 Option #1: Do-Nothing Alternative
Maintaining the existing system is an arternaLive which
must be considered as it is the basis for comparison of arl
other alternatives.
This "business as usual" option assumes that the current
transportation system will be'maintained and no additionar
services will be impJ-emented. Therefore, the main transportation system to remote native communities wourd consist of
the airstrips, pubric winter roads and a few private winter
roads. Às werl I a limited barge service to communities on
the east side of Lake Winnipeg would be in p1ace. This
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barge service seems to

however, with the
development of land Iine hydro power to Bloodvein, Berens
River and Pop1ar River.
For the categories of remote communities not linked with
the year-round road system, mâintaining the present system
does not serve adequately their transportation needs. Cross
Lake would view this option adversery as their main concern
is for the construction of a bridge in order to give them
permanent surface access. This also holds true for Norway
House. While the public winter road can be adequate in
reducing costs to remote communities in the same category as
Garden Hi11, they are not always reliable.
The largest
inequities of the present system occur in the category of
remote communities that do not have yearly public winter
roads, such as Brochet. Brochet has to rely mainly on air
transport for passenger and freight service which is cost
prohibitive to most. So from the standpoint of this community, the present system is grossly inadequate. However,
from the government's standpoint, the present system may be
viewed as adeqr-tate given the rimitations and restrictions
placed on

be dwindling,

them

social and economic viewpoints, this option would
have no effect whatsoever on enhancing life in remote native
From

communities.
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7.3.2

Ootion #2: ÀIl-Weather Roads To Each

Com¡nunitv

The cost of building- all-weather roads to each remote
community wourd be astronomical. For instance, in 1984 Tri-

dent rnternational Inc., conducted a feasibility study based
on aerial photographs for a 168 km road from Bloodvein to
Poprar River. The cost in 1984 dollars was $40 milli.on or
$235,00O/km. 1 5 1 The Manitoba, Department of Highways and
Transportation concurred with this cost in their EAsr oF
LÀKE WTNNIPEc TRÀNSPORTATION sruDY conducted in 1986. The
Department of Highways estimated that road construction to
the five major remote communitiesls2 due east of Lake winnipeg f rom the existing Rice River Road v¡as g75 mill_ion. r s
since terrain around most remote settlements in.Manitoba is
similar to that found east of Lake winnipeg, construction
costs would range from $250,000-$300,000/kn in northern areas.1s4 Main considerations for costing are the terrain and
the availability
of gravel
These costs are about twice as
high compared to roads in the southern parts of the prov3

ince.

Trident International Inc., PROPOSAL FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
ROAD BLOODVEIN, BERENS RIVER, POPLAR
RIVER, (winnipegt 1984), p. 6.

AN ÀLL-WEÀTHER
152

These communities consist of Bloodvein, Berens River,
Poplar River, Little Grand Rapids and pauingassi.

Manitoba, Department of Highways and Transportation,
Policy Programs and Research Branch, EÀST OF LAKE
wINNIPEc TRÀNSPORTÀTION STUDY, (winnipeg: 1986), p.29.
1 s4
Personal communication with Jack Craven, Manitoba
Department of Highways and Transportation, poJ_icy programs and Research Branch, Àpri1 23, 1987 .
153
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The selection of this arternative would have the greatest
socio-economic impact on the communities that are the most

remote ( ie.

Brochet). Residual benefits would aÌso filter
down to communities in the areas adjacent to these remote
communities. However, this option would have an extremely
adverse effect on the Provincial Government.
This option
from the Provinc iar Government' s standpoint is totally
unfeasibre due to the financiar constraints placed on the
government in recent years.
Presently, the Province have
placed a higher priority on maintaining the existing system
with their limited budget. with increasing weight limits on
the primary system in the last 20 years, the surface rife of
roads have been reduced. consequently, the province's ability to expand the road system has diminished. Therefore,
there are no prans for extensions in Northern Manitoba.
with the limited passenger and freight frow from these communities and rugged terrain, associated with high construction costs, a system of al-L-weather roads at the present
time is uneconomicarry unjustified.
The province views the
provision of a transport netvrork as a pragmatic rather than
an ideological matter
Although this option would have the greatest impacts on
remote communities' socio-economic development, the nature
of passenger and commodity demand in these communities arong
with government f inanc ia1 constraints works against the
selection of this option.
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.3.3

Option

#3

¡ Àir Intensive

The inclusion of this

arternative is to see if a more
efficient mode of transportation can be achieved. In order
to reduce air freighting costs existing presentry, the airstrips would have to be expanded to accommodate larger, more
efficient aircraft. l s5 This option runs into a few problems. Firstly, the local- carriers that operate in these
remote communities would have to purchase new aircraft.
But
none of them has neither the capital nor the financial
strength to do it without financiar assistance by the GovCTNMENT. AS the EÀST OF LAKE WINNIPEG TRANSPORTÀTION STUDY
indicated, rarger aircraft may not reduce costs as there are
other operation costs implicit in their operation. In addition to this, with the limited voLume of freight each remote
community requires, larger aircraft may reduce frequency of
service.

This option from both a remote community's and government's perspective wourd be unrealistic. À remote community
may lose regurar service with no possibre reduction in cost,
while government would have to herp rocal carriers in
obtaining larger aircraft with capital assistance. A community like Garden Hi11, which has a more economicar public
winter road wourd view this option more negatively than a
community such as Brochet. AIthough, âf1 publics affected
would view this option negatively.
Government currently
1s5 Manitoba,

Department

of Highways and Transportation,
p. 34.

EAST OF LAKE WINNIPEG TRANSPORTATION STUDY,
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feels that money for airstrips
existing facilities.
This option would adverseJ-y
opment in remote communities
roads, ôs a loss of employment
result . Thi s opt ion woul-d not
that much economicatly.
7

.3.4
Under

improve
system

could best be spent upgrading

affect socio-economic develcurrently served by winter
and increased isolation would
even benefit the province all

OotÍon #4: Limited All-Weather Roads, Inprove
Baroe./glinter Roads

this option a number of actions can be initiated to
the efficiency in Manitoba's current transportation
to remote native communities,
or any combination

thereof.

Firstly, the government can undertake construction for a
Iimited expansion of the all-weather road system.
This
would lessen costs to the communities and government agencies and provide short-term emproyment for the construction
of the road, along with other spin-offs. secondly, a lesser
step would be to upgrade or estabrish barge systems where
they are appropriate. Thirdly, government cän upgrade public winter roads or provide them where they do not exist.
Àn effective barge/winter road system is adequate in reducing transportation costs in remote communities. where the
combination of these two modes of transport is feasible, the
overlap of services would reduce isolation and costs experienced by remote communities dependent mainly on air,
increasing the benefits experienced by these communities.
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The remote communities that

would receive the greatest

socio-economic benefits would be the ones that would be
accessed by an all-weaLher road. Next in line wourd be the
remote communities which would receive a public winter road

or barge system or both. For instance, Brochet comes to
mind as a remote community that would benefit from the latter.
The main problem of the barge/winter road option is
that a remote community is stirr relegated to the air mode
during freeze-up and break-up periods. Remote communities
arong the eastern shore of Lake winnipeg would benefit from
an improved barge system as they already receive winter road
access. Remote communities like Garden Hill wourd not benef it from this option, unl-ess the improved transportation
system is in the form of an all-weather road. other remote
communities such as shamattawa, would benefit from a public
winter road.
The evaluation of this option depends on the community
and type of transportation network it now receives. From
the Provincial Government's standpoint, this would be the
most favorabre option, aside from the do-nothing arternativer âs costs would be minimized. Government has a goal to
provide feasible and rearistic options to improve the transportation system at the lowest cost.
Government agencies
wourd also benefit as they would be afforded a cheaper means
of transportation to ship their supplies in (ie. Manitoba
Hydro with fuel). rhis option would increase the efficiency
of Northern Manitoba's transportation system significantly.
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with certain actions of this option is that if the
Provi nce provides barge service to these communitiesls6 they
would be setting a precedent, taking responsibility for matters in federal jurisdiction. 1 s7
Problems

7.3.5 Option #5: Ne¡r Technoloov
The option of new technology exists, but is mainly
restricted to developing more efficient means in the existing modes (refer to section 3.5.5). while the feasibirity
for revolutionary technoLogical advances are quite limited,
there is a possibility for the deveropment of a hovercraft
network. As stated in Manitoba's EAST OF LÀKE WINNIPEG
TRANSPORTÀTroN sruDY, the hovercraft could possibly replace
the existing barge system. À hovercraft for alI seasons,
would thus eriminate interruption during the freeze-up and
break-up periods. Àlthough studies have to be carried out
to determine the viability of such a system. The benefits
are that water transport would be more economical for communities along Lake winnipeg and possibly Brochet with minimum
cost to the Province.
By developing existing modes more efficiently, the socioeconomic impacts increase concurrently. However, the implernentation of a hovercraft would only have increased the
socio-economic benefits for the remote native communities
rso A private company may not find it commercially viable to
deliver the service due to a reduced demand for fuel
oi1.
157

Manitoba, Department of Highways and Transportation,
EAST OF LÀKE WINNIPEG TRANSPORTATION STUDy, p. 33.
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able to be served by this type of transport.
.3.6 Summary
out of these options, the "best" or "optimal" arternative
wourd be option #4, which consists of rimited road construction, barge and winter roads systems. option #1 is unfavorable to remote communities, while option #2 is unfavorable
to the Province.
option #3 is unfavorable to both proponents and Option #S would only provide small benefits to a
rimited number of communities and government. Therefore,
none of these options are desirable.
This leaves option #4
as the optimal arternative for government to folIow. After
trade-offs, option #4 provides the greatest amount of socioeconomic benefits for the province and the remote native
communities alike.
7

7.4 Recommendations
The recommendations presented here are separated into
general, specific and supplementary actions. General recommendations purvey the basis for a comprehensive policy for
remote native communities in Northern Manitoba based on the
findings of the thesis.
In order to implement the rongrange policy,
short-term plans have to be developed that
will guide the actions in the direction of the rong-term
poricy. Hence, specific recommendations deal with the problem areas now evident in the province.
The supprementary
recommendations deal with probì-ems stemming indir-ectIy from
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transport and attempt

to enhance guality of

Iife in

remote

communities.

7.4.1

General Recommendations

Às has been indicated from the findings

throughout the

thesis, there v¡as no expricit comprehensive poricy concerning transportation linkages to remote native communities.
No action was initiated towards the native North until the
late 1960's. Prior to this, the transportation network in
Northern Manitoba was built with only resource based centers
in mind. Àdding to the neglect of native communities'
transportation needs is the settlement pattern characterized
by point development (refer to section 3.4).
Even when the
various levels of government became interested in the native
North, transport provision followed a pattern of disjointed
incrementarism which was too timid. whire certain programs
have proved successful r ârì overalr strategy was not
advanced. The best means of compretery addressing the problem is deemed to generate a single comprehe'nsive policy for
Northern Manitoba's remote native communities, incruding all
transport modes.
.

À

COMPREHENSIVE POLICY FOR TRÀNSPORTÀTION To
REIÍOTE NÀTIVE COMMT'NITIES BE DEVISED.

the province of Manitoba
will derineate a future direction or "vision" for northern
native transportation, working towards a long-range goal of
under this comprehensive policy
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all-weather road provision. The present system to date,
operates as an end and not a means. The Province woul-d join
into consultation with the Federal- Government and various
communities in drawing up this poJ.icy. This way the various
needs and wants of the different actors can be detineated.
Each community const.itutes special consideration as needs
and wants may differ between communities. By inctuding
social considerations, native communities can strive towards
a more realistic goal of enhancing their quality of life.
Furthermore, the Province, given its limitations, does not
have the means to provide this network by itself.
As weIl,
the majority of residents of these isolated communities are
under federal jurisdiction
À set of guidelines for transportation reguirements for
the different categories of remote communities should be
established. For instance, âñ all-weather road program
should have a certain population size in mind. As well, âh
inventory of transportation needs and -wants for each remote
northern native community ought to be documented. Alsor ârì
opinion r,ras voiced by officials of Northern Àffairs that a
priorization system for the selection of communities to
receive transport improvements needs to be developed. 1 s I
I^7ith these guidelines, the various government departments
would become involved in the provision of transport facilities to remote communities in Northern Manitoba. The guide1ss This comment is based on personal discussions conduct.ed
with officials of the Manitoba Departnent of Northern

Àffairs, April

1

987

.
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lines shourd be broad enough so provisions can be made to
consider the various socio-economic impacts an all-weather
road can have on a community. From these impacts, various
social and economic agencies that are needed can be identified and set up before hand to dear with problems inherently
related to a roadr flâking the poricy pro-active instead of
reactive.
7.4.2 Specifíc Recommendations
Out of the various aforementioned options, Option #4
would be in the best interests of both government and the
communities involved. The specific steps needed to be taken
to enhance the quarity of life in remote native communities
folrow. These steps aim at providing short-term objectives
leading up to the long-range goal of aÌl-weather roads for
remote native communities. while these steps deal with
physicar services, the spin-offs produced enhance socioeconomic development of a community.
AN EXPÀNSION OF THE ALL-WEÀTHER ROAD SYSTEM
REMOTE NÀTI\TE COMMT'NITIES.

TO

the priorization of needs for.all-weather roads,
the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation
should proceed with a program of a limited provision of allweather road construction. This would advance them towards
direction of the long-range pran. The province can start by
completing the Rice River Road from pR 304 to Broodveinlse
Based on

lss This road is currently being' constructed 2/3 by Natural
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which is

recommended in

the EAST oF LÀKE wrNNI pEG
TRANSPORTATIoN STUDY. Then additional steps, based on
reassessment of the systemr câÍl be implemented.
AN EXPÀNSION OF THE PUBLIC WINTER ROÀI) SYSTEM
TO ADDITIONÀL REMOTE COMMT'NITIES NOT SERVED ÀS
YET.

' with the situation existing as it does now, remote communities, such as Brochet, have to rely armost exclusivery on
air transporl. while a private winter road is constructed
for a minimal period to ship contracted material in, residents do not benefit alr that much from this. rf the winter
road was pubric, mobility wourd be increased substantiaJ_ly,
whi Ie cost s woul-d be reduced.
Therefore, the Manitoba
Department of Highways and Transportation ought to consider
the expansion of their current winter road system. until
winter road operations are expanded into these remote communities, it is recommended that capitar assistance be given
to the communities to purchase equipment to maintain the
private winter road after the contractor closes it down.
Thu expansion of the system wourd forlow a priority list as
welr. This list would be made in consul-tation with the Federal Government as they fund 50% of. winter road costs in the
province.
A BARGE

SYSTEM BE ESTABLISHED ÀND I{ÀINTÀINED
TO BROCHET. ÀLSO ÀN ÀDEQUATE BARGE SYSTEM BE
MAINTÀINED ON LAKE T{INNIPEG.

Resources and 1/3 by Àbitibi-price

and is 23 mires long.

'
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It is recommended that the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation, Marine services Branch in conjunction with Transport canada proceed with an establishment of
a private barge service to Brochet. By imprementing this,
an alternative means for passenger and freight distribution
would be provided in this remote community. This operation
would be commerciarly viable as Brochet is serviced by diesel- generators, placing a high demand on fuel oir.
Therefore, both levers of government are recommended to assist
this service to ensure operation.
As well, these departments ought to take steps in order
to maintain the existing barge service to the communities of
Bloodvein, Berens River and Poprar River. The province cannot maintain this themselves.as waterways are under federal
jurisdiction. I^7ith the installation of land line hydro service in recent years to these communities, the demand for
fuel oil has been greatly reduced.
This has decreased the
commercial- viability
of a private barge operation on Lake
winnipeg and is reflected in the only generar freight carrier's reluctance to continue this operation.
The various departments involved can. act to ensure that
the barges operated, be abre to handre mixed uses of passenger and freight services.
THE CONTINUÀTION OF
UPGR.AÐING OF ATR
COlilMttNITf ES.

THE

PROGRÀM REGÀRDING
NATIVE

SERVICES TO
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The Provincial and Federal Governments, under the North-

ern Development Àgreement, are recommended to continue in
their efforts to upgrade air facilities to northern native
communities. Monies spent on the airstrip program in this
agreement ought to be maintained for the upgrading of facilities and navigational services. As documenled in the EÀST
OF LAKE WINNIPEG TRÀNSPORTÀTION STUDY, âo expansion of air_
strip lengths to accommodate larger aircraft wourd meet with
limited cost savings. This is due to a number of probrems,
notabry the limited amount of annual- freight communities
receive and carriers would have to incur large capital outIays to purchase Iarger aircraft.
Às well,
frequency of
service to these communities would be in jeopardy of being
reduced. Therefore, objectives of the airstrip program
should remain the same, with new money injected.
A priorization Iist should also be established for airstrip construction to remote communities lacking these facilities.

o

THE

OF BRIDGES TO CROSS LAKE ÀND
HOUSE.
These communities are not classified as remote according
to some government agencies, but they are isorated in excess
of two months each year, becoming captive to air transport
for this period of time. Hence, it is recommended that the
Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation, Bridges
and structures Branch incrude the construction of these
bridges in their five year capital plan
By constructing
INCTUSION

NORT{ÀY

.
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bridges to these two communities, a more efficient utilization of transport movement can be ùndertaken. This measure
will enhance the socio-economic benefits of these communities more than they have already.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CÀUSEWÀY LINKING
ISLÀND.

HILL TO STEVENSON

GÀRDEN

This link is of utmost concern for the residents of these
communities. without it the bulk of the peopte who reside
on the Garden Hill lndian Reserve are separated from most of
the crucial- services which are located on provincial crown
Iand on Stevenson Is1and during freeze-up and break-up periods. Most notably these services include the HBC store, t.he
airstrip and the RCMP detachment. À causeway would facilitate efficient movement for community residents. The lack
of this link generates a greater health and safety risk in
cases of emergency. with the majority of the people of
these centers separated from the airstrip and the RCMP, a
helicopter has to be chartered to access both areas. This
costly and time consuming remedy is grossly inadequate. As
a result, the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation, Bridges and Structures Branch ought to include the
construction of this causeh'ay in their f ive year capitaìp1an.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF GARDEN HITJL AS
CENTER SERVING SURROT'NDTNG ÀREAS.

A

REGIONÀL
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In the areas that are conducive to area development
(refer to section 3.4), the province of Manitoba proceed
with developing a hierarchy of systems to provide the revel
of services required.
À policy ought to be enacted to
establish transport rinks to the point where there is a
heartrand-hinterrand network or relationship. For instance,
Island Lake could be the center (heartland) serving arl surrounding communities (hinterrand). À community and regional
identity courd be developed in Northern Manitoba rike that
that exists in Southern Manitoba.
Priority has to be given to estabrish a transportation
network to Garden Hill in order for it to act as a resupply
center to surrounding communities. The necessary storage
facilities and a barge service are needed to service the
surrounding Isrand Lake area. untir this is established the
present network would continue to operate.
.

THE CONTINUÀTION OF ÀN ONGOING STT'DY oF
COMMT'NITIES

IN

REMOTE

NORTHERN MANITOBÀ.

It is recommended that the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation, Policy Programs and Research Branch
continue studying remote communities' transportation problems and needs. with their recent study on transportation
to communities on the east side of Lake winnipeg, aimed at
improving the efficiency of the system both quantitatively
and qualitatively,
it is recommended that this department
continue their research.
Two other areas needing examina-
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tion are communities in North-Eastern Manitoba, north of
Lake winnipeg and North-western Manitoba. From these
reports an executive summary can be provided to indicate the
various priorities in order for the province to act accordingly and implement programs to all-eviate the problems.
7

.4.3

Supplementarv Recommendations

supplementary recommendations are offered which have

an

indirect effect of reducing transportation costs and isoration in remote communities, thereby enhancing socio-economic
conditions. As well-, sociaf recommendations are proposed in
hope of enhancing quarity of 1ife. This is done as physical
links alone wirl not solve all probrems, and in fact they
may make some problems worse. Therefore, recommendations of
a social nature attempt to alleviate or deal with problems
associated with physical linkagesr or the lack thereof.
.

A LÀND LINE HYDRO SYSTEM
CONNECTING
SE\¡EN NORTH-EASTERN
REMOTE
COMT.ÍT'NITIES TO THE PROVINCIÀL GRID SYSTEM.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF

It is recommended that Manitoba Hydro forlow through with
their proposed connection to these seven communities (refer
to section 6.2.3) immediatety, âs the dependence on diesel
generators is a hinderance to the quality of life experienced in remote communities. The line connecting the seven
North-Eastern Manitoba communities wourd reduce costs
experienced in these communities substantiarly.
Manitoba
Hydro can follow up this project, by generating a list
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detailing which communities will
system in the future.

be

linked to the provincial

THE UPGRÀDING OF VOICE COMMT'NICATIONS
PRIVÀTE DIAL IN REMOTE CO}TMI'NTTIES.

TO

With communications being a form of transportation, an
adequate system is viewed by residents of native communities
as the first step in reducing isolation. À tol1 station pay
phone system, such as the one in Brochet, is grossly inadequate and undermines the quality of life experienced in a
community. Therefore, the Manitoba Telephone System (ufS)
can work towards establishing a priority list for upgrading
services to private dial in remote communities.
À LICENCE REVISION OF THE SPECIAL TERRITORY
REMOTE AREAS, MÀKrNc rT MORE CONDUCTVE

ON

TO

PEOPLE AFFECTED.

It is recommended that the Manitoba public Insurance Corporation (¡tpiC) revise their special territory status on
remote areas so people are not unduly affected.
There is
currently a reduced Licence plate fee for remote areas, but
this special plate restricts vehicles from the provincial
road system. The veiricles still
have to be insured, with
costs depending on the territory and rnake of vehicle, year,
etc. The only solution for residents in remote areas notr,
that are connected to the provincial- system through a winter
road or ferry,
is to only insure their vehicles for a six
month period.
But then they cannot use the community's
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internal roads without

reg istration.

Communities

of

Cross

Lake and Norway House are not Iisted as remote, even though

they are cut off from the provincial system for approximateIy two months and they pay the same rates as a person living
in Thompson. Hence, MPI C should restructure their remote
area clause so that regist ration rates are refLective of the
service that is able to be attained

À

SPECIAL PARCEL POST
NECESSITIES TO REMOTE
IMPLEMENTED.

SYSTEM

TO

SHIP

COMMT'NITIES

BE

It is recommended that Canada Post set up a special parcel post system to ship necessities to remote communities in
order to improve quality of life afforded by the resulting
lower costs.
Transportation co.st savings outlined in the
EÀsr oF LÀKE WINNIPEc TRÀNSPORTÀTION sruDy wourd be significant.
By shipping more goods by parcel post, the air
freight would be lowered. This would reduce the burden peop1e in remote communities face.
THE I}ÍPLEMENTATION OF A

PROGRÀM

TO

PROVIDE

SOCIAL INFRÀSTRUCTI'RE TO REMOTE COMMI'NITIES.

The Province of Manitoba and Federal Government are to

continue their hard and soft programs of providing social
infrastructure under the Northern Development Àgreement.
Where-ever possible, these services ought to be expanded so
residents are not disadvantaged compared to the rest of the
province.
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O
It is

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIÀI SERVICES
ENHÀNCE QUALITY OF LIFE.

IN

ORDER TO

that an agency such as the Manitoba
Department of Northern Àffairs organize a consurtation among
senior levels of government and the community in question to
set up certain health, welfare, education, policing and
housing programs etc. that wil-1 become necessary with a
physical Iinkage. This wiIl reduce strain on certain services. À1so, education and awareness programs can be instituted Lo reveal the various impacts a road has on a communiThese programs would be implemented by the leveÌ of
ty.
government best able to deliver the particular service.
Also, by setting up certain services that are perceived to
be needed in a community pri or to the provision of the physical linkage, a community wi 11 be able to deal with these
recommended

problem areas when they arise.

Therefore, negative aspects

inherent in aLl-weather road access can be minimized.

7.5 Conclusion
The development of a comprehensive policy for remote
native communities was examined in this chapter. Firstly,
the solutions needed to enhance transportation services to
native communities was detailed.
Then various options and
scenarÍos were put forth in order to determine which alternative, given a certain policy direction, would best optimize socio-economic development of native communities. The
selection of these options were discussed from the communi-
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ty's and government's standpoint. In considering evaluations of each option from different viewpoints, Option #A
was suggested as the optimal sorution to guide transportation needs towards a long-term goar ot all-weather road
facilities.
This option incruded a combination of systems
based on a variety of limitations and needs. As a result of
this option, a long-range poricy for remote native communities was devised. specific and supplementary recommendations were put forth in an attempl to strive towards this
long-range plan aimed at enhancing socio-economic development of remote native communities through transportation
facilities.

Chapter VIII
CONCLUSION

In essence, the intent of this thesis was to determine
the effect transportation linkages have on the socioeconomic viability of native communities in Northern Manitoba. Às an informative study, this thesis endeavored to shed
light on the concerns and needs for improved transportation
Iinkages to remote Northern Manitoba native communities.
From the outset of this thesis an attempt was made to
answer the perceived impacts of an all-weather road on a
native community. These beriefs herd by the author rvere to
a large extent confirmed, âs a reduction in the cost of 1iving and isolation along with increased mobility occured. As
we11, more employment opportunities were created with the
advent of a road. However, in the case of more abundant
economic opportunities, the perceptions held were refuted to
an extent as the findings indicated that other programs, in
addition to a road, are needed to enhance economic opportunities r+ithin these native communities. Despite this, the
thesis reaffirmed that the quality of tife in these communities v¡as enhanced greatly, although for mostly social reasons. In the case of a deterioration of native culture, it
$¡as shown that other factors have contributed to its decline
276
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and a road was not viewed as being detrimental

thi s matter.
Àn increase in social problems evident w1 th a r.oad
r.¡ere confirmed in the contents of this thesis.
Other perceived questions outlined at the start of this
thesis were refuted to an
For instance, it was
"*t.nt.
shown that federal-provincial. jurisdictional
probrems in
administering a transportation poricy v¡ere not as great as
was initially
perceived. For the matter of a pattern of
disjointed incrementalism in provincial transportation policy, the thesis proved that while this exists somewhat, it
would be more appropriate to labe1 the problem as piecemeaf. However, present government policy while having some
positive aspects, was revealed in the findings throughout
this thesis not to be the best means in devetoping socioeconomic viabiLity of native communities.
In answering these questions, the compilation of this
thesis followed a a number of methods. Firstly, an extensive literature review vras conducted in order Èo establish
the socio-economic background of northern native communipast practices and patterns in providing
ties.
As well,
transportation services, were discussed to determine how
remote native communities have been affected. The reviev¡ of
the literature provided the setting that identified the prevailing transportation issues concerning these communities.
Proceeding from this point I a case study approach was util ized in order to compare and contrast soc i.o-economic devel1n
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opment between all-weather road and remote communities.
From a hierarchy of communities, reafizations and percep-

tions on

all-weather roads affected or would affect a
community were disclosed. Predicated upon past material and
prirnary research, recommendations were outlined regarding
the most appropriate course(s) of action to follow. These
actions v¡ere formulated with the intent of enhancing the
quality of life experienced in remote native communities.
The findings of this thesis reveal-ed that the fortunes of
Manitoba native communities, from the formation of settlements, have been tied into senior government's transportat ion pol ic ies .
Historically, there has been an intimate
relationship between native settlements and transportation
Iinkages as settlements originated, in part, due to the
nature of past economic activities.
However, native communities subsequentry lost their importance as modern forms of
transportation by-passed them. As a result of this neglect,
it is government's duty to provide these communities with
the needed transportation linkages. Hence, government has
an obligation to regard native transportation needs with a
higher priority due to past omissions
Based on the findings of this thesis, it was shown that
various transportation policies and programs put in ptace by
senior governments have had a major influence on the socioeconomic development of Northern Manitoba native communities.
These impacts vrere reaffirmed during the field
how
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research, r.¡here it was possible to evaluate the effects of a
community's socio-economic development due to the various
transportation policies and programs mentioned above.
Remote communities' perceptions f or the most part r.¡ere
established to be highly correlated with the experiences of
all-weather road communities on how road access affects
socÍo-economic development.
The most common difference
between these two categories of communities r.¡as the fact
that remote communities were more optimistic in their hopes
for improved economic development. But, when commenting on
their present transportation network, remote communities
assessed their system as inadequate. These perceptions and
experiences correspond immensely to past material on the
topic.
The major deviation occurs when the permanence of
native communities vras found to be unaffected by all-weather
road access, which is contrary to some past material.
The thesis is based on the premise that native communities are permanent entities, and actions are formulated
accordingly. However, piece-meaI policy dec i sions by the
senior governments have produced inadeguate transportation
requirements and facilities to a majority of northern native
communities. This has resulted in an undefined "vision"
which could lead to an overall strategy.
Therefore, a different approach and comprehensive policy, co-ordinated with
the communities involved, is needed for native transportat ion i f remote communi t ies' best interests are to be
reflected.
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However, depending on which viewpoint is consideredt a
problem arises as to what adequate transportation entails.

the communities' standpoint the system is inadequate,
but on the other hand the government views the system as
adequate. Herein lies a "grey area" in transport provision.
In order to diminish this "grey area", scenarios were constructed to evaluate proposed sets of actions. These alternatives were offered in order to select the "optimal" solution for this issue. Therefore, actions proposed reflected
needs and limitations of the various groups involved.
Às a result of the ad-hoc nature of past and present policies and programs concerning native transportation, a longrange comprehensive native transportation policy was
devised. This was deemed to be the best means for addressing the problem. Under this policy, a future direction for
northern native communities vras espoused, leading towards a
long-range goal of all-weather roads.
À set of guidelines
for transportation requirements for the different remote
communities are a part of this policy, along with the various impacts a community would experience with a road. These
components make the policy pro-active, instead of reactive.
Specific recommendations were then detailed which were aimed
at providing short-term objectives to create a more efficient transportation system for various native communities,
leading towards the long-range goal.
From
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the existing policies and future actions mean, are
that due to the permanent nature of native communities, the
present transportation system is inadequate for a majority
of communities.
It is realized that government has constraints and limitations, however, ärr attempt has to be made
to increase the efficiency and adeguacy of the transportation systems in these remote communities. Therefore, both
parties vrere found to benefit from the proposed actions.
In bringing this subject to the forefront, âttention can
be focused on the need for a comprehensive policy concerning
transportation linkages to remote northern communities,
which is undefined at the present time.
Às wel1, on a
broader scare the thesis could be used as a basis for further research in this area.
WhaL
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ÀPPENDIX À

norontai r

In 1969, Georgian Bay Airways asked for subsidies to continue its intra-regional service in Northern Ontario, but
they lrere not granted. As a result, the Ontario Government
conducted a survey in 1971 and found that demand was there
but is vJas not being met, as there were numerous shortcomings in private services. The provincial government then
acted as a developer of air services, which vras operated by
White River Air Services
an existing carrier.
This carrier vras re-named norOntair. Ontario real-ized that the air
service would originally not cover costs.
NorOntair has
been operating for 10 years without a profit and it still
receives government backing.
In 1975, the system was
extended from North-Eastern Ontario to include North-Western
Ontario.
The Province leases aircraft
to a bidder for
gI/year/aircraft and assumes some operating costs.
Àsa
result, there is a 40% dífference between norOntair's fares
and Àustin Àirways and other private carriers.160

I

6o InformaLion for this section was taken from Canada, CTC,
THE ÀDEQUÀCY OF ATR SERVICES IN NORTHERN ÀND REMOTE
AREAS, FINAL REPORT, (ottawa: ÀTC, 1985), p. 85.
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ÀPPEI.TDIX B

Northern Manitoba Transoortation Policies And proqrans
Gcncral Tran¡oort pollcle¡
INITIÀTED

BY

FederaL
Government

Federar
Government

NÀI-ÍE
National_Transportation
¡ct (1967)

National Transportation
policy (1975- not
formerly adopted)

Àir Transport PoIiciès
INITIÀTED BY
NÀME
Federal
Àir policy
f"9q!el
(1966)
Government

Province of
l'fanitoba

Provinciat Àir
eolicy (1968)

Federal
Governnent

Neri Domestic

Federal
Government

Freedom To

Àir
Poricy (1984- proposal)

(

1

985)

Move

DESCRIPTION

-Àimed at providing

economic,-efficieñt and
facilities at the Lowest
cost. Used as an instrument
of national policy.
-Four contexts in which
transport policy nas to
be developèd in order to
use transport as an
instrument of national
policy. Remote areas incl..
adeguate transport

DESCRIPTION

-Offered preferential
treatmen! to the five
regional carriers to
operate where essential
and uneconomical
services existed.
-To provide year-round
air transpoit to all
northern communities Hith
a population of 100 or
more without aLl-veather
road access.
-À demarcation line across
canada where regulation
woul.d remain north of the
line to ensure a level. of
protect ion
-praced more emphasis
competitive toicei.
Deregulat ion

Surfacc Transoort Policic¡
I}¡IÎIÀTED BY
NÀME

Fedcral
Governnent

DESCRIPTION

lrans-Canôda Highvay

Àct (1949)

-

.
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-For the devcì.opnent
of national unity.

on

Federal

Roads To Rcsources
(19s8)

Government

-Program rhich provided

50% federal funding up
to 975 million to all
provinces. Designed solely
to open up northern

resource areas.

Province of
Man

Concept of Feeder
Highways (1960's)

i toba

-System of feeder highways
that would best suit the
needs of Northern
Man

winter Road Proqram

Province of

-Àimed at serving the
socío-economic and resupply needs of remote
native com¡¡unities in the
nost efficient manner. Cost
shared (50-50) r¡ith Federal

(1971)

Manitoba

i Èobans .

Government.

Conorehengive Proqrans
INITIÀTED

BY

NÀME

DESCRI PTI ON

Northern

General Development
Àgreement (1974)

-Encouraged soc io-economic
development in Northern
Manitoba.

DREE and

Mani

toba Northlands
Àgreement (1974-1982)

-Focused on human development and comrnuni ty services;
resources and community
economic development; area
transportat ion and communitl
services; and planning and
implementation.

Northern Development

-Like the Manitoba Northlands, the N.D.À. is Lhe
continuation of the Iongtern northern deveLopment
effort. GreaÈer emphasis on
locaI economic initiatives.
-To invest in facilities and
services which wiIl promote
trade and industry to
encourage economic development. Àlso to enhance
transport development in

DREE and

Àffairs

Northern

Àffairs

DRIE and

Àgreement

Nor the r n

Àffairs

(

1

982-1 989

)

Subsidiary Àgreement
on Transportation

DRIE and

Northern

Àffairs

Development

(

1

982-1989)

Man

Otbqr Pollcle¡
INITIÀTED

BY

Province of
Man

i toba

Province of

Uân i

Man

toba

i toba

Telephone
System

Àf

i toba

.

fcctlno TransoortaÈion
NÀME

DESCRI PTl ON

Gro¡rth Centers

of people into
designateil areas. Government then rould be able to
provide better scrvices for
the inhabitants.
-À person rould have the
freedom to choose r¡here
to live and vhat activity
to engage in.
-Movement

Stay Option

Provision of

Àdeguate

Communícations (1972)
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-First priority to provide
at least radio-telephone
servicc to aIl communities
with nore than 50 peoplè.

ÀPPENDIX

C

Standardization of Airstrios
The ÀTC in its report on THE

ÀDEQUACY OF

ÀIR SERViCES

TO

received a recommendation for air
facility
standardization from Air Creebec 1 6 1 to minimize
conflict between senior Ieve1s of government. Air Creebec
recommendations consisted of :
o 3,500 f oot by 100 f oot hard packed surf ace runï¡ay
o trunvray lighting
. cement parking (2,000 square feet)
o non-directional beacon (Nns), range 50 nautical miles
o weather reporting facilities
o VHF radio communications
o equipment for airstrip maintenance
o airstrip and parking fenced in
o fueling facilities

NORTHERN AND REMOTE AREÀS
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APPEITDIX D

Oueetionnaire

GE}¡ERÀT. QT'ESTIONS

I

) Has the provision of an all-weather road led to the
of socio-economic development in the conmunity?

enhancement

2) tthat benefits nere produced with the provision of the a1l-weather
road? ie.- increased job opportunities
other areas accessible for employnent opportunities
Lower transport costs resul.ting in lowei-cost of living
reduced isolation
increased mobility, year round access
benefit from wider social. and economic services
of regional centers
increase in social contacts
new areas opened up to forestry, fishing, trapping
and tourism

J)

Did the provision of the a1l.-weather road take into considerat ion
the LocaL needs or r¡as it thrust upon the the community r¡ithout
community imput?
ie.- was it co-ordinated with internal transport
- did it take into consideration the rediltributive
effects
- were the positive and negative effects weighed

4) was the provision of the all-neather road seen as the ansner to
enhancing the socio-economic development and needs of the
cornmunity, or uas it realized as only one sÈep in the over-a1l
picture of regional development?

5)' If economic development nas not enhanced substantially, were
the indircct bencfits (reduced cost of riving etc.) wõrth the
costs (loss of culture etc.)?
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PÀGE

6)

2

Is access to Èhe regional centers necessary for socio-economic
?

development

has the all-weather road affected your lifestyle?

7)

How

8)

Do you

9)

what^costs rere associated cith the provision of the all-ueather
-road? ie.-

ie.- habits
- hunting, fishing and trapping
- recreation
marriage (out of community)
schooling (post-secondary education)
social contacts vith othãr communities
poJ.itical actions (more conferences with other
conmunities)

view tourists (external intrusions)
or negative impact on the c ornnun i ty ?

-

as

having a positive

detrimental effect on-fifestyi;
cultural deterioration
higher_costs.of operating equipment
loss of traditionàI activltíescontrol of community lost
stress, tension and loss of identity exper
increased alcohol/drug abuse
increased crime
increased nigration
increased intrusion sith the outsidc rorld
increased selfare
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i enced

PÀGE

3

10) Over-a11, is the all-r¡eather road viewed as a positive or
negative influence?

11) Àre other types of infrastructure (social) deemed more important
than physical infrastructure?
re.- upgrade hydro network
- upgrade sewer and rrater
schools, housing
- provide recreation facilities,
and medical services
- provide adequate communication facilities

12) what type of government policy nould you like to see instituted
concern ing transportat ion?

13) ¡{hat can be done to learn from the mistakes of the past (ie. how
can remote communities prepare for the provision of all-seather
surfâce acceas in the future) Èo lessen negative irnpacts?
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PÀGE 4

QITESTIONS FOR REUOTE COl0,llrNrTIEs
14)

1s)

Is the current transporÈation network to your
suffici.ent
or does the government have ro take rot" å"tioncomrnunity
in-fro"iainé ah; necessary transportation required?

Is the provision of winter roads to remote communities adequate
in reducing the cost of J.iving and increasing

and sufficient
mobi I i ty?

16) Can passenger travel be expected to utilize the winter road
network or is it Limited to air transportation?

17) what, real.isticalry, can an isor.ated community expect in the
forn of transportation facilities? Is it .nouir,-for an isolated
community to have. only one node of transport-(;ir"trlf"i-;;-i;the cost prohibitive to most residents? is a snusiay ãiitã* ãi
reduction of fees and taxes necessary to make the air irode
reasonable and adequate?

18)

Has the com¡¡unity stagnated due

surface transport link?

to the rack of an all-neather
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